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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STRUCTURES IN THE APPALACHIAN AND
OUACHITA FORELAND BENEATH THE GULF COASTAL PLAIN
In Alabama, the Paleozoic Appalachian thrust belt plunges southwest beneath the
Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain. In Arkansas, the Paleozoic Ouachita thrust belt
plunges southeast beneath the Coastal Plain. The strikes of the exposed thrust belts
suggest an intersection beneath the Coastal Plain. Well data and seismic reflection
profiles confirm the strike and intersection of the thrust belts, and provide information to
determine the structure and general stratigraphy of each thrust belt.
In east-central Mississippi, the Appalachian thrust belt curves from the regional
northeast trace to westward at the intersection with the southeastern terminus of the
Ouachita thrust belt, to northwest where Ouachita thrust sheets are in the Appalachian
footwall, and farther west, to a west-southwest orientation. At the intersection, the
frontal Appalachian fault truncates the Appalachian thrust sheets. The Appalachian
thrust sheets are detached in Lower Cambrian strata and contain a distinctive CambrianOrdovician passive-margin carbonate succession. The Ouachita thrust sheets are
detached above the carbonate succession and contain a thick Carboniferous clastic
succession. The Appalachian thrust sheets east of the intersection rest on an
autochthonous footwall with a thin Lower Cambrian sedimentary cover above
Precambrian crystalline basement. To the west, the Appalachian thrust sheets rest on an
allochthonous footwall of thick Ouachita thrust sheets.
The top of Precambrian crystalline basement rocks dips southwestward beneath
the Ouachita thrust belt; large-magnitude down-to-southwest basement faults enhance the
deepening. Appalachian thrust sheets on the northeast are detached above relatively
shallow basement, but to the west, are detached above thick Ouachita thrust sheets, which
overlie deeper basement. The structure of the basement reflects the Iapetan rifted margin,
where the northwest-striking Alabama-Oklahoma transform bounds the southwest side of
the Alabama promontory. The trends of basement structures and subsidence toward the
Ouachita thrust belt parallel the Alabama-Oklahoma transform. Shallower basement and
synrift basement grabens underlie the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt.

The curves in strike and along-strike change in footwall structure of the
Appalachian thrust belt reflect controls by basement structure and by the structure of the
Ouachita thrust belt.
KEYWORDS: Appalachian thrust belt, Ouachita thrust belt, Precambrian basement,
Thrust belt intersection, Thrust belt-basement interactions
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.1 Overview
Thrust belts characteristically have curved traces. Curves in thrust belts are
described as either salients or recesses, where salients are broad curves convex to the
craton, and the recesses between the salients are more angular curves concave to the
craton (Thomas, 1977). While thrust-belt salients and recesses have both been previously
studied in detail, considerably more attention has been given to thrust belt salients (for
example, Marshak, 2004). The subsurface intersection of the Appalachian and Ouachita
thrust belts in the Alabama recess in western Alabama and eastern Mississippi provides a
unique opportunity for detailed study of a major thrust-belt recess.
The northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama and west-striking
Ouachita thrust belt in Arkansas have both been buried by the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf
Coastal Plain strata in eastern Arkansas, Mississippi, and western Alabama (Figure 1.1).
The strikes of the thrust belts adjacent to the onlap of the Coastal Plain strata suggest a
subsurface interaction of the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts, but until petroleum
exploration began in Alabama and Mississippi, nothing was known about this interaction.
Mellen (1947) and King (1950) documented well information that suggested the Ouachita
thrust belt followed a southeasterly strike beneath the Coastal Plain, and the Appalachian
thrust belt followed a southwesterly strike beneath the Coastal Plain. The outcrop and
subsurface traces of the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts define a triangular outline
for the Black Warrior foreland basin, north of the thrust belts (Figure 1.1; Mellen, 1947;
King, 1950). A more detailed description of the subcrop continuation of the Appalachian
and Ouachita thrust belts was produced by Thomas (1972, 1973, 1976, 1985, 1989).
These later studies by Thomas traced the Appalachian thrust belt farther into Mississippi,
and identified individual thrust sheets in the Appalachian thrust belt. Recently, additional
data have become available, making possible a more detailed study of the interaction of
the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts beneath the Coastal Plain. These new data
include additional well data, as well as seismic reflection profile data, which provide
detail of the structures in the two thrust belts beneath the Coastal Plain. This dissertation
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uses these data to document in greater detail than was previously possible the structural
and stratigraphic relationships between the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts beneath
the Gulf Coastal Plain strata.
This study includes several maps, which include: Paleozoic subcrop map (Plate
1), structure contour map of the base of Coastal Plain strata (Plate 3), a structure map of
the top of Precambrian basement rocks (Plate 5), and a map of palinspastically restored
Appalachian thrust sheets (Plate 6). This study also includes a set of nine cross sections,
four of which are balanced and palinspastically restored (Plate 2). Stratigraphic
correlation charts are also included to document stratigraphic variations in the
Appalachian thrust belt and Black Warrior basin (Plate 3; Figure 2.3).
1.2 Methods
Seismic reflection profiles were interpreted by comparing the lithologies
represented in logs from wells on or near a seismic reflection profile to that seismic
reflection profile. The average velocity of each unit was determined by comparing the
known thickness of a given unit from well data to the one-way travel time of that unit on
the seismic reflection profile. The average velocities of units 1, 2, and 3 reported in
Thomas (2001) were used in this study, and the average velocity of unit 4 was determined
at well 2827 along cross section 19. The average velocities for each unit were checked
for along-strike consistency wherever a well is in close proximity to a seismic line, such
as well 1040/A and cross section 22 (Plate 1).
Seismic reflection profiles were the primary data source used in the
construction of the interpreted cross sections, in addition to any wells that are on or near
the seismic reflection profile. Between the cross sections, the Paleozoic subcrop map
(Plates 1, 5, and 6) was constructed using well data to constrain the subcrop pattern of the
Paleozoic geology. Thrust sheets were connected between cross sections using the
simplest along-strike trace of the thrust sheets supported by the available well data.
The four balanced cross sections in Alabama (cross sections 19 through
22, Plates 1 and 2) were constructed by using conventional construction methods (for
example, Dahlstrom, 1969). Palinspastically restored cross sections were constructed
using the frontal cutoff as the anchor point, and line-length balancing for units 2 and 3,
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and area balancing for unit 1. The cutoff angles on the restored thrust sheets match the
cutoff angles on the thrust sheets in the balanced cross sections.
1.3 Basement Structure
Late Precambrian-early Paleozoic continental rifting and opening of the Iapetus
Ocean resulted in a zigzag pattern along the eastern margin of Laurentia (Thomas, 1977,
1991a). At the southeastern corner of Laurentia, the continental margin is defined by the
Alabama promontory. The southeastern side of the Alabama promontory is bounded by a
rift margin, and the southwestern side is bounded by a transform margin. Northwest of
the rift margin, the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama trends parallel
to the rifted margin (Thomas, 1991a). The transform margin along the southwestern side
of the Alabama promontory, is defined by the Alabama-Oklahoma transform fault, which
trends northwest from southern Alabama to southeastern Oklahoma. Along the AlabamaOklahoma transform along the southwestern side of the Alabama promontory, the
Ouachita thrust belt trends northwest-southeast, roughly parallel to the AlabamaOklahoma transform (Thomas, 1991a).
The southwestern and southeastern sides of the Alabama promontory are the
result of diachronous rifting. The southeastern side of the Alabama promontory is part of
the late Precambrian Blue Ridge rift system, and the southwestern side of the promontory
was formed during the Early Cambrian Ouachita rifting (Thomas, 1991). Rifting along
part of the eastern margin of Laurentia, including the southeastern edge of the Alabama
promontory, was in the style of an upper plate in simple-shear rifting (Thomas, 1993).
The interior part of the Alabama promontory forms the Black Warrior platform in
the Ouachita and Appalachian forelands. Basement depths along the southeastern edge
of the Black Warrior platform are “shallow”: less than 25,000 ft (7.6 km) deep from sea
level (FSL). Several northeast-trending Early to Middle Cambrian basement faults break
up the southeastern edge of the Black Warrior platform and can be traced beneath the
Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). In the northeastern part
of the study area, these basement faults form a horst and graben system that provided
increased accommodation space for deposition of a thick succession of Cambrian
limestone and shale. In particular, large-scale basement faults bound the Birmingham
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basement graben, which is now beneath the Appalachian thrust belt (Thomas and
Bayona, 2005). The Lower and Middle Cambrian cover sequence over Precambrian
crystalline basement consists of sandstones, mudstones, and carbonates and thins to
approximately 2,000 ft (610 m) thick along the southeastern edge of the Black Warrior
platform. The equivalent succession southeast of the Black Warrior platform has a
maximum pre-orogenic thickness of 10,120 ft (3,085 m) in the graben along the
southeastern edge of the platform. The thick cover succession which filled the graben is
presently preserved beneath the frontal Appalachian thrust sheets as a ductily deformed
accumulation of shales which produced folding and faulting in the rocks above. This
tectonically thickened accumulation of shales has been termed “mushwad” (Thomas,
2001), and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. Middle and early Late
Ordovician flexural wave migration towards the craton during the Taconic orogeny
inverted the Birmingham graben, and caused erosion of the top of unit 2 over the inverted
graben (Bayona and Thomas, 2003). Southeast of the present Black Warrior platform,
the carbonate platform was drowned, and fine-grained clastic sediment prograded over
carbonate deposits above the eroded unit 2, during the Middle to Late Ordovician as a
result of Taconic flexural subsidence (Bayona and Thomas, 2003).
The southwestern side of the Black Warrior platform is approximately parallel to
the northwest-striking Alabama-Oklahoma transform fault. The Argentine Precordillera
rifted away from Laurentia along this fault in Early to Middle Cambrian (Thomas and
Astini, 1996; Astini and Thomas, 1999; Astini and others, 2004; Thomas and others,
2004). A set of late Paleozoic down-to-southwest basement normal faults displaces
basement and cover along the southwestern side of the Black Warrior platform. The
amount of displacement on the basement faults is significantly greater than those on the
southeast, resulting in “deep” basement. Whereas basement faults on the southeast
resulted in basement depths that do not exceed, and are generally less than, 25,000 ft (7.6
km) FSL, the depth to basement on the southwest is in excess of 25,000 ft (7.6 km) FSL,
the bottom limit of available seismic reflection profiles.
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1.4 Stratigraphy
The Cambrian through Pennsylvanian stratigraphy in the Black Warrior basin and
Appalachian thrust belt includes a Lower and Middle Cambrian clastic succession, a
Middle Cambrian through Lower Ordovician passive-margin carbonate succession, a
Middle Ordovician through Lower Mississippian succession of varied lithologies and
depositional environments, and an Upper Mississippian through Lower Pennsylvanian
clastic wedge. These intervals have been divided into four units on the basis of
lithologies, general mechanical behavior, and appearance on seismic reflection profiles.
Unit 1 consists of Lower to lower Upper Cambrian rocks, including sandstones,
shales, conglomerates, thick graben-fill shales, and an upward transition to passivemargin carbonates in the Appalachian thrust belt. The shales in unit 1 are mechanically
weak, and unit 1 hosts the Appalachian regional décollement. Unit 2 consists of the
middle Upper Cambrian to Lower Ordovician passive-margin carbonates of the Knox
Group. This unit is structurally stronger than the other units, and forms the regional stiff
layer of the thrust sheets. Unit 3 consists of Middle to Upper Ordovician limestone and
shale; Silurian red limestone, shale, and sandstone; Devonian limestone and, in the Black
Warrior basin, chert; and the limestone and chert succession of the Lower Mississippian
Fort Payne Chert and Tuscumbia Limestone. Unit 4 is an Upper Mississippian to Lower
Pennsylvanian clastic-wedge succession, and, in the Appalachian thrust belt and Black
Warrior basin, is dominated by the Mississippian Floyd Shale, the Mississippian to
Pennsylvanian Parkwood Formation, and the Pennsylvanian Pottsville Formation. Unit 4
is predominately a coarsening-upward clastic foreland basin succession that includes
tongues of limestone from the northeast (Figure 1.2). Parts of unit 4 in the Ouachita
thrust belt are considerably more shaly than the Appalachian and Black Warrior basin
succession.
These four units are recognizable individually in seismic reflection profiles.
Dividing the known thickness of a given unit recorded in well logs by the one-way travel
time of that unit on the seismic reflection profile produces a velocity for each of the units.
Using these velocities, it is then possible to determine unit thickness in other seismic
reflection profiles. The computed velocities used in this study are as follows: unit 1 is
16,000 ft/s (4,880 m/s); unit 2 is 22,000 ft/s (6,700 m/s); unit 3 is 18,000 ft/s (5,490 m/s);
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and unit 4 is 12,500 ft/s (3,810 m/s). The computed velocities for units 1 through 3 are
reported in Thomas (2001), and the computed velocity for unit 4 is determined using the
known thickness of unit 4 in well 2827.
1.5 General Structure
Early Cambrian rifting along the eastern margin of Laurentia resulted in differing
tectonic regimes on the southeastern and southwestern edges of the Alabama promontory.
The southwestern edge of the promontory is the Alabama-Oklahoma transform fault,
along which the Precordillera terrane was rifted from Laurentia (Plate 1; Thomas and
Astini, 1996; Astini et al., 2004). By contrast, the southeastern edge of the Alabama
promontory consists of an upper plate rifted margin that includes a network of normal
faults which offset the Precambrian crystalline basement (Thomas, 1991). This network
of faults generally results in basement depths that increase to the southeast, but includes
horst and graben systems, such as the Birmingham graben.
Deposition of the Lower to Upper Cambrian stratigraphy of unit 1 filled the
grabens, and resulted in an approximately horizontal surface at the end of the deposition
of unit 1. The thick platform carbonates of unit 2 were deposited conformably above unit
1 on the southeastern margin of the Alabama promontory.
The effect of this laterally continuous passive-margin stratigraphy over the
southeastern edge of the Alabama promontory is that the Appalachian thrust sheets
formed during the Carboniferous Alleghenian orogeny have pre-orogenic stratigraphy
similar to that of the foreland. Southeast across the Alabama promontory, the
Carboniferous stratigraphy thickens across basement faults, such as the Birmingham
graben, into the Cahaba and Coosa synclinoria, suggesting the deposition of unit 4 was
contemporaneous with movement on the basement faults (Thomas, 1995; Whiting and
Thomas, 1995).
The thrust sheets of the Appalachian thrust belt are regionally detached in the
shales within unit 1. In the grabens along the southeastern edge of the foreland basin, the
thick successions of unit 1 are tectonically thickened into thick, internally deformed
accumulations (“mushwads”) under the leading edge and frontal ramps of the thrust belt.
Thrust sheet geometry is controlled by the stiff, brittlely deformed passive-margin
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carbonates of unit 2. This thick, stiff layer guides the shape of frontal ramps and long
flats of the thrust sheets.
Beneath the cover of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain, the frontal thrust
sheets in the Appalachian thrust belt include the Blue Creek and Pickens-Sumter thrust
sheets (Plate 1). Interior thrust sheets include the Bibb-Scott and Larkin thrust sheets.
The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet includes at least two small thrust splays. On the map of the
subcrop of the Paleozoic units (Plate 1), the southeastern and southern limit of the
Appalachian thrust belt is the Talladega thrust fault, which emplaces low-grade
metamorphic rocks of the Talladega slate belt onto the trailing cutoffs of several
Appalachian thrust sheets (Thomas and Bayona, 2005).
The Ouachita thrust belt is structurally and stratigraphically dissimilar from the
Appalachian thrust belt in outcrop and beneath the Coastal Plain in Alabama and
Mississippi. The entire stratigraphic succession that is involved in the Appalachian thrust
belt was deposited over the shallow basement of the North American craton, including
the thick pre-orogenic passive-margin succession of unit 2. The Carboniferous Ouachita
stratigraphy is generally fine-grained, off-shelf deep water flysch deposits shed into the
space left by the Cambrian Ouachita rift along the southwestern margin of the Black
Warrior platform (Viele, 1973; Viele and Thomas, 1989).
The pre-orogenic strata deposited on the continental shelf beneath the Arkoma
basin, located north of the Ouachita thrust belt in western Arkansas and eastern
Oklahoma (Figures 1.1 and 1.3), is a Cambrian-Ordovician succession of shallow water
limestones and dolomites that is generally less than 4,920 ft thick (1500 m) (Viele, 1973;
Viele and Thomas,1989). The pre-orogenic strata south of the continental shelf beneath
the Arkoma basin were deposited in a deep, probably oceanic, basin, and consist of
shales, sandstones, cherts, and micrites. The Benton uplift, a highly folded mass of
Ordovician through Devonian pre-orogenic stratigraphy (Figures 1.1 and 1.3), has a
preserved thickness of at least 3,500 ft (1,070 m) of this deep basinal interval (Viele,
1973; Viele and Thomas, 1989).
The pre-orogenic strata on the shelf and in the deep basin to the south are overlain
by more than 52,800 ft (16,000 m) of interstratified sandstones and shales that comprise
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the Carboniferous Ouachita flysch deposits. Deposition of the youngest Pennsylvanian
deposits continued during and after orogenesis (Viele, 1973; Viele and Thomas, 1989).
The foreland of the Ouachita orogenic belt north of the thrust belt includes the
Black Warrior and Arkoma foreland basins. The Arkoma basin contains down-to-south,
steep basement normal faults, and is bounded on the south by northward-verging
Ouachita thrust faults. The Black Warrior basin has steep basement normal faults and is
bounded on the southwest by northeast-verging Ouachita thrust faults. Syndepositional
high-angle faults and associated drape folds are found throughout the Arkoma basin
(Viele and Thomas, 1989). In most of the Arkoma basin, the Ouachita thrust belt follows
the east-west trend of the high-angle basement faults. At the eastern end of the basin,
however, the high-angle basement faults curve southeastward, and connect with the highangle basement faults along the southwestern margin of the Black Warrior basin. The
strike of the Ouachita thrust belt follows the trend of the basement normal faults: eastwest south of the Arkoma basin, and southeast-northwest southwest of the Black Warrior
basin (Viele, 1973; Viele and Thomas, 1989).
The northern edge of the Ouachita thrust belt is marked by the Choctaw thrust
fault. The Choctaw fault creates triangle zones in the Ouachita thrust belt and the
Arkoma basin in the Atoka Formation, the youngest and thickest Carboniferous
formation in the Ouachita orogenic belt (Viele, 1973; Viele and Thomas, 1989). The
northern limb of the triangle zone in the Arkoma basin dips to the north, where the
southern limb in the Ouachita thrust belt dips to the south. Thrusts in the northern
Ouachita thrust belt are stacked in multilevel duplexes, and within each thrust sheet, the
strata are complexly folded. Thrusts are rooted in strata at least as old as the Middle
Ordovician; some thrust sheets contain Upper Cambrian Collier Shale (Viele and
Thomas, 1989). The central part of the Ouachita thrust belt is dominated by broad
synclines outlined by massive Pennsylvanian sandstones (Viele and Thomas, 1989). The
southern part of the Ouachita thrust belt is dominated by south-dipping Carboniferous
strata broken by thrust faults. The central and southern Ouachitas are separated by the
Benton and Broken Bow uplifts. These two uplifts, along with Black Knob Ridge and
the Potato Hills, expose pre-orogenic strata in the thrust belt. The Potato Hills outcrop is
a thrust sheet of pre-orogenic basinal strata that was folded after thrusting. The Benton
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and Broken Bow uplifts have a more complex deformational history. These two
structures are imbricated north-directed fold and thrust nappes that have been subjected to
three or four phases of deformation (Viele and Thomas, 1989). The deformational
history of the Carboniferous succession in the Ouachita thrust belt produced slatey
cleavage and quartz veins in the flysch succession, which distinguishes the Ouachita
stratigraphy from the Carboniferous stratigraphy in the Black Warrior basin and
Appalachian thrust belt (Viele, 1973). The slatey cleavage and quartz veins in the
Ouachita flysch succession are present in well cuttings, and characterize the Ouachita
thrust belt in Mississippi (Thomas, 1973).
1.6 Coastal Plain/Mesozoic-Cenozoic Cover Sequence
The Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain succession was deposited on the
southwest-dipping erosional surface of the Paleozoic succession as far northeast as the
dashed green line adjacent to cross section 20 (Plate 1). This outcrop limit indicated by
the dashed green line is not exact; windows of Paleozoic stratigraphy are scattered
southwest of the line, and isolated patches of Coastal Plain are found northeast of the
line. However, this transitional zone is narrow. Southwest of the approximate
northeastern outcrop limit of the Coastal Plain shown on Plate 1, no Paleozoic strata are
observed outcrop more than 4 mi (6 km) to the southwest.
The Coastal Plain cover succession thickens to the southwest, as indicated in Plate
3. The Coastal Plain thickness used in the construction of Plate 3 was obtained from the
thickness of Coastal Plain penetrated by wells listed in Appendix A. The Coastal Plain
thickens to the southwest along the southwest dip of the erosional surface on the
Paleozoic stratigraphy.
1.7 Products of this Study
Well data used throughout this study are summarized in Appendices A and B.
Appendix A generally includes conventional wells, and is referenced throughout this
study. Appendix B contains only wells in the Moundville coal degasification field in
Hale County, Alabama, which is discussed in Chapter IV. Wells in Alabama are referred
to either by their Alabama Oil and Gas Board permit number, or by the well name, if the
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well was not permitted. Wells in Mississippi are numbered according to a two-letter
county abbreviation followed by an arbitrarily assigned number, such as OK-3
(Oktibbeha County, Mississippi).
Twelve seismic reflection profiles have been used in this study. Ten of the
seismic reflection profiles were in-house, and two of the seismic reflection profiles were
published in Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman (1993). These latter two seismic reflection
profiles are labeled A and B, and are shown in figures where necessary (Figures 2.4 and
4.1). The ten in-house seismic reflection profiles are located along the cross sections
shown in Plates 1 and 2. These are proprietary data provided by various sources in the
petroleum industry.
This study includes a set of 10 cross sections through the Appalachian and
Ouachita thrust belts in Mississippi and Alabama. The four strike-perpendicular cross
sections in Alabama have been balanced and palinspastically restored to their preorogenic position (Chapter V). The cross sections were constructed using seismic
reflection profiles, well data (Appendix A), and outcrop patterns shown on the state
geologic map of Alabama (Szabo et al., 1988) where available.
A set of four maps was produced as part of this study. These maps include a
subcrop map of Paleozoic rocks in Alabama and Mississippi beneath the Coastal Plain
(Plate 1), a structure contour map of the Coastal Plain sediments that cover the Paleozoic
rocks (Plate 3), a structure contour map of the top of Precambrian crystalline basement
beneath the Paleozoic succession (Plate 5), and a palinspastic map showing the preorogenic locations of the Appalachian thrust sheets beneath the Coastal Plain cover in
Alabama (Plate 6). Seismic reflection profiles (Plate 2) and well data (Appendixes A and
B) were used to identify units in subcrop, unit thickness, and unit depth, which made
possible the construction of the cross sections.
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Figure 1.1: Generalized map of study area showing the major tectonic features. Cross
section Z-Z', shown in red, is found in Figure 1.3. The study area of this dissertation is
outlined in blue. From Jusczuk (2002).
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Figure 1.2: Generalized stratigraphic columns showing contrasts in thickness on opposite
sides of the Birmingham basement fault, and identifying lithotectonic/mechanical
units. From Thomas (2007).
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Figure 1.3: Cross section of the Ouachita thrust belt in Oklahoma showing structures
from the Arkoma basin on the northwest to the Broken Bow uplift on the southeast. See
Figure 1.1 for cross section location. From Viele (1979).
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Chapter 2
Stratigraphic trends and thickness variations observed in wells
2.1 Introduction
Stratigraphic trends are interpreted through well data, seismic reflection profiles,
and outcrop. The complete foreland-basin succession of sandstones, mudstones, and
coals of unit 4 is not preserved, but it can be subdivided to the formational level in well
data. Seismic reflection profiles, however, do not resolve subdivisions more detailed
than the “unit” level.
Trends of the Cambrian-lower Ordovician succession of units 1-2 are interpreted
on the scale of lithotectonic units 1 and 2 (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). This broad
subdivision is necessitated by available data. The full thickness of unit 2 is penetrated by
four wells; the full thickness of unit 1 is penetrated by only one well. Seismic reflection
profiles provide the constraint on the thickness of units 1 and 2. The precision of seismic
reflection profiles is sufficient to measure the thickness of a unit within a few tens or
hundreds of feet of the actual thickness, depending on the lithology of the unit. Seismic
reflection profiles, however, may not accurately record subtle thickness variations along a
seismic reflection profile, or along strike between two seismic reflection profiles, because
the thickness variation may be less than the wavelength of the reflectors for a given unit.
The carbonate-dominated lithologies of units 1 and 2 make it impractical to subdivide the
units.
2.2 Unit 1
2.2.1 Unit 1 in Outcrop
Unit 1 is an Early to early Late Cambrian sedimentary succession stratigraphically
overlying the Precambrian crystalline basement and underlying the massive CambrianOrdovician Knox Group carbonates of unit 2. Unit 1 is a mechanically weak layer, and it
hosts the regional décollement in the Appalachian thrust belt (Thomas, 1985; Thomas
and Bayona, 2002).
Exposures of unit 1 are found only in the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust
belt. In the Black Warrior basin, the stratigraphy is generally flat-lying, and unit 1 is
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deeply buried beneath the passive-margin carbonates and foreland-basin deposits of units
2 to 4.
The oldest part of unit 1 is the Lower Cambrian Chilhowee Group. This interval
includes, in ascending order, the Cochran Formation, the Nichols Formation, the Wilson
Ridge Formation, and the Weisner Formation (Butts, 1926; Mack, 1980). The total
maximum thickness of this interval is more than 2,130 ft (650 m). The basal Cochran
Formation in the Chilhowee Group is a “poorly sorted, arkosic sandstone and pebble
conglomerate interbedded with greenish siltstone and mudstone” (Mack, 1980). The
thickness of the Cochran is not well constrained because of poor exposure and faults, but
it is at least 233 ft (71 m) thick. The Cochran Formation is overlain by approximately
410 ft (125 m) of mudstones and minor siltstones and very fine-grained sandstones of the
Nichols Formation (Mack, 1980). The approximately 1395 ft (425 m) of orthoquartzites
and silty mudstones of the Wilson Ridge Formation overlie the Nichols Formation
(Mack, 1980). The youngest unit in the Chilhowee Group is the Weisner Formation. The
Weisner is predominately orthoquartzite and conglomerate and minor mudstone that
ranges in thickness from 100 to 500 ft (30 to 150 m) (Butts, 1926; Mack, 1980). All of
the units in the Chilhowee Group pinch out toward the northwest and do not extend to the
foreland (Kidd and Neathery, 1976).
The Chilhowee Group is overlain by approximately 500 to 600 ft (150 to 180 m)
of the Shady Dolomite (Butts, 1926; Osborne and Szabo, 1984). Exposures of the Shady
are generally of poor quality, but rare fresh exposures and core hole data indicate that it is
an argillaceous to sandy, laminated dolostone and dolomitic limestone (Butts, 1926;
Osborne and Szabo, 1984). Like the underlying Chilhowee Group, the Shady Dolomite
pinches out to the northwest and does not extend to the foreland (Kidd and Neathery,
1976).
Stratigraphically above the Shady Dolomite is the lithologically diverse upper
Lower Cambrian Rome Formation. The Rome is an approximately 1,000 ft (300 m) thick
succession of various mudstones, sandstones, and calcareous sandstones, as well as
limestones and dolomites (Butts, 1926; Osborne and Szabo, 1984). In the subsurface, the
Rome also contains evaporites (Thomas et al., 2001). To the northwest in the foreland,
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the Rome thins to 290 ft (88m), and rests directly on Precambrian crystalline basement
rocks (Kidd and Neathery, 1976; Thomas and Bayona, 2005).
The Middle to lower Upper Cambrian Conasauga Formation spans the interval
between the Rome Formation below and the Upper Cambrian-Lower Ordovician Knox
Group above. This interval is composed of varying amounts and thicknesses of dolomite,
limestone, shale, and minor amounts of sandstone (Butts, 1926; Osborne and Szabo,
1984; Osborne and others, 2000). In the Birmingham basement graben, the Conasauga
Formation consists of shale and interbeds of fine-grained limestone (Thomas, 2007).
Northwest of the graben, the Conasauga includes a thin shaley interval in the lower part
of the formation that is overlain by a predominately carbonate interval that includes ooid
grainstones and intraclastic packstones (Thomas, 2007). The most northwestern and
northeastern carbonates are limestone; this may reflect the limits of a dolomitization front
(Osborne and others, 2000). The preserved thickness of the Conasauga in the
Appalachian thrust sheets is generally between 1,500 to 2,000 ft (460 to 610 m), but
varies greatly. Specifically, in the Helena thrust sheet, the Conasauga Formation thins
from approximately 900 ft (275 m) on the southwest to about 350 ft (110 m) at the
northeastern end of the thrust sheet (Osborne and others, 2000). The restored cross
sections of Thomas and Bayona (2005) indicate a pre-orogenic thickness of the
Conasauga of more than 6,000 ft (1,830 m) in the Birmingham basement graben, now in
the Gadsden, Palmerdale, and Bessemer mushwads.
2.2.2 Unit 1 Subsurface Lithologic Variations
Only four wells in the data set (1040/A, 3518, 4530, and OK-5; Appendix A)
drilled the Lower to lower Upper Cambrian strata of unit 1, and cuttings descriptions or
mud logs are available for three of the four intervals penetrated (3518, 4530, and OK-5).
Cuttings for the part of well 1040/A that includes the lower part of unit 2 and all of unit 1
are badly contaminated, and are not useful for describing the lithology of unit 1. The
caliper log for well 1040/A indicates that below -18,800 ft (-5,730 m), the borehole of the
well was much greater than the bit size, which may have caused an increase in cavings
that contaminated the cuttings below this depth.
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Unit 1 in the Helena thrust sheet in well 3518 includes 834 ft (254 m) of Ketona
Dolomite in the upper part of the Conasauga Formation (Raymond, 1991). In the Helena
footwall in the Jones Valley thrust sheet in well 3518, the unit 1 interval includes 929 ft
(283 m) of Ketona Dolomite in the upper part of the Conasauga Formation, 271 ft (83 m)
in the lower Conasauga Formation, 2,953 ft (900 m) of Rome Formation, and 338 ft (103
m) of what is most likely the Shady Dolomite (Raymond, 1991). In both thrust sheets,
the Ketona Dolomite equivalent interval includes slightly laminated fine- to coarsecrystalline dolomite. In the Jones Valley thrust sheet, the Conasauga Formation is a fineto coarse-crystalline, somewhat oolitic, dolomite (Raymond, 1991). The Rome
Formation is dominated by silty, dolomitic shale, and includes lesser amounts of finecrystalline dolomite and anhydrite. The Shady Dolomite is a fine-crystalline anhydritic
dolomite and anyhydrite (Raymond, 1991).
Beneath the regional décollement at the base of the Jones Valley thrust sheet, well
3518 drilled 3,028 ft (923 m) of Conasauga Formation (Raymond, 1991). In the footwall
of the Jones Valley thrust sheet in autochthonous strata in the Birmingham basement
graben, the Conasauga Formation is an argillaceous and fossiliferous limestone with
downward-increasing amounts of calcareous, laminated shale (Raymond, 1991).
Well 4530 drilled through approximately 2,315 ft (706 m) of Rome Formation in
the Helena thrust sheet below the Coastal Plain. In this well, the Rome Formation
includes a diverse range of dominant lithologies, including fine- to medium-crystalline
limestone, silty and micaceous shale, argillaceous siltstone, fine- to coarse-crystalline
slightly oolitic dolomite, and anhydrite (Raymond, 1991).
Well OK-5 is the only well in the area to have reached Precambrian crystalline
basement, and includes what is described in cuttings as 90 ft (27 m) of Conasauga
Formation, which rests directly on basement. The mud log for this well reports that the
Conasauga is very fine- to fine-crystalline, slightly pelletal, limestone. It is likely,
however, that unit 1 in well OK-5 is thicker than the reported 90 ft (27 m), because facies
variations to more massive carbonate obscure any lithologic distinction between
Conasauga and the overlying unit 2. Chapter 3 discusses in greater detail seismic
reflection profiles that indicate that the layered reflectors, which are distinctive of unit 1,
record a thickness more typical of unit 1.
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2.2.3 Unit 1 Subsurface Thickness Variations
The full, undeformed thickness of unit 1 is preserved only in the Black Warrior
basin and on faulted basement blocks southwest of the Black Warrior basin. In the
Appalachian thrust belt, generally only the upper part of unit 1 is preserved in the thrust
sheets, and the older strata remain in the footwall. This is caused by the regionally
persistent basal detachment in the Appalachian thrust belt in the Conasauga Formation,
Rome Formation, and on the southeast, in the Chilhowee Group.
On the northeast, the seismic reflection profile along cross section 19 records a
thickness of 2,000 ft (610 m) for unit 1 in the southeastern Black Warrior basin (Plate 2).
Southwestward, unit 1 thickens to 3,530 ft (1,076 m) at cross section 20. Between cross
sections 20 and 21, no data are available to indicate the thickness of unit 1. At cross
section 20, unit 1, shown in a seismic reflection profile, is 4,000 ft (1,219 m) thick at the
base of the undeformed passive-margin succession (Plate 2). These three thicknesses
suggest that unit 1 thickens southwestward in the Black Warrior basin and in the footwall
of the frontal Appalachian thrust sheets along the southeastern Black Warrior basin. In
the northern part of cross section 22, unit 1 is 4,000 ft (1,219 m), the same thickness as in
cross section 21 to the east.
West of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, where the frontal Ouachita thrust belt is
roughly parallel with the southeastern Black Warrior basin, unit 1, as measured in seismic
reflection profiles, does not vary greatly in thickness. In the western part of cross section
23, west of the frontal Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, unit 1 is recorded as 1,240 ft (378 m)
thick (Plate 2). To the northwest, seismic reflection profiles indicate unit 1 thickens to
1,390 ft (424 m) in the northeastern parts of cross sections 24 and 25. Farther northwest,
in the northeastern part of cross section 26, unit 1 measures 1,280 ft (1,280 m) in the
seismic reflection profile.
Northwest along strike from cross section 26, well OK-5 drilled the complete
passive-margin succession and reached total depth in the Precambrian crystalline
basement. Mud log and electric log records for this well indicate that unit 1 is 90 ft (27
m) thick. The seismic reflection profile, 8.0 mi (12.9 km) to the southeast along strike
from well OK-5, shows unit 1 as 1,190 ft (363 m) thicker than what is recorded in well
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data. Such a dramatic change in thickness over such a short area is unlikely. More
likely, the thickness difference is attributable to a westward change from a clasticdominated facies in unit 1 in the east to a carbonate-dominated facies in the west that may
be difficult to differentiate from the basal part of unit 2. The seismic reflection profile
may not necessarily distinguish the increase in carbonates observed in well OK-5, and
exhibits the same reflector package for unit 1 as in all other seismic reflection profiles.
This same reflector package would result in the observed apparent abrupt northwesterly
decrease in the thickness of unit 1, and would also explain the difference in thicknesses
between unit 2 on cross section 26 and that in mud log and electric log in well OK-5. A
thicker unit 2 and thinner unit 1 in well OK-5 would correlate with a thinner unit 2 and
thicker unit 1 in the seismic reflection profile at the northeastern end of cross section 26.
2.3 Unit 2
2.3.1 Unit 2 in Outcrop
Overlying the Conasauga Formation of unit 1 are the massive Upper Cambrian to
Lower Ordovician Knox Group carbonates of unit 2. The top of unit 2 is the craton-wide
pre-Middle Ordovician unconformity (Sloss, 1963). The carbonates of unit 2 are
structurally much stronger than the underlying unit 1. The rocks of unit 2 deform by
brittle deformation, and provide structural support for the Appalachian thrust sheets. Unit
2 is the dominant stiff layer in the Appalachian thrust belt.
Total thickness of the Knox Group in thrust belt outcrops is generally between
approximately 3,500 and 4,100 ft (1,070 to 1,250 m), but pre-Middle Ordovician erosion
reduced the thickness of the Knox to as little as 2,000 ft (610 m) where the depositional
location of the Knox is over the Birmingham graben in the Jones Valley and Dunaway
Mountain thrust sheets (Plate 2; Bayona and Thomas, 2003; Thomas and Bayona, 2005).
Middle and early Late Ordovician flexural wave migration towards the craton during the
Taconic orogeny resulted in the inversion of the graben and the erosion of the upper part
of unit 2 over the graben. The reduced thickness of unit 2 did not alter the character of
the stiff layer; even where the thickness of unit 2 has been reduced over the Birmingham
graben, unit 2 still provides structural support for the thrust sheets (Bayona, 2003;
Bayona and Thomas, 2003; Thomas and Bayona, 2005).
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The Knox Group of unit 2 is composed of, in ascending order, the Copper Ridge
Dolomite, Chepultepec Dolomite, Longview Limestone, Newala Limestone, and
Odenville Limestone. In the Appalachian thrust belt east of the Helena fault, the Knox is
mapped as the five individual units. West of the Helena fault in the thrust belt and in the
Black Warrior basin, the Knox is mapped as either undifferentiated or is subdivided into
the Copper Ridge and Chepultepec Dolomites (Raymond, 1993).
In outcrop in the Appalachian thrust belt, the Copper Ridge exhibits thicknesses
of 1,800 to more than 2,000 ft (550 to 610 m) (Butts, 1926). The Copper Ridge contains
dolomites that range from mudstones to grainstones with scattered chert beds (Raymond,
1993).
The second oldest unit in the Knox Group, the Chepultepec Dolomite, overlies the
Copper Ridge Dolomite. In outcrop, the Chepultepec exhibits a thickness of at least
1,100 ft (335 m) (Butts, 1926). The basal 350 ft (110 m) of Chepultepec is characterized
by a thick-bedded limestone; the remainder of the unit is thick- and thin-bedded coarsecrystalline dolomite with abundant chert. Much of the chert in this interval exhibits a
distinctive “mealy” texture, similar to “worm-eaten wood” (Butts, 1926).
The Chepultepec Dolomite is overlain by the Longview Limestone. The
Longview is primarily a thick-bedded cherty limestone that varies in grain size from
grainstone to mudstone. Chert in the Longview is dense and brittle, and breaks easily
into smaller pieces, which distinguishes it from the older chert in the Chepultepec
Dolomite (Butts, 1926). Quartz sand, found mainly in thin laminae or as disseminated
grains, is common throughout unit 2, but appears to be the most abundant in the
Longview Limestone (Osborne and Raymond, 1992). Thicknesses of the Longview have
been reported as 200 to 500 ft (60 to 150 m) (Butts, 1926; Osborne and Raymond, 1992;
Raymond, 1993).
The Longview Limestone is conformably overlain by the Newala Limestone. The
Newala is predominately thick-bedded, dense limestone with minor amounts of dolomite,
perhaps the result of local dolomitization. Unlike the underlying subunits of the Knox
Group, the Newala is generally devoid of chert (Butts, 1926). Thicknesses of the Newala
have been reported to range from 100 to 1,000 ft (30 to 300 m) (Butts, 1926; Raymond,
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1993). The Newala is not found west of the Helena fault in the Appalachian thrust belt,
as it has been removed by pre-Middle Ordovician erosion (Raymond, 1993).
The youngest unit in the Knox Group is the Odenville Limestone. It is observed
only on the Helena thrust sheet in the Appalachian thrust belt. In the Appalachian thrust
belt, erosion has removed the Odenville from the top of the Knox Group west of the
Helena fault (Raymond, 1993). Roberson (1988) divided the Odenville into two
members: a lower unit of thick-bedded to massive mottled skeletal wackestone, and an
upper unit of stylonodular skeletal wackestone. The thickness of the Odenville ranges
from 50 to 366 ft (15 to 112 m) (Raymond, 1993).
2.3.2 Unit 2 Subsurface Lithologic Variations
The lithology of the Knox Group of unit 2 is recorded in cuttings from 34 wells,
but the full thickness of the Knox Group is drilled by only three wells (3518, 1040, OK-5;
Appendix 1). The lithologies recorded in cuttings and the electric logs generally do not
facilitate subdivision of the Knox Group into its component formations. Only in four
wells (1040, 3518, 3939, and 4530; Appendix 1) has the Knox been subdivided.
In well 1040, in the footwall of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, the Knox Group
is divided into an upper undifferentiated unit and a unit equivalent to the Newala
Limestone to the northeast in outcrop. The upper undifferentiated unit consists 1,020 ft
(311 m) of a fossiliferous and cherty fine- to coarse-grained limestone. The top of the
Newala Limestone equivalent is at -14,334 ft (-4,369 m), and consists of sandy, oolitic,
very fine- to coarse-grained dolomite, and includes lesser amounts of chert. The total
thickness of the Newala equivalent, and any units beneath the Newala, are unknown
because the cuttings for the lower part of unit 2 and all of unit 1 are badly contaminated.
Well 3518, in the Helena thrust sheet, drilled through 540 ft (165 m) of Newala
Limestone, 397 ft (121 m) of Longview Limestone, 778 ft (237 m) of Chepultepec
Dolomite, and 1,085 ft (331 m) of Copper Ridge Dolomite, (Raymond, 1991). The
Newala Limestone consists of very fine- to medium-grained slightly argillaceous and
dolomitic limestone and medium- to coarse-grained calcareous and slightly sandy
dolomite (Raymond, 1991). The Longview Limestone includes fossiliferous, slightly
sandy and oolitic, microcrystalline to very fine-crystalline limestone and medium- to
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coarse-crystalline slightly sandy dolomite (Raymond, 1991). The Chepultepec Dolomite
is predominately slightly sandy fine- to coarse-crystalline dolomite and lesser amounts of
chert (Raymond, 1991). The Copper Ridge Dolomite includes a fine- to coarsecrystalline dolomite that ranges from slightly cherty to intervals that are dominated by
chert (Raymond, 1991).
In the Jones Valley thrust sheet in well 3518, below the Helena thrust sheet, the
Newala Limestone is 1,654 ft (504 m) thick, the Longview Limestone is 450 ft (137 m)
thick, the Chepultepec Dolomite is 966 ft (294 m) thick, and the Copper Ridge Dolomite
is 1,220 ft (372 m) thick. Lithologies in cuttings from unit 2 in the Jones Valley thrust
sheet are similar to those in the overlying Helena thrust sheet (Raymond, 1991).
2.3.3 Unit 2 Subsurface Thickness Trends Northeast of Coastal Plain Onlap
The thickness of unit 2 is constrained primarily through seismic reflection profiles
and outcrop; only three wells penetrated the complete thickness of the thick carbonate
succession. In the Black Warrior basin and Blue Creek thrust sheet along the
northwestern part of cross section 19, outcrop and the seismic reflection profile along the
cross section indicate unit 2 is 4,900 ft (1,494 m) thick (Plates 1 and 2). To the southeast,
in the leading Jones Valley thrust sheet, outcrop and the seismic reflection profile record
a thickness of 2,000 ft (610 m). To the southeast, unit 2 in the Jones Valley thrust sheet
thickens to 4,000 ft (1,219 m) in the trailing part of the thrust sheet in the Cahaba
synclinorium. This drastic change in thickness in unit 2 was caused by inversion of the
Birmingham basement graben after deposition of unit 2, resulting in erosion and thinning
of unit 2 unconformably below the Middle Ordovician limestone in unit 3 (Thomas and
Bayona, 2005; Thomas, 2007). Unit 2 thickens farther southeast in the Helena thrust
sheet, where it is 4,200 ft (1,280 m) thick.
2.3.4 Unit 2 Thickness Trends Southwest of Coastal Plain Onlap
Southwest of the part of cross section 19 in the undeformed passive-margin
stratigraphy, cross section 20 suggests southwestward thickening of unit 2 between the
two cross sections (Plates 1 and 2). The seismic reflection profile along cross section 20
records the thickness of unit 2 as 5,500 ft (1,676 m), 600 ft (183 m) thicker than unit 2 in
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cross section 19. The thickness of unit 2 in the leading Blue Creek thrust sheet is also
recorded in the seismic reflection profile as 5,500 ft (1,676 m), but it thins to the
southeast to 1,970 ft (600 m) in the trailing Blue Creek thrust sheet, also as a result of the
inversion of the Birmingham basement graben (Thomas and Bayona, 2005; Thomas,
2007). In the leading Jones Valley thrust sheet, unit 2 is 2,160 ft (658 m) thick, and it
thickens to the southeast to 5,500 ft (1,676 m) in the trailing Jones Valley thrust sheet in
the Cahaba synclinorium. The seismic reflection profile along cross section 20 records
the same thickness of unit 2 in the Helena thrust sheet and in the frontal splay of the
Helena thrust sheet that is in the trailing Jones Valley thrust sheet: 5,500 (1,676 m).
To the southwest, between cross sections 20 and 21, thicknesses in unit 2 are
recorded by the seismic reflection profile along cross section C (Plates 1 and 2). Unit 2
thins from 5,500 ft (1,676 m) on cross section 20 to 5,170 ft (1,576 m) on cross section C
to the southwest. Farther southwest, at the position of well 4530, unit 2 thins to 4,510 ft
(1,375 m).
The seismic line along strike-parallel cross section C records a thickness of 5,000
ft (1,524 m) for unit 2 in the Bibb-Scott and Jones Valley/Blue Creek thrust sheets (Plate
1, Figure 2.2). Unit 2 thickens to the southwest to 7,150 ft (2,179 m), approximately
midway between cross sections 20 and 21. The thickness of unit 2 persists at 7,150 ft
(2,179 m) to the southwest into the Bibb-Scott sheet on cross section 21 (Plate 2).
On cross section 21, unit 2 thickness in the undeformed passive-margin
succession on the northwest is constrained by the seismic profile along cross section 21.
At this location, unit 2 is 7,150 ft (2,179 m) thick. Unit 2 has the same thickness to the
southwest into the Blue Creek and Bibb-Scott thrust sheets in the Appalachian thrust belt
to the southeast.
West of cross section 21, the two seismic reflection profiles along cross section 22
record a thickness of 7,150 ft (2,179 m) in unit 2 in all four thrust sheets (PickensSumter, Blue Creek, Larkin, and Bibb-Scott), as well as in the Black Warrior basin at the
north end of the cross section. Well 1040/A, located on the leading Pickens-Sumter
thrust sheet, drilled through the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet in the hanging wall, and into
the passive-margin stratigraphy in the footwall. It penetrated the full thickness of unit 2
in the footwall, and partial thicknesses of units 1 and 3. Unit 2 in the footwall in well
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1040/A is approximately 6,894 ft (2,101 m), 256 ft (78 m) thinner than what is indicated
in seismic reflection profiles. A difference between thickness in well data and seismic
reflection profile is expected, and supports the thicknesses calculated from seismic
reflection profile for unit 2. Unit 2 has a very high velocity in the seismic reflection
profiles (22,000 ft/s (6,706 m/s); Chapter 3), and 256 ft (78 m) is a reasonable disparity
between measurements made by seismic reflection profile and direct observation of well
data in the massive carbonates of unit 2. In unit 2, 256 ft (78 m) is equivalent to
approximately 0.02 seconds on a seismic reflection profile. A time interval this short
could easily be masked by a single reflector.
Unit 2 in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet on cross section 23 maintains the same
thickness as unit 2 in the northeastern part of the thrust sheet (Plates 1 and 2). In the
passive-margin stratigraphy in the footwall of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet in cross
section 23, unit 2 thickens westward to 7,500 ft (2,286 m). The quality of the seismic
reflection profile deteriorates westward from the passive-margin succession in the
footwall of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet. Therefore, it is unclear if unit 2 thickens
farther west toward the largest down-to-southwest basement fault on cross sections 23
though 26 (Plate 2).
Northwest of cross section 23, unit 2 in the passive-margin stratigraphy in the
northeastern parts of cross section 24 and 25 is measured in seismic reflection profiles
along the cross sections as 4,780 ft (1,457 m). Farther northwest, in cross section 26, unit
2 in the passive-margin succession in the northeastern part of the cross section thickens
slightly to 4,860 ft (1,481 m). Northwest of cross section 26, approximately 8.0 mi (12.9
km) along strike, unit 2 in the passive-margin stratigraphy in well OK-5 is recorded as
5,057 ft (1,541 m) when using a thickness of 90 ft (27 m) for unit 1 as indicated by mud
log and electric log, suggesting the northwestward-thickening indicated in cross section
25 may continue northwest of cross section 26. The northwestward-thickening of unit 2
from cross section 26 is not certain, however, because of lithologic changes in unit 1 that
make it appear similar to unit 2 on an electric log and in cuttings, as previously discussed
in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3.
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2.4 Unit 3
2.4.1 Unit 3 in Outcrop
The Middle Ordovician through Lower Mississippian unit 3 is lithologically
heterogeneous and is the thinnest of the four lithotectonic units. This interval includes
the rocks between the Upper Cambrian-Lower Ordovician Knox Group and Upper
Mississippian Floyd Shale and Monteagle Limestone.
2.4.1.1 Ordovician in Unit 3
The rocks that represent the Middle and Upper Ordovician in the Appalachian
thrust belt and Black Warrior basin have been divided many different ways. Milici and
Smith (1969) and Drahovzal and Neathery (1971) provide overviews of the different
divisions and correlations. Because the stratigraphic nomenclature of this interval has not
been agreed upon, and this stratigraphic review is not meant to be exhaustive or detailed,
the Chickamauga Group north and west of the Helena thrust fault (Figure 2.1) is defined
herein as including all units between the Lower Ordovician Knox Group and the Upper
Ordovician Sequatchie Formation.
Drahovzal and Neathery (1971) divided the Middle through Upper Ordovician
interval in unit 3 into a clastic-dominated eastern facies and a carbonate-dominated
western facies, where the Helena fault marks the boundary between the two facies. The
eastern facies extends from the Helena thrust fault south and east to the Talladega thrust
fault (Figure 2.1), and the western facies extends from the Helena fault north and west
into the Black Warrior basin.
The basal unit in the western facies is the Middle Ordovician Chickamauga
Group. In the southeastern part of the western facies, northwest of the Helena fault, the
basal member in the Chickamauga Group is the Attalla Chert Conglomerate member.
The Attalla contains pebble to boulder-sized subangular to rounded clasts of chert in a
sand-sized chert and quartz matrix. Dolomite and quartzite clasts are found in the Attalla,
but are rare. The maximum known thickness of the Attalla Conglomerate is 110 ft (35
m) (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
The Stones River Formation is the basal member of the Chickamauga west of the
western limit of the Attalla Conglomerate on the southeast, and overlies the Attalla on the
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southeast. The basal part of the Stones River consists of as much as 50 to 100 ft (15 to 30
m) of green clay shale (Butts, 1926). It is overlain by a thick- to thin-bedded partly
argillaceous and silty fine-grained limestone. Total thickness of the Stones River is as
much as 1,000 ft (240 to 300 m) in northern Alabama (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
The Stones River Formation is overlain by the medium-grained, crystalline,
fossiliferous limestones of the Nashville Formation (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
Thicknesses of the Nashville range from 50 to 550 ft (15 to 170 m). The decreased
thicknesses are attributed to a post-Middle Ordovician unconformity (Drahovzal and
Neathery, 1971).
The basal Upper Ordovician member in the Chickamauga Group is the Inman
Formation. The Inman generally consists of a laminated calcareous shale and
argillaceous limestones interbedded with shale and thin-bedded fine-grained limestone
(Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971). The Inman is found only in northeastern Alabama. It
has a maximum thickness of 50 ft (15 m), and thins and pinches out to the west and
southwest (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
The youngest unit in the Chickamauga Group is the Leipers Limestone. The
Leipers is fine- to medium-grained thin- to medium-bedded limestone interbedded with
thin argillaceous limestones (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971). The Leipers has a
maximum thickness of 60 ft (20 m), and merges with the upper part of the Nashville
Formation southwest and west of the limit of the Inman Formation (Drahovzal and
Neathery, 1971).
Total thickness of the Chickmauga ranges from 260 to 1600 ft (80 to 490 m).
East of the Sequatchie anticline, the Chickamauga Group generally thins to the south
(Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971). West of the Sequatchie anticline, in the Black Warrior
basin, the Chickamauga Group generally thins to the south and west (Kidd, 1975).
The Upper Ordovician Sequatchie Formation is the youngest unit in both the
western and eastern facies of Drahovzal and Neathery (1971). In the western facies, the
Sequatchie Formation is in two basins in north-central Alabama. These two basins are
separated by a generally south-trending linear area of nondeposition (Drahovzal and
Neathery, 1971). The eastern basin contains calcareous laminated mudstones with
interbeds of fine- to coarse-grained limestones. The eastern basin succession has a
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maximum thickness of approximately 200 ft (60 m) thick on the east and pinches out to
the west and southwest over the area of nondeposition (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
The western basin contains a lower unit of fine- to coarse-crystalline or granular
limestone with small amounts of glauconite, phosphate, and pyrite, and an upper unit of
thinly bedded calcareous shale. The total thickness in the western basin is approximately
50 ft (15 m) (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
The basal unit in the eastern facies of Drahovzal and Neathery (1971) is the
Lenoir Limestone. The Lenoir is a generally a fine-crystalline medium- to thick-bedded
limestone which ranges in thickness from 150 to 500 ft (45 to 150 m) in outcrop
(Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971). The upper Lenoir consists of fossiliferous, well-sorted
grainstone to packstone (Bayona and Thomas, 2006). The Lenoir is overlain in the south
and the extreme northeast by 15 to more than 300 ft (5 to 90 m) of the graptolitic black
fissile shales of the Athens Shale (Bayona and Thomas, 2006). Locally, the basal Athens
contains approximately 10 ft (3 m) of highly fossiliferous, thin-bedded, coarse-crystalline
limestone (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
Where the Athens Shale is absent, the Lenoir Limestone is overlain by the
Athens-equivalent Little Oak Limestone. The Little Oak is a fossiliferous, slightly
argillaceous limestone that contains chert nodules and very thin intervals of silty clay.
The unit ranges from its maximum thickness of approximately 500 ft (150 m) on the
northeast to approximately 50 ft (15 m) on the southeast (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971).
In the east-central part of the extent of the eastern facies, the Little Oak Limestone
is overlain by several predominately clastic units: the Greensport Formation, the Colvin
Mountain Sandstone, and the eastern Sequatchie Formation. The Greensport Formation
is largely fine-grained clastic rocks (siltstones and red shales), with some calcareous
mudstones and irregular sandstone lenses (Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971; Bayona and
Thomas, 2006). In outcrop, the thickness of the Greensport ranges from approximately
150 to 265 ft (45 to 80 m) (Jenkins, 1984). The Colvin Mountain Sandstone, which
overlies the Greensport, is an approximately 70 ft (20 m) thick interval of orthoquartzite
(Drahovzal and Neathery, 1971; Bayona and Thomas, 2006). The youngest unit in the
interval is the Sequatchie Formation. The approximately 120 ft (36 m) thick Sequatchie
is divided into a lower clastic unit composed of shales, siltstones, and sandstones, and an
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upper carbonate unit composed of calcareous siltstone and dolomite (Drahovzal and
Neathery, 1971).
2.4.1.2 Silurian in Unit 3
The Silurian in the northern Black Warrior basin in Alabama contains a lower thin
limestone, a middle unit of multicolored limestones and mudstones, and an upper
limestone that is partly argillaceous to shaly (Thomas, 1988a). In the southwestern part
of the basin in Mississippi, the Silurian interval consists of a basal dolostone 50 to 70 ft
(15 to 20 m) thick, a middle dolomitic claystone less than 40 ft (12 m) thick, and an upper
interval of siliceous, cherty limestone less than 150 ft (45 m) thick (Thomas, 1972b). In
the southeastern part of the basin and in the Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama, the
Silurian is represented by the clastic-dominated Red Mountain Formation. The Red
Mountain is a succession of sandstone, siltstone, shale, and sedimentary hematite that
grades northwestward into the carbonate-dominated facies (Thomas and Neathery, 1980;
Thomas, 1988a). The maximum thickness of the Silurian is 590 ft (180 m) in the southcentral Black Warrior basin. The section thins to the north, west, and east (Thomas,
1988a).
2.4.1.3 Devonian in Unit 3
The Silurian rocks in the Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt in
Alabama are overlain locally by the Lower and Middle Devonian Frog Mountain
Sandstone and regionally by the Upper Devonian Chattanooga Shale. The Frog
Mountain, which is present only in the Appalachian thrust belt, is predominately a
coarse-grained, partly feldspathic sandstone, but also contains lesser amounts of finer
grained clastic rocks, chert, and limestone. Where present, the thickness of the Frog
Mountain is generally less than 100 ft (30 m). To the northwest in the Appalachian thrust
belt, the Frog Mountain pinches out between a post-Silurian and post-Middle Devonian
unconformity (Thomas and Neathery, 1980). In the southwestern part of the Black
Warrior basin in Mississippi, the Lower and Middle Devonian interval is a white,
massive chert that thickens to more than 1,000 ft (300 m), and pinches out eastward into
western Alabama (Thomas, 1972b). The Upper Devonian Chattanooga Shale is very
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thin, generally only a few meters thick, is generally a black shale, and is separated from
the Middle Ordovician and younger units by an unconformity (Thomas and Neathery,
1980). The Chattanooga shale pinches out westward in the Black Warrior basin,
approximately along the Alabama-Mississippi state line (Thomas, 1972b).
2.4.1.4 Lower Mississippian in Unit 3
The lower Mississippian in the Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt is
composed of the Fort Payne Chert and the cherty Tuscumbia Limestone. The very thin
(less than 3 ft (1 m)) Maury Shale is a distinct green shale unit below the Fort Payne
Chert, but the Maury Shale pinches out to the west and south. The Fort Payne Chert is
generally a buff-colored chert in weathered exposures, and either dark- to light-gray
siliceous micrite or a blue-gray to smoky chert in fresh samples (Thomas, 1972a, 1979,
1988a). Thicknesses range from a maximum of approximately 200 ft (60 m) in the
northeastern part of the Black Warrior basin to a minimum of 65 ft (20 m) in the
southeastern part of the basin in Alabama. In the Appalachian thrust belt, the Fort Payne
ranges in thickness from 100 to 150 ft (30 to 45 m), but pinches out on the southwest near
the Coastal Plain onlap in the Coosa synclinorium (Thomas, 1972a, 1979). Westward
into Mississippi, the Fort Payne Chert and Tuscumbia Limestone are progressively more
difficult to distinguish individually, and are grouped as the “undifferentiated” Fort PayneTuscumbia interval, which ranges from less than 100 ft (30 m) to more than 200 ft (60 m)
thick (Thomas, 1972b).
The stratigraphically higher Tuscumbia Limestone is a succession of cherty
micrite and bioclastic limestone (Thomas, 1979). In the Black Warrior basin, the
Tuscumbia ranges in thickness from more than 200 ft (60 m) in the northeastern part of
the basin to less than 50 ft (15 m) in the southwestern part of the basin in Alabama. In
the Appalachian thrust belt, the Tuscumbia pinches out to the southwest in the Cahaba
synclinorium, and is 30 ft (9 m) thick in only one location in the Coosa synclinorium but
is otherwise absent (Thomas, 1972).
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2.4.2 Fort Payne-Tuscumbia Interval in the Subsurface Black Warrior basin
In the U.S. Steel Exploratory well on the northeast, the 245 ft (75 m) thick Fort
Payne-Tuscumbia interval can be subdivided into the two separate formations. The
Tuscumbia Limestone is 110 ft (34 m) of fine-medium crystalline limestone and chert.
The Fort Payne is more varied, and consists of 135 ft (41 m) of chert, fine- to mediumcrystalline limestone, and calcareous shale (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A).
Southwest in the Reichhold Research well and well 6754, the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia
interval is 190 ft (58 m) and 207 ft (63 m), respectively, and consists of dense to finecrystalline, oolitic, fossiliferous, limestone; chert; and slightly micaceous shale. The Fort
Payne-Tuscumbia interval thins westward and northwestward to 94 ft (29 m) and 75 ft
(23 m) in wells 1792 and 10010, respectively. In well 1792, the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia
interval is dominated by very fine-grained to sublithographic limestone and chert.
Southwest of well 1792 in well 1634, the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia thins to 72 ft (22 m) of
fine- to medium-crystalline, slightly fossiliferous and oolitic limestone, slightly silty and
calcareous shale, and chert. Well 1780, located between wells 1792 and 1634, and well
1800 to the south contain a thicker Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval than either well 1792
or 1634. In well 1780, the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval is 148 ft (45 m), and in well
1800, the interval is 145 ft (44 m). These thickness are based solely on electric log
correlations, as cuttings descriptions are not available. To the southwest, the Fort PayneTuscumbia thickens southwestward, from 75 ft (23 m) in well 10010, to 115 ft (35 m) in
well 1810. Westward, in wells OK-1 and OK-5 in Mississippi, the Fort PayneTuscumbia interval is dramatically thicker at 330 ft (101 m) and 207 ft (63 m),
respectively. The mud log for well OK-5 indicates the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval is
a limestone that is varying degrees of sandy, silty, and shaly, reflecting more clastic input
than to the east, possibly the cause for the increased thickness.
2.4.3 Fort Payne-Tuscumbia Interval in the Subsurface Appalachian thrust belt
The Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval is generally thicker in the Appalachian thrust
belt than in the Black Warrior basin in Alabama. In the Helena thrust sheet, the Fort
Payne-Tuscumbia interval is 156 ft (48 m) in well 3518 on the northeast, and 166 ft (51
m) in well 4530 on the southwest, and it consists primarily of very fine- to coarse-
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crystalline, fossiliferous, slightly oolitic and glauconitic limestone and chert. In the Jones
Valley/Blue Creek thrust sheet, five wells (1160, 2827, 3939, 10082, and LD-7)
penetrated the complete Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval, and record thickness of 240 ft
(73 m), 205 ft (62 m), 103 ft (31 m), 172 ft (52 m), and 80 ft (24 m), respectively (Figure
2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). These thicknesses do not seem to show any pattern of
thickness distributions of the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval in the Jones Valley/Blue
Creek thrust sheets. Cuttings descriptions of wells 1160, 2827, 3939, and LD-7 suggest a
southwestward increase in clastic sediment. These four wells are all dominated by
generally fine-crystalline oolitic and fossiliferous limestone. In well 3800, the Fort
Payne-Tuscumbia interval appears on the electric log for the well, but is either not
represented in the cuttings, or the cuttings were indistinct to the extent that the Fort
Payne-Tuscumbia interval was grouped with the undifferentiated Devonian cuttings.
2.4.4 Chattanooga Shale in the Subsurface
The Chattanooga Shale is positively identified only in the subsurface of the Black
Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama. The Chattanooga Shale is
generally less than 30 ft (9 m) thick, except for a cluster of four well southwest of the
northwestern end of cross section 20 (Plate 1). In wells 8864, 2617, 6754, and the
Reichhold Research Disposal well, the Chattanooga Shale is 38 ft (12 m), 95 ft (29 m),
55 ft (17 m), and 45 ft (14 m) thick, respectively (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix
A). Lithologically, the Chattanooga Shale is a very dark to black shale, part of which is
silty to very fine-sandy and carbonaceous. In the Appalachian thrust belt in Mississippi,
the Chattanooga may be present in wells KM-7, LD-7, and NO-2. The electric log
response below the base of the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia interval is similar to that of the
Chattanooga Shale elsewhere; however, Thomas (1972b) showed that the Chattanooga
Shale pinches out westward approximately along the Alabama-Mississippi state line in
the central and northern parts of the state.
2.4.5 Other Unit 3 Rocks in the Subsurface
Below the Chattanooga Shale, unit 3 is generally divided into undifferentiated
Devonian, Silurian, or Ordovician (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). The
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Devonian below the Chattanooga Shale is recognizable because of a high percentage of
chert, but it also consists of generally fine-grained limestone, siltstone, and shale in
cuttings descriptions. Silurian rocks are dominated by limestones that are easily
identifiable because of an abundance of glauconite pellets and pink to red glauconite
pellets that have been altered to hematite, similar to the Red Mountain Formation in
outcrop. In wells LK-1 and LK-2, the Silurian contains dark limestone and shale
(Appendix A). The post-Knox Ordovician is generally dominated by a fossiliferous finegrained limestone, but also includes shale and, to a lesser degree, dolomite and dolomitic
limestone.
2.4.6 Unit 3 Subsurface Thickness Trends Northeast of Coastal Plain Onlap
Well data, seismic reflection profiles, and outcrop record a general southward
thickening of unit 3 in the Black Warrior basin along the margins of the Appalachian and
Ouachita thrust belts (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). In the Appalachian thrust
belt, however, thickness trends in unit 3 appear more variable, which may reflect
differences in palinspastic locations of the thrust sheets. In particular, on the northeast, in
the Jones Valley thrust sheet, Helena thrust sheet, and frontal splay of the Helena thrust
sheet, unit 3 thins southeastward.
On the northeast, the U.S. Steel Exploratory well and well 13389 record unit 3
thicknesses of 1,585 ft (483 m) and 1,650 ft (503 m), respectively (Figure 2.3; Plates 1
and 4; Appendix A). In the U.S. Steel Exploratory well, the Mississippian Tuscumbia
Limestone is 110 ft (35 m) thick, the Fort Payne Chert is 135 ft (40 m) thick, and the
Chattanooga Shale is 5 ft (1.5 m) thick. Below the Chattanooga, unit 3 is divided on the
basis of age only, rather than by formations. The undifferentiated Devonian is 30 ft (9 m)
thick, the Silurian is 350 ft (110 m) thick, and the Ordovician in unit 3 is 955 ft (290 m)
thick. Southeast from well 13389, the seismic reflection profile along cross section 19
indicates a southeastward thinning of unit 3 to 1,450 ft (440 m) in the Blue Creek thrust
sheet. Southeast in the Cahaba synclinorium, unit 3 thins to approximately 952 ft (290
m) in the trailing Jones Valley thrust sheet approximately 11.5 mi (18.6 km) southeast of
well 13389. Southeast of well 10082 in the Helena thrust sheet, the seismic reflection
profile along cross section 19 records a thickness of 630 ft (190 m) for unit 3.
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2.4.7 Unit 3 Subsurface Thickness Trends Southwest of Coastal Plain Onlap
In the Black Warrior basin, approximately 18.7 mi (30.1 km) southwest of well
13389, the seismic reflection profile along cross section 20 records a thickness of 1,690 ft
(515 m) for unit 3. In the Reichhold Research disposal well 5.57 mi (8.96 km) northwest
of the northwestern end of cross section 20, unit 3 is 1,842 ft (561 m) thick (Figure 2.3;
Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). In well 6754, located approximately 5.21 mi (8.38 km)
southwest along strike from cross section 20, unit 3 is 1,965 ft (600 m) thick. The
seismic reflection profile along cross section 20 shows that unit 3 thins to the southeast
from well 6754 to 1,080 ft (329 m) in the trailing edge of the Jones Valley thrust sheet
below the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet. In the frontal splay of the Helena
thrust sheet, the outcrop pattern shown on the geologic map of Alabama indicates unit 3
is 305 ft (93 m) thick, the thinnest unit 3 recorded (Szabo et al., 1988). In the Helena
thrust sheet to the southeast, the seismic reflection profile along cross section 20 shows
the thickness of unit 3 as 1,080 ft (329 m), similar to the trailing edge of the Jones Valley
thrust sheet. Approximately 6.99 mi (11.25 km) southwest along strike from cross
section 20, well 4530 recorded a thickness of 1,559 ft (475 m) for unit 3 in the trailing
Jones Valley/Blue Creek thrust sheet beneath the Helena thrust sheet.
Approximately 8.9 mi (14.4 km) southwest of well 6754, unit 3 thickens to 2,000
ft (610 m) in well 2617 (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). In well 8864,
southwest of the Reichhold Research disposal well, unit 3 thins slightly to 1,830 ft (558
m), 12 ft (4 m) thinner than in the Reichhold well approximately 14.9 mi (24.0 km) to the
northeast. Unit 3 thickens to 1,995 ft (608 m) in well 10010 approximately 9.9 mi (16.0
km) southwest of well 8864. Southeast of these wells across strike in the Appalachian
thrust belt, there is no control for the thickness trends of unit 3, as there are no wells or
seismic reflection profiles in the Appalachian thrust belt southeast of wells 2617, 8864,
and 10010.
At the northwestern end of cross section 21, 11.8 mi (19.0 km) southwest of well
10010, the seismic reflection profile along the cross section indicates unit 3 is 2,090 ft
(637 m) thick in the Black Warrior basin, and it thickens to 2,200 ft (671 m) to the
southeast (Plates 1 and 2). In well 1810, approximately 1.0 mi (1.5 km) along strike to
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the southwest, unit 3 is 1,855 ft (565 m) thick, 235 ft (72 m) thinner than in the seismic
reflection profile to the northeast (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). The nature of
this abrupt decrease in thickness is unknown. Thicknesses to the west are considerably
greater than in well 1810, suggesting that the thin unit 3 in well 1810 is a local decrease
in thickness.
In the leading part of the Appalachian thrust belt on cross section 21, the seismic
reflection profile records a thickness of 2,700 ft (823 m) for unit 3 in the Blue Creek and
Bibb-Scott thrust sheets (Plates 1 and 2). In well 3939, located 3.0 mi (4.8 km) along
strike to the northeast of cross section 21, unit 3 is 2,448 ft (746 m) thick, suggesting a
possible southwestward thickening trend in unit 3 in this part of the Blue Creek thrust
sheet (Figure 2.3; Plate 4; Appendix A).
In well 1040/A, 16.6 mi (26.8 km) west of well 1810, unit 3 is 2,429 ft (740 m)
thick in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). The
seismic reflection profile used to construct cross section 22, located 0.9 mi (1.4 km)
northeast of well 1040/A along strike, supports the thickness value of unit 3 recorded in
well 1040/A; the seismic reflection profile records a thickness of 2,360 ft (719 m) for unit
3 in the Black Warrior basin and leading Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet. In the southeastern
Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, unit 3 thins to 1800 ft (cross sections 22 and 23; Plates 1 and
2). In the Blue Creek thrust sheet farther south, the seismic reflection profile along cross
section 22 shows unit 3 is 2,160 ft thick (658 m). Approximately 3.8 mi (6.1 km) along
strike to the northeast of cross section 22, well 1160 drilled 1,745 ft (532 m) of unit 3,
415 ft (126 m) thinner than what is recorded in the seismic reflection profile. The
seismic reflection profile shows a constant thickness of 2,160 ft (658 m) for unit 3 along
the Blue Creek thrust sheet, suggesting that the thinner unit 3 to the northeast of the
seismic reflection profile results from a southwestward thickening of unit 3 in the Blue
Creek thrust sheet.
Southeast of the Blue Creek thrust sheet on cross section 22, the seismic reflection
profile indicates unit 3 thickens to 2,700 ft (823 m) in the Larkin and Bibb-Scott thrust
sheets (Plates 1 and 2). In the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, approximately 15.1 mi
(24.3 km) east-northeast of cross section 22 along the strike of the thrust sheet, unit 3 is
2,972 ft (906 m) thick in well 3800 (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 4; Appendix A). This
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suggests a local northeastward thickening of unit 3 in the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet,
but additional thickness data are necessary to positively identify any trends. Well NO-2
penetrated 2,444 ft (745 m) of unit 3 in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, approximately
3.6 mi (5.9 km) southwest of well 1040/A. This thickness is similar to the 2,429 ft (740
m) of unit 3 in well 1040/A in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet. Southwest of cross
section 22, unit 3 is 2,700 ft (823 m) in the seismic reflection profile at the southern end
of cross section 22A (Plates 1 and 2). In the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, the thickness of unit
3 recorded along cross section 22 is the westernmost measurement of the thickness of
unit 3. At the western end of cross section C (Plates 1 and 2; Chapter 4; Figure 2.4), the
subcrop of unit 3 ends to the southwest at a lateral ramp. Farther west, in wells NW-3,
NW-5, and NW-10 in Newton County, Mississippi, unit 3 appears in subcrop in the
footwall of an imbricate thrust fault in the trailing part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet
(Plate 1; Appendix A).
In well LD-7 in the frontal Blue Creek thrust sheet, 29.4 mi (47.4 km) southwest
along strike from cross section 22, unit 3 is 1,070 ft (326 m) thick (Figure 2.3; Plates 1
and 4; Appendix A). Unit 3 in well LD-7 is 1,090 ft (332 m) thinner than in cross section
22 in the frontal Blue Creek thrust sheet. Seismic reflection profiles A and B of HaleEhrlich and Coleman (1993) (Plate 1; Figure 2.5), between well LD-7 and cross section
22, are only available in their 1993 publication. The quality of the seismic reflection
profiles has been greatly degraded for the publication, and cannot be used to produce a
reasonably accurate measurement of unit 3. The available copies of seismic reflection
profiles A and B do, however, indicate a southwesterly thinning trend in the frontal Blue
Creek thrust sheet as indicated by well LD-7 and cross section 22.
At the northwestern limit of the Blue Creek thrust sheet, the seismic reflection
profile along the southwestern part of cross section 25 shows unit 3 is 1,000 ft (305 m)
thick (Plates 1 and 2). This thickness is similar to the 1,070 ft (326 m) recorded in well
LD-7, but because 44.1 mi (70.9 km) separates the two measurements, it is not possible
to draw conclusions about the thickness trends between them.
Approximately 33.0 mi (53.2 km) southwest of the Larkin thrust sheet in cross
section 22 (Plate 1), the seismic reflection profile along the southern part of cross section
24 records the thickness of unit 3 as 1,250 ft (381 m) (Plate 2). This value is 1,450 ft
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(442 m) less than what is recorded to the northeast in the Larkin thrust sheet.
Southwestward thinning is suggested for unit 3 in the Larkin thrust sheet between cross
sections 22 and 24. No data are available to indicate the thickness of unit 3 in the Larkin
thrust sheet northwest of cross section 24. Wells LK-1 and LK-2 in Leake County,
Mississippi, penetrated unit 3 beneath the Coastal Plain cover and bottomed in unit 3, so
while they do not record the full thickness of unit 3, they do provide minimum
thicknesses of 680 ft (207 m) and 430 ft (131 m) for unit 3 (Plate 1; Appendix A).
Unit 3 thicknesses in the western Black Warrior basin are recorded in the seismic
reflection profiles along cross sections 23 to 26 (Plates 1 and 2). Toward the western end
of cross section 23, unit 3 maintains approximately the same thickness recorded at the
eastern end of the cross section in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet: 1,800 ft (549 m), 80 ft
(24 m) thinner than unit 3 in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet.
North of cross section 23, in cross section 24, the thickness of unit 3 decreases to
1,430 ft (436 m) (Plates 1 and 2). In cross section 25, to the northwest, unit 3 is 1,430 ft
(436 m) thick, suggesting little or no change in thickness between cross sections 24 and
25. Farther northwest, in cross section 26, unit 3 is 1,450 ft (442 m), 20 ft (6 m) thicker.
Northeast of the northeastern end of cross section 26, unit 3 thins approximately 202 ft
(62 m) to 1,248 ft (381 m) in well OK-1 (Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 2; Appendix A).
Northwest of the northeastern part of cross section 26, however, unit 3 appears to thicken
rather abruptly northwestward. In wells OK-4 and OK-5, unit 3 is 2,246 ft (685 m) and
2,270 ft (692 m), respectively.
The thickening of unit 3 between well OK-1 and wells OK-4 and OK-5 is
supported by Thomas (1972b), which showed a general southwestward-thickening trend
between well OK-1 and wells OK-4 and OK-5 for the upper part of the Ordovician and
the cherty Devonian interval, and a southwestward-thinning in the Silurian interval
(Figure 2.3; Plates 1 and 2; Appendix A). A southwestward thickening of the middle
Ordovician of unit 3, along with the previously documented southwestward thickening of
the upper Ordovician and Devonian intervals (Thomas, 1972b), would fit the observed
differences in thickness between well OK-1 and wells OK-4 and OK-5. This does not,
however, explain the abrupt thickening northwestward from the northeastern end of cross
section 26. Without more detailed information about unit 3 in cross section 26, it is not
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possible to determine what parts of unit 3 are responsible for the northwestward
thickening, and if they fit regional trends.
2.5 Foreland-Basin Deposits of Unit 4
2.5.1 Unit 4 in Outcrop
The youngest interval in the Paleozoic succession is unit 4. This interval is
dominated by thick synorogenic Upper Mississippian-Pennsylvanian clastic-wedge
deposits of unit 4 that prograde over an Upper Mississippian carbonate shelf on the
northeast. This interval is the thickest of the four units; total thickness of the unit exceeds
11,000 ft (3,300 m).
In the Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt, the Upper Mississippian
interval of the Upper Mississippian-Pennsylvanian clastic wedge includes intertongues of
clastic and carbonate facies (Figure 2.6). West and south in the Black Warrior basin, the
Upper Mississippian is dominated by clastic rocks that intertongue with the carbonate to
the northeast, where carbonates are dominant. In the Appalachian thrust belt, carbonates
are generally less prevalent than in the Black Warrior basin, and are thickest to the
northeast, and also contain clastic intertongues from the Upper Mississippian clastic
interval (Thomas, 1972a, 1979, 1989).
At the base of the Upper Mississippian succession, above the Tuscumbia
Limestone, the Pride Mountain and Hartselle Sandstone form a lower tongue of clastic
rocks between the Monteagle and lower Bangor Limestones. The Floyd Shale and lower
Parkwood Formation form a middle tongue of clastic rocks that intertongue with the
Bangor Limestone. The upper Parkwood Formation forms an upper tongue of clastic
rocks that intertongue with, and grade over, the upper Bangor Limestone. The Millerella
limestone, a thin, regionally extensive tongue of Bangor Limestone, separates the lower
and upper Parkwood (Figure 2.6) (Thomas, 1972a, 1979, 1988a).
2.5.1.1 Upper Mississippian Carbonate Facies in Unit 4
The basal part of the Mississippian carbonate succession in the Black Warrior
basin and Appalachian thrust belt is the crossbedded oolitic limestone of the Monteagle
Limestone (Figure 2.6; Thomas, 1972a, 1979). In the extreme northeastern parts of both
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the Black Warrior basin and the Appalachian thrust belt, the maximum thickness of the
Monteagle is approximately 200 ft (60 m), but it pinches out abruptly southwest beneath
the clay shale of the Pride Mountain Formation (Thomas, 1972a). On the northeast, the
Monteagle is overlain by the Bangor Limestone; to the southwest, it is overlain by the
Hartselle Sandstone and Pride Mountain Formation (Figure 2.6).
Above the Monteagle Limestone, the Bangor Limestone is composed of a variety
of carbonate facies, the most predominate being bioclastic limestone and oolitic
limestone. To a lesser degree, the Bangor also includes micrite, shaly argillaceous
limestone, calcareous clay shale, earthy dolomite, and blocky mudstone (Thomas, 1972,
1979). In north-central Alabama, the Bangor has maximum thicknesses of greater than
500 ft (150 m), to slightly more than 600 ft (180 m). To the south and west of the
thickness maximum in north-central Alabama, the Bangor grades, and pinches out, into
the sandstones and shales of the Parkwood Formation and Floyd Shale (Thomas, 1972a,
1979). The Bangor pinches out to the southwest along the Coosa and Cahaba synclinoria
in the Appalachian thrust belt (Thomas, 1979).
2.5.1.2 Upper Mississippian-Lower Pennsylvanian Clastic Rocks in Unit 4
In the central and southwestern Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt,
the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian clastic wedge overlies the Fort Payne-Tuscumbia
interval. In the southwestern Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt, the basal
unit in the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian clastic wedge is the Floyd Shale. The Floyd is
primarily a dark gray clay shale with minor amounts of calcareous shale and argillaceous
limestone (Thomas, 1972, 1979). In the Black Warrior basin, the Floyd Shale reaches a
maximum thickness of approximately 600 ft (180 m), and pinches out to the northeast
into the lower Bangor Limestone. In the Cahaba synclinorium in the Appalachian thrust
belt, thicknesses of the Floyd range from less than 500 ft (150 m) in the northeastern part
of the synclinorium to more than 900 ft (275 m) in the southwestern part. In the Coosa
synclinorium, the Floyd is more than 1,500 ft (460 m) thick in the southwest part of
exposed synclinorium (Thomas, 1972, 1979).
A tongue of the lower Floyd Shale extends toward the northeast into the carbonate
facies (Figure 2.6). The basal unit in this tongue is the Pride Mountain Formation. The
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Pride Mountain is located stratigraphically above the Tuscumbia Limestone and below
the Hartselle Sandstone. The Pride Mountain pinches out over the Monteagle Limestone
to the northeast, and to the southwest, beyond the pinchout of the Hartselle, equivalent
beds are included in the lower Floyd Shale (Thomas, 1972). The Pride Mountain is
distributed in a northwest-trending band between the Monteagle Limestone on the
northeast and the Floyd Shale on the southwest. The predominate lithology is a gray clay
shale. Isolated within the shale are three sandstone bodies that have maximum
thicknesses of between 20 and 60 ft (6 and 18 m). Two of the sandstone bodies extend
southwest into the lower Floyd Shale (Thomas, 1972, 1979). Total thickness of the Pride
Mountain Formation is generally between 150 and 280 ft (45 to 85 m) in the Black
Warrior basin, and is locally more than 400 ft (120 m) thick along the Coosa
synclinorium in the Appalachian thrust belt (Thomas, 1972, 1979).
The upper unit in the northeastern tongue of the clastic facies is the Hartselle
Sandstone (Figure 2.6). The Hartselle Sandstone is a northwest-trending band of
predominately fine-grained, well-sorted quartzose sandstone that pinches out to the
northeast over the Monteagle Limestone and to the southwest into the Floyd Shale
(Thomas, 1972, 1979; Thomas and Mack, 1982). The Hartselle is more than 100 mi (160
km) wide in its most northern exposures, but is only approximately 40 mi (64 km) wide
at its southeastern extent in the Coosa synclinorium in the Appalachian thrust belt. The
formation has maximum thicknesses of more than 150 ft (45 m), and pinches out abruptly
to the southwest along a linear, northwest-trending boundary into the Floyd Shale. It
pinches out to the northeast over the Pride Mountain Formation and Monteagle
Limestone along a south-striking irregular fringe, resulting in the decreasing width of the
outcrop belt to the southeast into the thrust belt.
The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian Parkwood Formation is the uppermost unit in
the Mississippian part of the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian clastic wedge. It is a
succession of fine-grained, micaceous, and argillaceous sandstone lenses interbedded
with mudstones and shales and rare thin tongues of limestone. A thin, regionally
extensive tongue of the Bangor Limestone, termed the “Millerella limestone”, separates
the Parkwood into lower and upper subunits (Thomas, 1972a, 1979, 1988a).
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In the Black Warrior basin, the Parkwood pinches out to the northeast into the
Bangor Limestone, and has a general southwestward-thickening trend. Thicknesses on
the southwest are as much as 800 ft (245 m) (Thomas, 1972a, 1979, 1988a). The
Parkwood in the Appalachian thrust belt has the same general southwestward-thickening
trend, but does not pinch out on the northeast. In the northeastern part of the thrust belt,
the Parkwood interfingers with the southwestward-prograding wedge of fine-grained
clastic rocks of the Pennington Formation (Thomas, 1972a, 1974). In the Cahaba
synclinorium, the Parkwood ranges in thickness from 1,400 ft (430 m) in the northeastern
part of the structure to more than 2,500 ft (760 m) in the southwestern part of the
structure (Thomas, 1972a). In the Coosa synclinorium, the thickness range is from 2,000
ft (610 m) in the southwest to less than 600 ft (185 m) in the northeast (Thomas, 1972a).
Northeast from the Cahaba synclinorium, thickness of the Parkwood decreases to less
than 150 ft (45 m), near where it merges with the fine-grained Pennington Formation
(Thomas, 1972a).
In the Black Warrior basin, the sandstones and mudstones in the lower Parkwood
formation intertongue with the Bangor Limestone toward the north and east (Thomas,
1972a, 1979, 1988a). The lower Parkwood is overlain by the Millerella limestone, a
thin, regionally extensive tongue of the Bangor Limestone. The upper Parkwood, which
is predominately sandstone and mudstone, pinches out over the Bangor Limestone along
an irregular northwest-striking trend in the Black Warrior basin in central and
northwestern Alabama (Thomas, 1972a, 1979, 1988a).
In the Appalachian thrust belt northeast of the Coastal Plain onlap, the
Pennsylvanian Pottsville Formation is exposed in the cores of the Cahaba and Coosa
synclinoria where thicknesses exceed 8,000 ft (2,438 m) (Pashin et al., 1995; Pashin,
1997, 1999).
In the Cahaba synclinorium, the Pottsville is subdivided into three units: the lower
quartzarenite measures, the mudstone measures, and the upper conglomerate measures
(Pashin et al., 1995; Pashin, 1999). The quartzarenite measures have a maximum
thickness of approximately 600 ft (183 m). Two ridge-forming sandstone members have
thicknesses of approximately 200 ft (61 m); however, the lower sandstone member is
locally thicker than 220 ft (67 m). The sandstones are primarily quartzarenite and
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sublitharenite, and are separated by an approximately 100 ft (30 m) thick interbedded
sandstone and shale sequence (Pashin, et. al., 1995; Pashin, 1999). The mudstone
measures are a succession of stacked coarsening-upward cycles that together exceed
4,500 ft (1,372 m) in thickness. These cycles contain mudstone, lithic sandstone,
conglomerate, and coal. The Chestnut Sandstone, at the base of the mudstone measures,
is an approximately 100 ft (30 m) thick ridge-forming sandstone (Pashin et al., 1995;
Pashin, 1999). The conglomerate measures make up the upper 2,500 ft (762 m) of the
Pottsville Formation in the Cahaba synclinorium. The conglomerate measures are
composed primarily of conglomerate and conglomeratic litharenite interbedded with
lesser amounts of mudstone and coal. The conglomerate contains intraformational clasts
such as mudstone, sandstone, and fossil logs, and extraformational clasts that include
metamorphic, igneous, and volcanic clasts (Osborne, 1991; Pashin et al., 1995; Pashin,
1999).
In the Coosa synclinorium, the Pennsylvanian Pottsville Formation has been
similarly subdivided into the lower quartzarenite measures, the redbed measures, and the
upper mudstone measures (Pashin, 1997). The lower quartzarenite measures include the
same two ridge-forming sandstones as in the Cahaba synclinorium. These two
sandstones range in composition from conglomeratic to fine-grained quartzarenites,
sublitharenites, and subarkose. The lower sandstone has thicknesses greater than 250 ft
(76 m), and the upper sandstone locally is as thick as 400 ft (122 m). A mudstone
interval approximately 300 feet thick separates the two sandstone units (Pashin, 1997).
The redbed measures are an approximately 4,000 ft (1,219 m) thick interval that,
except for reddish brown mudstones, generally resembles the mudstone measures in the
Cahaba synclinorium. (Pashin et al, 1995; Pashin, 1997). The redbed measures contain
several ridge-forming litharenite sandstone beds that are generally less than 100 ft (30 m)
thick and are separated by thick shale intervals. Reddish brown mudstone intervals
generally less than 10 ft (3 m) thick are scattered throughout the redbed measures
(Pashin, 1997).
The mudstone measures, which make up the upper 2,000 ft (610 m) of the
Pottsville Formation, are found only in the northeast part of the Coosa synclinorium. The
succession of interbedded mudstone, litharenite, and coal is similar to the mudstone
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measures in the middle and upper part of the mudstone measures in the Cahaba
synclinorium (Pashin, 1997). Sandstones in the mudstone measures are generally less
than 100 ft (30 m) thick, and consist of fining-upward successions of medium to dark
medium gray litharenite. Interbedded gray shale and sandstone intervals more than 50 ft
(15 m) thick are the most common lithology in the mudstone measures (Pashin, 1997).
The Pennsylvanian Pottsville Formation in the Black Warrior basin has been
divided into the lower and upper Pottsville by Thomas (1988a, 1995). The lower
Pottsville consists of three different, but laterally equivalent, facies types. The lower
Pottsville in the eastern part of the basin is characterized by massive sandstone. This
sandstone grades southwestward into a mudstone-dominated succession. To the west, the
mudstones grade into a succession of several sandstones separated by mudstones
(Thomas, 1988a, 1995). The upper Pottsville Formation throughout the Black Warrior
basin is a succession of mudstone, sandstone, and coal (Thomas, 1998, 1995).

2.5.2 Subsurface Foreland-Basin Deposits
The youngest unit in unit 4 in the Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt
is the Pennsylvanian Pottsville Formation. The upper surface of the Pottsville Formation
is an erosional surface; the complete Pottsville Formation is not preserved. In the Black
Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt, the Pottsville is a succession of sandstone,
shale, and coal. The sandstone ranges from very fine- to coarse-grained, but is generally
fine- to medium-grained. The Pottsville sandstones are generally micaceous, and are
commonly carbonaceous. Conglomeratic intervals are also common. Shale in the
Pottsville is generally micaceous and carbonaceous, and is silty in some wells.
Below the Pennsylvanian, the Mississippian interval in unit 4 consists of
carbonates on the northeast and clastic rocks on the southwest (Figure 2.6). In this
discussion, the Mississippian section of unit 4 is referred to as the Floyd-Parkwood
interval. This includes the Floyd Shale, Parkwood Formation, Pride Mountain
Formation, Hartselle Sandstone, and Bangor Limestone.
The Floyd-Parkwood interval consists of shale, siltstone, and sandstone, and is
generally finer grained than the overlying Pottsville Formation. Cuttings descriptions
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generally report shale of the Floyd-Parkwood as micaceous and carbonaceous throughout
the Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt. In the western part of the Black
Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt, intervals of silty shale are also reported in
cuttings. Sandstone in the Floyd-Parkwood is generally very fine- to fine-grained, but
medium and coarse sandstone was reported in wells 1792 and 1087 in addition to the
more common finer sandstone. Minor amounts of limestone in the Floyd-Parkwood
interval represent distal tongues of the Bangor Limestone. This limestone is fine- to
medium-crystalline, oolitic, and fossiliferous. The carbonate is generally restricted to the
Black Warrior basin, but a slightly argillaceous and fossiliferous very fine- to coarsecrystalline limestone is reported in well 1160 in the frontal Blue Creek thrust sheet.
Named units other than Floyd Shale or Parkwood Formation identified in cuttings
equivalent to part of the Floyd-Parkwood interval include the Bangor Limestone,
Hartselle Sandstone, and Pride Mountain Formation. In the Reichhold Research Disposal
well, U.S. Steel Exploratory well, and wells 1160 and 2617, the Bangor Limestone is a
fine- to coarse-crystalline, slightly argillaceous and fossiliferous limestone. In the U.S.
Steel Exploratory well, the Hartselle Sandstone and Pride Mountain Formation are
predominately a very fine- to fine-grained micaceous sandstone, with lesser amounts of
sandy, fossiliferous limestone in the Hartselle Sandstone. In the U.S. Steel Exploratory
well, the base of the Pride Mountain is a sideritic shale.
In the Ouachita thrust belt, the Carboniferous succession in well cuttings is
dominated by dark, carbonaceous shale, but also consists of fine-grained argillaceous and
carbonaceous sandstones. The Ouachita Carboniferous succession includes significantly
more shale than the equivalent Carboniferous succession in the Appalachian thrust belt
and Black Warrior basin. The shale in the Ouachita Carboniferous succession also
contains vein quartz, which is not found in equivalent strata in the Appalachian thrust belt
and Black Warrior basin.
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Figure 2.1: Generalized subcrop map of study area showing the major tectonic features:
the Black Warrior basin, the Appalachian thrust belt, and the Ouachita thrust belt. See
Plate 2 for color key.
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Figure 2.2: Part of cross section C showing the northeastern termination of the Bibb-Scott
thrust sheet in a footwall lateral ramp, with the Helena and Jones Valley/Blue Creek
thrust sheets in the footwall. The location of this part of cross section C is highlighted in
green on the map above. See Plate 2 for a more detailed description of colors.
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Figure 2.3: Map showing correlation lines for Plate 4. See Plate 2 for color key.
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Figure 2.4: Part of cross section C showing the southwestern termination of unit 3 in
subcrop in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet. The location of this part of cross section C is
highlighted in green on the map above. See Plate 2 for a more detailed description of
colors.
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Figure 2.5: Seismic reflection profiles A and B, modified from Hale-Ehrlich and
Coleman (1993).
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Figure 2.6: Generalized stratigraphic relationships between Mississippian units younger
than the Tuscumbia-Fort Payne. Generalized from Thomas (1979, 1988a).
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Chapter 3
Discussion of Balanced Cross Sections
3.1 Introduction
This study incorporates a set of eight cross sections that are perpendicular and
oblique to strike of the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts. These cross sections,
numbered 19 to 26, have been constructed using well data and seismic reflection profiles;
outcrop patterns are available for cross sections 19 and 20 only (Plate 2). The line of
each cross section follows the trace of the seismic reflection profile that was used in the
construction of the cross section (Plate 1). Unit thicknesses were calculated from the
two-way travel time shown on the seismic reflection profiles using unit velocities. The
unit velocity of unit 4 was determined by comparing the reflector packages in the seismic
reflection profile along cross section 19 with the known thickness of unit 4 recorded in
well 2827. The unit velocities of units 1, 2, and 3 are those published in Thomas (2001).
The computed average interval velocities used in this study are as follows: unit 1 is
16,000 ft/s (4,880 m/s); unit 2 is 22,000 ft/s (6,700 m/s); unit 3 is 18,000 ft/s (5,490 m/s);
and unit 4 is 12,500 ft/s (3,810 m/s). The same interval velocities have been documented
and used regionally (Thomas, 2001; Thomas and Bayona, 2005). Southwest and west of
cross section 19, wells in proximity to the seismic reflection profiles allow for
comparison of the depths computed from travel time on seismic reflection profiles along
strike from the wells to the known depths in the well data. Additionally, the well data
provide stratigraphic information in the seismic reflection profiles where reflector quality
is poor. The computed depths in the seismic reflection profiles were plotted with respect
to the locations of shot points on a length-depth diagram, using the same scale on both
horizontal and vertical axes, to produce cross sections with no vertical exaggeration. For
the Coastal Plain, an average velocity of 7,150 ft/s (2,180 m/s) was determined by
comparing the basal Coastal Plain reflector on the seismic reflection profile along cross
section 22 with wells 1040/A and 1087. However, because the Coastal Plain is composed
of laterally and vertically varying lithologies, this velocity was used with caution in the
construction of the cross sections, and actual depth in wells was used where available.
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This chapter describes the structural and stratigraphic features in each cross
section. Wells that are in proximity to the cross sections were used in the construction of
the cross sections, and are discussed here. This chapter does not describe the along-strike
structural relationships between the cross sections. Those discussions are in the chapter
describing the map (Plate 1) (Chapter 4).
The set of cross sections described in this chapter represents the southwestward
and westward continuation of the set of 18 strike-perpendicular cross sections in the
northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt, northeast of the Coastal Plain onlap, published
by Thomas and Bayona (2005). The eight cross sections here are constructed in the same
manner as the cross sections in Thomas and Bayona (2005), so that together, these two
studies document the Appalachian thrust belt from Georgia southwest to Mississippi, and
the nature of the interaction of the Appalachian thrust belt with the Ouachita thrust belt.
Numbering of the eight cross sections from this study begins with number 19 to reflect
the continuity with the 18 cross sections of Thomas and Bayona (2005).
3.2 Cross section 19
Cross section 19 trends northwest from northern Chilton County, Alabama,
through southwestern Shelby County and into southwestern Jefferson County, Alabama.
Approximately 1.5 mi (2.4 km) of the southeastern part of the cross section is beneath the
Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain strata; most of the line is northeast of the Coastal
Plain onlap and is exposed in outcrop.
Three wells are located no more than 6.6 mi (10.5 km) along strike from cross
section 19. From northwest to southeast along the cross section, these wells are 13389,
10082, and 2827.
Well 13389 is 2.2 mi (3.5 km) southwest of the cross section in Jefferson County.
This well is southeast of the frontal emergent Appalachian thrust fault (the Blue Creek
thrust fault), which changes along strike southwestward into a blind thrust fault beneath
the Blue Creek anticline (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). Well 13389 drilled through 4,425
ft (1,349 m) of Carboniferous clastic rocks of unit 4 and encountered the top of unit 3 at
-3,899 ft (-1,188 m) and the top of unit 2 at -5,474 ft (-1,668 m). Computation of depths
from the seismic reflection profile indicates the top of unit 3 at -3,750 ft (-1,142 m) and
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the top of unit 2 at -5,370 ft (-1,637 m) (Plate 2). The depths computed from the seismic
reflection profile along cross section 19 are slightly shallower than those shown in well
13389, which is consistent with the regional southwestward dip of strata in the Black
Warrior basin.
Well 10082 is 6.6 mi (10.5 km) to the northeast along strike from cross section
19. It is positioned along the shallower northwestern flank of the Cahaba synclinorium.
This well drilled through 5,188 ft (1,581 m) of unit 4 and reached the top of unit 3 at
-4,724 ft (-1,303 m). The top of unit 2 has been picked from the geophysical well log at
-5,676 ft (-1,730 m). Computation of depths from the seismic reflection profile at this
point along cross section 19 shows the top of unit 3 at approximately -4,400 ft (-1,341 m)
and the top of unit 2 at approximately -5,440 ft (-1,649 m). The differences in the depths
to the tops of units 2 and 3 in the well and on the seismic reflection profile result from
projecting the well into the cross section.
Well 2827 is approximately 8,435 ft (2,571 m) southwest along strike from cross
section 19 in a thrust flat in the trailing part of the Jones Valley thrust sheet above the
regional décollement in unit 1 above Precambrian crystalline basement. It penetrated
11,820 ft (3,603 m) of the thick Carboniferous unit 4 in the Cahaba synclinorium and
reached the top of unit 3 at -11,154 ft (-3,400 m).
The northwesternmost Appalachian structure along cross section 19 is the
Sequatchie anticline (Plates 1, 2). The Sequatchie anticline is at the tip of a blind
detachment in unit 1 and marks the boundary between the Black Warrior foreland basin
and the Appalachian thrust belt (Thomas and Bearce, 1969). Southeast of the Sequatchie
anticline is the Coalburg syncline, which is bounded on the southeast by the Blue Creek
thrust fault (Plates 1, 2). The Blue Creek thrust sheet is a small thrust sheet in the
footwall of the larger Jones Valley thrust sheet farther southeast. At the leading edge of
the thrust sheet, the Blue Creek thrust fault emerges in unit 4, and along strike to the
southwest, the fault is blind beneath the Blue Creek anticline. The Blue Creek thrust
sheet is broken by a back thrust that is steeply folded in the trailing part of the thrust
sheet. The trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet has nearly vertical dips, defining
the upturned southeastern limb of the Coalburg syncline. The upturn of the trailing edge
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of the Blue Creek thrust sheet represents the roof of the leading edge of the Bessemer
mushwad.
Southeast of, and thrust over the upturned trailing edge of the Blue Creek thrust
sheet, is the larger Jones Valley thrust sheet (Plate 2). The preserved length of the Jones
Valley thrust sheet as measured at the base of unit 2 is 25.57 mi (41.15 km). The trailing
Jones Valley thrust sheet includes the Cahaba synclinorium, which contains the thickest
preserved Carboniferous succession in the Appalachians of Alabama. Dip of the Jones
Valley fault in outcrop may be locally as much as 65° to the southeast (W. A. Thomas,
unpublished map). A long, southeast-dipping frontal ramp of the Jones Valley thrust
fault overlies the southeast-thinning Bessemer mushwad, which consists of ductily
deformed weak rocks of unit 1 (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). A mushwad is defined as a
“Malleable, Unctuous SHale, Weak-layer Accretion in a Ductile duplex”, where the
thick, shale-dominated succession results in deformation by folding and faulting of the
stiff roof rocks overlying the mushwad (Thomas, 2001). The thick shale accumulations
of a mushwad are associated with basement faults beneath the regional décollement
(Thomas, 2001). On seismic reflection profiles, a mushwad is shown as a zone of
discontinuous reflectors. At the deepest part of the Cahaba synclinorium, the Jones
Valley thrust sheet is on a thrust flat detached in unit 1. The deepest part of the
synclinorium is over the deepest part of the Birmingham graben (Plate 2). Southeast of
the deepest part of the Cahaba synclinorium, the trailing edge of the Jones Valley thrust
sheet dips northwestward from a structurally high basement horst block that bounds the
southeastern side of the Birmingham graben. The Jones Valley thrust sheet is truncated
on the southeast over the southeastern edge of the basement horst by the Helena thrust
sheet.
The exposed Helena thrust sheet dips approximately 30° to the southeast. The
frontal part of the Helena thrust sheet is a frontal splay of the larger Helena thrust sheet to
the southeast. The frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet is broken by a small imbricate
fault. The larger main part of the Helena thrust sheet southeast of the frontal splays
ramps from the basal detachment in unit 1 above the basement to the present outcrop,
where it emplaces a ramp anticline over the trailing edge of the frontal splay. The Helena
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thrust sheet is truncated on the southeast by the Talladega fault at the leading edge of the
Talladega slate belt.
Basement depths vary greatly along cross section 19, showing the horst and
graben structure of the basement. Using seismic reflection profiles, the depth to
basement can be determined along the length of the cross section. On the northwest,
below the Black Warrior basin and Sequatchie anticline, the basement is at a depth of
approximately -11,500 ft (-3,500 m). Below the Cahaba synclinorium, the basement in
the Birmingham graben dips northwest from a depth of approximately -19,000 ft (-5,790
m) on the southeast to -19,500 ft (-5,945 m) on the northwest. Southeast of the
Birmingham graben, the basement horst block is at a depth of approximately -13,100 ft
(-4,000 m). Southeast of the horst, the basement drops to a depth of -14,400 ft (-4,390
m).
3.3 Cross section 20
Cross section 20 trends northwest from western Chilton County, Alabama,
through Bibb County and into southeastern Tuscaloosa County, Alabama. It roughly
follows the trace of the edge of onlap of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain, and
approximately 35% of cross section 20 is northeast of the Coastal Plain onlap where the
Paleozoic rocks are exposed. The thickness of the Coastal Plain is below the resolution
of the seismic reflection profile. In well 4530, approximately 6.99 mi (11.25 km) to the
southwest of cross section 20, the Coastal Plain stratigraphy is approximately 74 ft (22
m) thick. Because the Coastal Plain succession thins to the northeast, it is less than 74 ft
(22 m) thick along cross section 20.
The Reichhold Research No. 1 Disposal Well is located 5.57 mi (8.96 km)
northwest of the northwestern end of cross section 20. It drilled through 5,790 ft (1,765
m) of unit 4 and reached the top of unit 3 at -5,470 ft (-1,667 km). The top of unit 2 was
encountered at a depth of -7,320 ft (-2,231 m), and the well reached total depth in unit 2
at -7,938 ft (-2,420 m). By comparison, from the seismic reflection profile, at the
northwestern end of cross section 20, the top of unit 3 is at an approximate depth of
-5,000 ft (-1,520 m), and the top of unit 2 is at approximately -6,800 ft (-2,070 m).
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Well 6754 is located approximately 5.21 mi (8.38 km) southwest along strike
from cross section 20. It drilled through less than 391 ft (119 m) of Coastal Plain strata
and into the Carboniferous sandstones and shales of unit 4. It drilled into unit 3 at -6,740
ft (-2,054 m), and into the thick carbonates of unit 2 at -8,720 ft (2,658 m). Well 6754
reached total depth in unit 2 at -10,555 ft (-3,217 m). The unit tops in this well are
anomalously deeper than the depths indicated on the seismic reflection profile used in the
construction of cross section 20. For example, along strike to the northeast from well
6754, the seismic reflection profile indicates the top of unit 3 is at a depth of
approximately -4,700 ft (-1,430 m), whereas the same marker is at -6,740 ft (2,054 m) in
well 6754. The difference between the depths of the unit tops in well 6754 and the
seismic reflection profile exceeds the regional dip, indicating a down-to-southwest fault
between the well and seismic reflection profile. Because of the differences in elevation
of the unit tops in the well and seismic reflection profile, the unit tops in the well have
not been used in the construction of the cross section. However, because unit thicknesses
apparently are regionally consistent, they indicate a post-depositional fault; and
measurement of stratigraphic thicknesses in the well has been used in the construction of
the cross section. A unit that is pre-depositional or syn-depositional with a normal fault
would be expected to produce a thickness disparity, and possibly a lithologic disparity,
between the upthrown and downthrown sides of the fault.
Well 4530 is located approximately 6.99 mi (11.25 km) southwest along strike
from cross section 20 (Plate 1). It drilled through the Coastal Plain strata into the
Cambrian Rome Formation of unit 1 in the Helena thrust sheet at 74 ft (23 m). Well
4530 penetrated the Helena fault at -2,386 ft (-727 m) and entered the CambrianOrdovician massive carbonate of unit 2 in the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet.
The well drilled the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet to -3,884 ft (-1,184 m), and
penetrated the Carboniferous sandstones and shales of unit 4 in the Jones Valley thrust
sheet. Below unit 4 in the Jones Valley thrust sheet, well 4530 penetrated the tops of unit
3 at -7,545 ft (-2,300 m) and unit 2 at -8,711 ft (-2,655 m), and reached total depth in unit
2 at -10,968 ft (-3,343 m).
The part of the seismic reflection profile that is directly along strike to the
northeast from well 4530 has poor reflector quality. Well 4530 penetrated unit 1 beneath
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the Coastal Plain; outcrops adjacent to the edge of the Coastal Plain show extensive unit
2 in the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet northwest of the main Helena fault, and
extensive unit 2 in the Helena thrust sheet stratigraphically above unit 1. Projecting the
outcrop data to the southwest in the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet indicates
carbonates of unit 2 in subcrop northwest of well 4530, consistent with unit 2 in the
Helena footwall in the well. The carbonates of unit 2 in outcrop of the Helena thrust
sheet project into the cross section southeast of well 4530. The projected locations of the
frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet and main Helena thrust sheet on the cross section
are in the part of the seismic reflection profile that has poor seismic coherency. The poor
seismic quality of this interval on the seismic reflection profile suggests that weathering
of the surface exposures of the carbonates of unit 2 (now in subcrop beneath the Coastal
Plain) resulted in the formation of karst along the prior surface exposure of unit 2. Karst
disperses seismic energy, resulting in noise on a seismic reflection profile, like that found
along the projected locations of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet and Helena
thrust sheet on the seismic reflection profile used to construct cross section 20. Because
of the poor reflector quality on the seismic reflection profile, well 4530 is the only
structural and stratigraphic control on this part of the subsurface frontal splay of the
Helena thrust sheet, main Helena thrust sheet, and Jones Valley thrust sheet, along the
cross section.
The northwest part of cross section 20 is in the generally undeformed Black
Warrior basin stratigraphy southwest of the southwest end of the Sequatchie anticline.
The trailing southeastern edge of the Black Warrior basin stratigraphy is upturned,
dipping steeply northwest. The Blue Creek thrust sheet is thrust over the southeastern
edge of the Black Warrior basin. The Blue Creek thrust sheet includes a shallow syncline
and a thrust imbricate.
Southeast of the Blue Creek thrust sheet, the trailing Jones Valley thrust sheet
forms the Cahaba synclinorium which contains a thick Carboniferous unit 4 succession
(Plates 1, 2). The northwestern Jones Valley thrust sheet and southeastern Blue Creek
thrust sheet overlie a thick accumulation of ductily deformed shales from the upper part
of unit 1 in the Bessemer mushwad. The ductily deformed unit 1 was deposited in the
Birmingham graben, and later thrust to the northwest along a regional basal décollement
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(Thomas, 2001). A sharp boundary separates the deformed unit 1 beneath the Blue Creek
and Jones Valley thrust sheets and the undeformed unit 1 in the Black Warrior basin.
The leading edge of the mushwad and the frontal ramp of the Jones Valley fault overlie
the down-to-southeast northwest-bounding fault of the Birmingham basement graben.
At the surface, the northwestern limb of the Jones Valley thrust sheet dips
approximately 40° to the southeast. The dip of the northwestern limb of the Jones Valley
thrust sheet steepens dramatically to the southeast, and locally unit 3 at the surface dips
steeply southeast. The dip decreases to zero at the deepest point in the Cahaba
synclinorium, which overlies the deep basement in the Birmingham basement graben.
On the northwest, the Birmingham graben is bounded by one or more down-to-southeast
basement faults southeast of the Black Warrior basin. The Birmingham graben is
bounded on the southeast by a basement horst block (Thomas, 2001; Thomas and
Bayona, 2005). Southeast from the horizontal dip in the bottom of the Cahaba
synclinorium, the Jones Valley thrust sheet dips to the northwest over the northwestern
edge of the basement horst block southeast of the graben. Over the horst block, the
thickness of unit 1 decreases to the southeast, which results in an approximately 4° dip to
the southeast that continues to the southeastern cutoff of the Jones Valley thrust sheet
beneath the Helena fault.
The frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet is thrust over the trailing edge of the
Jones Valley thrust sheet. Outcrops and the seismic reflection profiles show the thrust
sheet is synclinal. The synclinal map pattern is cored by units 3 and 4 (Plates 1, 2). In
the northwestern limb, unit 1 is the northwesternmost unit. The southeastern limb has
unit 2 at the surface, and is broken by a small thrust imbricate that bounds the
southeastern subcrop and outcrop of unit 3. The trailing edge of the frontal splay of the
Helena thrust sheet is truncated by the main Helena thrust fault. Well 4530 penetrated
the northwesternmost part of the leading edge of the Helena thrust fault in subcrop, and
penetrated the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet and Jones Valley thrust sheet below
the Helena thrust sheet.
The Helena thrust sheet ramps up from the basal décollement in unit 1 southeast
of the basement horst, along the trailing cutoff of the Jones Valley thrust sheet, and over
the trailing part of the Cahaba synclinorium. A small frontal splay with a maximum
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width of approximately 1,800 ft (549 m) beneath the Coastal Plain forms the leading part
of the Helena thrust sheet. The Helena thrust sheet is truncated on the southeast by the
Talladega fault.
Cross section 20, like cross section 19 to the northeast, crosses the Birmingham
graben fault system, which has produced variable depths to basement along the cross
section. Beneath the subhorizontal Black Warrior basin stratigraphy on the northwest of
the cross section, the basement is at a depth of approximately -17,000 ft (-5,180 m). To
the southeast, the basement in the Birmingham graben is at a depth of approximately
-21,900 ft (6,675 m). Farther southeast, the basement horst block that forms the
southeastern boundary of the Birmingham graben is at a depth of approximately -16,700
ft (-5,090 m). Southeast of the basement horst block, the basement drops to a depth of
approximately -21,900 ft (-6,675 m).
3.4 Cross section 21
Cross section 21 was constructed using one seismic reflection profile and two
wells. The trace of cross section 21 extends from extreme southeastern Hale County
northwest into extreme northwestern Greene County, Alabama (Plate 1). The Paleozoic
stratigraphy and structures along the line of cross section are completely covered by the
Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain strata (Plate 2). The thickness of the Coastal Plain
cover ranges from approximately 1,400 ft (430 m) on the northwest to approximately
2,500 ft (760 m) on the southeast. Well 1810, located 4,800 ft (1,463 m) along strike
southwest of the cross section at the far northwestern end, drilled through 1,646 ft (502
m) of Coastal Plain strata. In the central part of the cross section, well 3939, located 2.94
mi (4.74 km) to the northeast along strike, drilled through 1,662 ft (507 m) of Coastal
Plain strata. Adjacent to the location of well 3939 on cross section 21, the seismic
reflection profile indicates a Coastal Plain thickness of approximately 1,900 ft (579 m),
indicating the southwestward thickening of Coastal Plain cover. On the southeast, the
seismic reflection profile indicates a Coastal Plain thickness of approximately 2,500 ft
(760 m). Well 3800, located 10.37 mi (16.69 km) southwest along strike from the
seismic profile, is close enough to have been useful in the construction of the cross
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section; however, it penetrated a thrust sheet that ends along strike to the northeast in a
displacement transfer southwest of cross section 21.
Well 1810 is located 4,800 ft (1,463 m) along strike southwest of the
northwestern end of the cross section in the Black Warrior basin. The well reached total
depth in unit 2 at -12,577 ft (-3,833 m). It penetrated the top of unit 4 beneath the Coastal
Plain at -1,392 ft (-424 m), the top of unit 3 at -8,042 ft (-2,451 m), and the top of unit 2
at -9,897 ft (-3,017m). At the along-strike position of well 1810 on the seismic profile,
the top of unit 4 is at a depth of -1,462 ft (-446 m), the top of unit 3 at -7,840 ft (-2,390
m), and the top of unit 2 at -10,100 ft (-3,080 m).
Well 3939 is located 2.94 mi (4.74 km) to the northeast along strike from the line
of cross section. It penetrated a flat in the Blue Creek thrust sheet approximately 8,000 ft
(2,438 m) northwest of a ramp over a basement fault in the same thrust sheet. Well 3939
reached total depth at -11,784 ft (3,592 m) in unit 2. The top of unit 4 was penetrated at
-1,439 ft (-439 m), the top of unit 3 at -8,856 ft (2,699 m), and the top of unit 2 at -11,304
ft (3,445 m). Depths on the seismic profile are similar to those recorded in well 3939,
which indicates little structural relief along strike of the Blue Creek thrust sheet. Along
the seismic profile, the top of unit 4 is at a depth of -1,940 ft (591 m), the top of unit 3 at
a depth of -8,752 ft (-2,668 m), and the top of unit 2 at a depth of -10,912 ft (-3,326 m).
Cross section 21 shows two major thrust sheets on the southeast and undeformed
Black Warrior basin strata on the northwest. The northwesternmost thrust sheet, the Blue
Creek thrust sheet, has a preserved length of 37.41 mi (60.21 km). The leading edge of
the thrust sheet is detached along a long thrust ramp at the southeastern edge of the Black
Warrior basin. The trailing edge of this thrust sheet is more complex. Here, units 1 and 3
are detached from the base and top, respectively, of the massive carbonates of unit 2.
The seismic reflection profile shows a transparent zone and zone of layered reflectors
between the base of unit 2 and the top of basement. The transparent zone is interpreted to
be a mushwad by analogy with the seismic expression of the Bessemer mushwad. Unit 1
is deformed ductily and thickened beneath unit 2 which forms the roof of a thin ductile
duplex in the trailing part of the thrust sheet. Unit 3 has been stripped off of unit 2 at an
upper-level detachment in the trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet, and forms the
leading part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, the more southeasterly thrust sheet in cross
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section 21. The upper-level detachment extends approximately 15 mi (25 km)
southeastward at the top of unit 2 in the trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet.
The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is thrust over the trailing edge of the Blue Creek
thrust sheet. The seismic reflection profile indicates a transparent zone below unit 2 in
the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet and above the upper-level detachment at the top of unit 2 in
the trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet. The transparent zone is interpreted to
represent a mushwad, like the ductily deformed unit 1 in the Bessemer mushwad. The
hanging-wall cutoff at the leading edge of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet rises from the
ductily deformed unit 1 through a frontal ramp in unit 2, to an upper-level flat at the base
of unit 3. The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet includes two ramp anticlines, the northwestern one
over a hanging-wall frontal ramp through unit 2, and the southeastern one over the
mushwad. The northwesternmost structure is the smaller of the two ramp anticlines, and
is folded more tightly than the broader, southeastermost ramp anticline. The seismic
reflection profile terminates southeastward northwest of the Talladega fault, and no well
data southeast of the cross section are available to indicate the exact location of the
Talladega fault. The location of the Talladega thrust fault in the cross section has been
inferred by projection along strike from the northeast and southwest, as determined from
both well data and seismic reflection profiles.
On the northwest of cross section 21, the basement beneath the Black Warrior
basin is at a depth of approximately -21,000 ft (-6,400 m). To the southeast, beneath the
Black Warrior basin, is a small down-to-southeast basement normal fault. The depth to
basement on the downthrown side of this fault is approximately -21,900 ft (-6,675 m).
Farther southeast, beneath the Blue Creek thrust sheet, the basement depth drops across
another down-to-southeast basement normal fault. On the downthrown side of this fault,
the depth to basement is approximately -24,500 ft (-7,470 m). The seismic reflection
profile indicates that the basement continues at this depth to the southeastern limit of the
available data.
3.5 Cross section 22
Cross section 22 was constructed using two seismic lines and seven wells as a
template. The two seismic lines used in the construction of the cross section are from
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two separate surveys; comparison of travel times and interval velocities at distinctive
reflectors indicate consistent recording parameters between the two surveys. The
thickness of the Coastal Plain cover on cross section 22 ranges from 2,108 ft (643 m) and
2,383 ft (726 m) in wells 1087 and 1040/A, respectively, on the north, to approximately
4,100 ft (1,250 m) on the southeast. Four wells along the northern part of the cross
section reached depths greater than 7,000 ft (2,100 m). Three wells along the
southeastern part of the cross section reached depths less than 4,000 ft (1,200 m) but
bottomed in Paleozoic rocks beneath the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain.
The trace of cross section 22 extends from extreme western Marengo County,
Alabama, and trends northwest into northern Sumter County, Alabama, where the trend
bends to approximately due north. Farther north, the trend turns northeasterly in southern
Pickens County, Alabama, near the end of the cross section.
The major structures in cross section 22 include a frontal ramp anticline on the
Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, three thrust sheets that are thrust along footwall frontal
thrust ramps (the Blue Creek, Larkin, and frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheets), and a minor
thrust fault (the Bibb-Scott splay) in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet near the southeastern end
of the cross section. The cross section extends from the Talladega slate belt on the
southeast and into the Black Warrior basin on the northwest.
Northwest of the thrust belt structures on cross section 22, the strata of the Black
Warrior basin form a homocline that dips gently to the southwest (Figure 3.1). Seismic
reflection data indicate generally flat-lying strata in the plane of the cross section. Well
1087, located approximately 4,200 ft (1,280 m) east of the cross section, shows the base
of the Coastal Plain and top of unit 4 at -1,894 ft (577 m), and the top of unit 3 at -9,991
ft (3,045 m). The computed depth from the seismic reflection places the base of the
Coastal Plain/top of unit 4 at -2,005 ft (611 m), or 111 ft (34 m) lower in the seismic
profile than in the well, consistent with southwest dip of the base of the Coastal Plain. In
the seismic profile, the computed depth of the top of unit 3 is at -8,817 ft (2,687 m),
which is 1,174 ft (358 m) higher than the top of unit 3 in well 1087. The general
southwest dip in the Black Warrior basin and the location of well 1087 east of the seismic
profile both suggest a slightly lower elevation of the top of unit 3 along the seismic
profile; however, the top of unit 3 is 1,174 ft (358 m) higher in the seismic profile than in
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the well. The depth computation in the seismic profile is based on the regional average
seismic interval velocity of 12,500 ft/sec for unit 4. Possibly the interval velocity is
higher in this area than elsewhere regionally; however, depths of the top of unit 3 in the
other wells along this seismic profile are consistent with computed depths of the top of
unit 3, using the regional interval velocity for unit 4.
The leading thrust-belt structure on cross section 22 is a ramp anticline in a
structural position similar to the Sequatchie anticline along strike to the northeast. This
structure has been termed the Pickens-Sumter anticline (Thomas and Bearce, 1969). The
Pickens-Sumter anticline is a ramp anticline, unlike the Sequatchie anticline, which is a
detachment anticline associated with the leading edge of the basal décollement in the
weak Cambrian shale of unit 1. Both the hanging-wall cutoff and leading edge of the
Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet are preserved. The Pickens-Sumter anticline marks the
leading edge of a thrust sheet that terminates in a trailing flat where it is truncated by the
Blue Creek thrust fault.
Approximately 350 ft (100 m) south of the crest of the Pickens-Sumter anticline
on cross section 22, well 1040/A reached a depth of -21,290 ft (6,500 m). This well is
located approximately 1.0 mi (1.6 km) southwest along inferred strike from the line of
cross section. In the well, the base of the Coastal Plain and top of unit 4 is at a depth of
-2,400 ft (732 m), the top of unit 3 at -3,945 ft (1,202 m), the top of unit 2 at -6,345 ft
(1,934 m), and the Pickens-Sumter thrust fault at -11,658 ft (3,553 m). The well crossed
the Pickens-Sumter fault at -11,658 ft (3,553 m), and entered unit 3 beneath the thrust
fault. Cuttings from well 1040/A indicate that the top of unit 2 was penetrated at a depth
of approximately -13,315 ft (-4,060 m). The gamma ray log of well 1040/A indicates
shales indicative of unit 1 at an elevation as high as -19,259 ft (-5,869 m) beneath unit 2
in the footwall.
Computation of depths from the seismic reflection profile data adjacent to well
1040/A indicates the top of unit 4 and base of the Coastal Plain at an elevation of -2,280
ft (695 m), the top of unit 3 at -3,130 ft (954 m), the top of unit 2 at -5,440 ft (1,660 m),
and a thrust fault is at -11,170 ft (-3,400 m). Unit 3 is immediately below the thrust fault
in the footwall. The base of unit 3 (top of unit 2) in the footwall is at a depth of -12,310
ft (-3,750 m). Above the thrust fault, the differences in formation tops and fault elevation
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in the hanging wall between well 1040/A and the seismic profile data indicate a 7°
southwestward plunge for the crest of the Pickens-Sumter anticline.
Southeast of the Pickens-Sumter anticline, the trailing edge of the Pickens-Sumter
thrust sheet is the footwall ramp of the northwest-directed Blue Creek thrust sheet. The
footwall cutoff cuts up section through the entire succession of the trailing flat of the
Pickens-Sumter anticline. The hanging-wall cutoff in the Blue Creek thrust sheet was
eroded prior to the deposition of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain strata. Along the
trailing flat of the Blue Creek thrust sheet, the quality of seismic reflectors above a depth
of approximately 7,000 ft (2100 m) is too poor to clearly image the structural relationship
between the Blue Creek and Larkin thrust sheets. Two wells, 1160 and 537, define the
structural relationship of the Blue Creek and Larkin thrust sheets, and provide important
constraints for the interpretation of the seismic profiles. Well 1160, which is 3.77 mi
(6.07 km) northeast of cross section 22, penetrated unit 4 beneath the Coastal Plain at
-2,423 ft (739 m), the top of unit 3 at -5,353 ft (-1,632 m), and the top of unit 2 at -7,098
(-2,163 m). The stratigraphic succession in well 1160 defines the trailing part of the
frontal ramp of the Blue Creek thrust sheet. Approximately 10.43 mi (16.79 km) to the
southeast of well 1160 and 0.91 mi (1.46 km) east of the cross section along strike, well
537 penetrated unit 2 beneath the Coastal Plain at -2,870 ft (-875 m). The unit 2 rocks
penetrated by well 537 are in the leading part of the lateral ramp of the Larkin thrust
sheet. Similar to the structural style shown in the Blue Creek thrust sheet, the leading
footwall cutoff of the Larkin thrust sheet cuts up section through the trailing flat of the
Blue Creek thrust sheet; however, the hanging-wall cutoff of the Larkin thrust sheet was
eroded prior to the deposition of the strata of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain.
Southeast of the Larkin thrust sheet is the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet. The
leading part of the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is thrust over a footwall thrust ramp at
the trailing edge of the Larkin thrust sheet. The seismic reflection profile shows that the
central and trailing part of the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet lies above a succession of
discontinuous unit 1 reflectors. This succession of discontinuous unit 1 reflectors is
interpreted as a thick accumulation of ductily deformed Cambrian shales in unit 1. This
accumulation of deformed unit 1 is interpreted to be a mushwad as defined by Thomas
(2001). No wells penetrated the mushwad along this cross section. The trailing part of
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the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet and the Bibb-Scott splay thrust sheet form a large
asymmetric anticlinal structure cored by the mushwad. The Bibb-Scott splay is a small,
northwest-directed thrust fault on the northwestern limb of the anticlinal structure
southeast of the trailing part of the leading Bibb-Scott thrust fault. The basal décollement
for both the Bibb-Scott and Bibb-Scott splay thrust sheets is interpreted to be within unit
1 stratigraphy below unit 2 and above ductily deformed unit 1 in the footwall.
Southeast of the leading anticlinal structure, dip on the Bibb-Scott splay thrust
sheet decreases. Dip changes to a steep northwestward dip on the northwestern limb of a
monoclinal structure in the trailing part of the Bibb-Scott splay thrust sheet. The
southeast limb of the monoclinal structure is nearly horizontal immediately southeast of
the northwest-dipping limb, but farther southeast, this limb dips gently to the southeast,
where it is truncated by the Talladega fault at the leading edge of the Talladega slate belt.
Beneath the monocline, the seismic reflection profile shows a succession of
discontinuous unit 1 reflectors like those beneath the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet to the
northwest. These discontinuous unit 1 reflectors are interpreted as a continuation of
ductily deformed Cambrian shales in unit 1, and are considered to be a mushwad.
The basement beneath cross section 22, like that below cross section 21, is offset
by two down-to-southeast normal faults. Below the Black Warrior basin on the northern
part of the cross section, the basement is at a depth of approximately -23,600 ft (-7,190
m). Southeast of the Black Warrior basin, across the more northwestern of the two
normal faults in the basement, the basement is approximately -24,200 ft (-7,380 m) deep
beneath the trailing part of the Pickens-Sumter, Blue Creek, and Larkin thrust sheets.
Below the leading part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet the more southwesterly down-tosoutheast normal fault offsets the top of basement. Southeast of the fault, the basement is
at a depth of approximately -25,300 ft (-7,710 m).
3.6 Cross section 23
Cross section 23 extends from north-central Sumter County, Alabama, westsouthwest to western Kemper County, Mississippi. The eastern and western ends of the
cross section trend approximately east-west; the central part of the cross section trends
west-southwest—east-northeast. The thicknesses of the Coastal Plain cover on cross
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section 23 are accurately constrained by well 1160 east of the eastern end of the cross
section, and well NS-5, west of the western end of the cross section. The Coastal Plain is
2,536 ft (773 m) thick in well 1160, and thickens to the west to approximately 5,365 ft
(1,635 m) thick in well NS-5. Cross section 23 was constructed on the basis of one
seismic reflection profile and one well. The seismic profile obliquely crosses two
Appalachian thrust sheets, undeformed Black Warrior basin strata, and one Ouachita
thrust sheet. The eastern end of the cross section obliquely crosses, from east to west, the
leading edges of the Blue Creek and Pickens-Sumter thrust sheets. The western end of
the cross section obliquely crosses the leading Ouachita thrust sheet. Only one well (well
NS-5) is close enough to the seismic line to be useful to the construction of the cross
section.
Well NS-5 is located 1.55 mi (2.50 km) west of the western end of cross section
23. It drilled through the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain strata and encountered
Ouachita Carboniferous shales of unit 4 at -4,862 ft (-1,482 m) and reached total depth in
unit 4 at -4,927 ft (-1,502 m). Computation of the depth of the base of the Coastal Plain
from the seismic profile data indicates a depth of -4,562 ft (-1,390 m).
The depths to the Precambrian crystalline basement in the eastern part of cross
section 23 are similar to those observed in seismic profiles farther northeast. Beneath the
Black Warrior basin and Appalachian thrust belt on the southeast of the Black Warrior
basin, the basement is considered “shallow”, as it is no more than -24,000 ft (-7,315 m)
deep along the cross section.
The western end of cross section 23 shows an abrupt change in basement depths
from the "shallow" basement beneath the undeformed platform succession of the Black
Warrior basin to the "deep" basement beneath the Ouachita thrust belt, where the
basement drops below a depth of at least -25,000 ft (-7,620 m), the lower limit of the
available seismic data. On the seismic reflection profile, unit 4 makes up the entire
succession beneath the Coastal Plain cover down to the base of seismic recording at 5
seconds. However, because unit 4 has a significantly lower velocity than units 1 to 3, the
depth indicated in the seismic reflection profile for the Ouachita thrust sheet is similar to
the total depth shown for the strata above basement on the seismic reflection profile for
the Appalachian thrust sheets and Black Warrior basin.
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The western part of the cross section is approximately perpendicular to the frontal
Ouachita thrust sheet. The seismic reflection profile shows the frontal Ouachita thrust
fault as detached in the thick Carboniferous Ouachita flysch succession (unit 4), rather
than in the shales of unit 1, like the Appalachian thrust sheets. To the west, the basal
detachment of the Ouachita thrust sheet in cross section 23 extends below -20,000 ft
(-6,100 m), the bottom limit of the available seismic reflection profile data.
3.7 Cross section 24
Cross section 24 follows an irregular path north from central Lauderdale County,
Mississippi, northwest into Kemper and Winston Counties, Mississippi, and from there,
northeast into Noxubee County, Mississippi (Plate 1). It is generally oblique to both the
Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts; however, it is perpendicular to strike of the
Ouachita thrust belt for the northernmost 12.03 mi (19.35 km) of the cross section. The
subcrop of the leading thrust fault of the southernmost Appalachian thrust sheet shown on
cross section 24 is perpendicular to the line of section in the inside of a curve along the
line of section (Plate 1). Coastal Plain cover on cross section 24 ranges from
approximately 5,200 ft (1,585 m) thick on the south to 3,300 ft (1,000 m) on the north.
On the north, cross section 24 is characterized by the undeformed CambrianMississippian passive-margin strata (units 1-3) and the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
synorogenic clastic wedge (unit 4) of the Black Warrior basin on “shallow” basement
(Plate 2). Three late Paleozoic down-to-southwest faults displace the Precambrian
through Pennsylvanian section. These faults are part of a system of down-to-thesouthwest late Paleozoic faults in the Black Warrior basin (Thomas, 1989).
Frontal Ouachita thrust sheets J and K are thrust over both the platform
stratigraphy of units 1-3 preserved beneath the Black Warrior basin, and the
Carboniferous Black Warrior basin-fill stratigraphy of unit 4 (Plate 2). On cross section
24, a black line drawn above thrust fault K represents a continuous seismic reflector that
defines the internal structure of the frontal Ouachita thrust belt.
South of the Ouachita thrust sheets are two imbricated thrust sheets composed of
the passive-margin sequence of units 1-3 that are characteristic of the Appalachian thrust
sheets and the strata beneath the Carboniferous succession in the Black Warrior basin.
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These thrust sheets are the western extension of the Appalachian thrust belt southwest of
the Black Warrior basin and the “shallow” basement.
On the northern end of cross section 24, the basement and the overlying passivemargin stratigraphy preserved in the Black Warrior basin are broken by a set of
Carboniferous down-to-southwest normal faults. Basement depths on the fault blocks
ranges from approximately -20,000 ft (-6,100 m) on the northeast to -24,100 ft (-7,345 m)
on the southwest. South of the shallow basement on the northern part of cross section 24,
a large down-to-southwest fault displaces basement down below the bottom limit of the
available seismic reflection profile, which is approximately -28,500 ft (-8,690 m).
3.8 Cross section 25
Cross section 25 follows a trace northeast from the northeastern corner of Leake
County, Mississippi, through Attala and Winston Counties and into western Noxubee
County, Mississippi (Plate 1). Cross section 25 transects both the Appalachian and
Ouachita thrust belts, similar to cross section 24. The Mesozoic Coastal Plain cover
succession on cross section 25 ranges in thickness from approximately 3,650 ft (1,110 m)
on the northeast to 5,200 ft (1,585 m) on the southwest. In wells NS-1 and NS-2, located
southeast of the southwestern part of the cross section, the Coastal Plain has measured
thicknesses of 5,700 ft (1,737 m) and 5,820 ft (1,774 m), respectively.
Wells NS-1 and NS-2 are located southeast along strike from the southwestern
part of cross section 25. Well NS-1 penetrated Carboniferous Ouachita synorogenic
sandstones and shales (unit 4) beneath the Coastal Plain at -5,277 ft (-1,608 m) and
reached total depth in unit 4 at -5,462 ft (1,665 m). Computation of the depth of the top
of Carboniferous Ouachita clastic facies in the seismic profile along strike to the
northwest of well NS-1 indicates a depth of -4,991 ft (-1,521 m), 286 ft (87 m) shallower
than the top of unit 4 in the well.
Well NS-2 penetrated the massive carbonates of unit 2 beneath the Coastal Plain
at -5,422 ft (-1,653 m) and reached total depth in unit 2 at -5,734 ft (-1,748 m).
Computation of the depth of the top of unit 2 from seismic profile data indicates a depth
of -5,277 ft (-1,608 m), 145 ft (44 m) shallower than well NS-2.
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Cross section 25 is structurally very similar to cross section 24. At the
southwestern end of the cross section is the frontal Appalachian Blue Creek thrust sheet,
which is thrust over the thick succession of Ouachita Carboniferous clastic rocks of unit 4
just as the Blue Creek thrust sheet is on the southern end of cross section 24. The central
part of the cross section shows the northwestern extension of the Ouachita thrust sheets J
and K that also are shown on cross section 24. Between the Blue Creek thrust sheet on
the southwest and the subcrop of thrust fault K, however, the quality of the seismic
reflection profile is poor, and no structures other than thrust faults J and K are visible in
the Ouachita thrust belt. The frontal thrust sheet J is thrust over the stable platform
succession of the Black Warrior basin. Cross section 25 crosses two late Paleozoic
down-to-southwest basement faults.
The basement depths shown in cross section 25 follow the same pattern of
basement depths shown on cross sections 23 and 24. The basement below the Black
Warrior basin, is broken by two down-to-southwest normal faults, and the depth to
basement ranges from approximately -21,500 ft (6,550 m) to -24,500 ft (-7,470 m). The
basement southwest of the Black Warrior basin on the cross section is deeper than the
bottom limit of the available seismic reflection profile of -29,000 ft (-8,840 m).
3.9 Cross section 26
Cross section 26 is located approximately 10.89 mi (17.53 km) to 16.61 mi (26.73
km) northwest along strike from 25. It extends northeast from northeastern Attala
County, Mississippi, through Choctaw County and into central Oktibbeha County,
Mississippi. Cross section 26 extends farther to the northeast than 25, but not as far
southwest. Coastal Plain thickness in cross section 26 ranges from approximately 2,500
ft (762 m) on the northeast to 5,000 ft (1,520 m) on the southwest. Coastal Plain
thicknesses in well OK-3 (northwest of the northeastern end of the cross section) and AT1 (southeast of the southwestern end of the cross section) are 3,308 ft (1,008 m) and
5,505 ft (1,678 m), respectively.
Well AT-1 is located approximately 3.67 mi (5.91 km) southeast along strike
from the southwestern end of cross section 26. It penetrated Carboniferous shales (unit
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4) in the Ouachita thrust belt beneath the Coastal Plain at -4,994 ft (-1,522 m) and
reached total depth in unit 4 at -5,709 ft (-1,470 m).
In the southwestern part of cross section 26 is the large Ouachita thrust sheet K,
which is the leading large Ouachita structure on this cross section. The footwall of thrust
sheet K is Carboniferous Ouachita clastic rocks. The Black Warrior basin stratigraphy on
the northeast is been broken by three late Paleozoic down-to-the-southwest basement
normal faults.
Within unit 4 in the Black Warrior basin stratigraphy and extending
southwestward to the Ouachita thrust faults are prominent internal reflectors on the
seismic profile. These are shown in the cross section as thin black lines labeled A
through G to indicate continuity or discontinuity of the reflectors. The southwesternmost
of these internal reflectors indicates a triangle zone bounded by the leading Ouachita
thrust fault and east dipping reflectors in unit 4. The triangle zone indicates that footwall
deformation is associated with the Ouachita thrust belt. The internal reflectors in unit 4
extending into the Black Warrior basin indicate that the footwall deformation was
translated far to the northeast into the Black Warrior basin, suggesting an extensive lowangle detachment with minor translation of the hanging wall. The small thrust faults J
and I show translation toward the northeast, consistent with the direction of compression
indicated by the triangle zone at the front of the Ouachita thrust belt and the large frontal
ramp of fault K.
The basement depths shown in cross section 26, like those of cross sections 23,
24, and 25, are shallower on the northeast below the Black Warrior basin, and deeper
beneath the thick Ouachita flysch in the Ouachita thrust sheets southwest of the Black
Warrior basin. The basement below the Black Warrior basin is at an approximate depth
of -21,600 ft (6,585 m), and the basement to the southwest of the Black Warrior basin on
the cross section is below the bottom limit of -26,000 ft (-7,930 m) of the available
seismic reflection profile. In addition to the basement depths shown on the seismic
reflection profile, cross section 26 is approximately 7.91 mi (12.73 km) southeast of a
well that penetrated the top of the Precambrian crystalline basement. Well OK-5 drilled
the top of the basement at a depth of -20,924 ft (6,378 m), and reached total depth at
-20,948 ft (6,385 m) in basement rocks.
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Chapter 4
Discussion of Map of Paleozoic Subcrop
4.1 Overview
From outcrop northeast of the Coastal Plain onlap, the northeast-southwest trend
of the Appalachian thrust belt can be traced southwest beneath the Coastal Plain, using a
combination of well data and seismic reflection profiles. Southwest of the Coastal Plain
onlap, the Appalachian thrust belt is composed of five thrust sheets that trend southwest
to the Alabama-Mississippi state line. West of the state line, the Appalachian thrust belt
intersects the northwest-striking Ouachita thrust belt, where the strike of the Appalachian
thrust belt curves west-northwesterly.
The northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt and northwest-striking Ouachita
thrust belt are thrust to the northwest and northeast, respectively, along the southeastern
and southwestern edges of the Black Warrior basin. The Black Warrior basin, a large,
southwest dipping homocline, is broken by a network of down-to-southwest basement
normal faults on the southwest (Plate 1).
The Mesozoic-Cenozoic Gulf Coastal Plain succession thickens to the southwest
from the pinchout on the northeast, which is shown as a thin green dashed line on Plate 1.
This line shown on Plate 1 indicates the average northeastern extent of the Coastal Plain.
Scattered small outcrops of Paleozoic rocks are found immediately southwest of the
generalized line of pinch out, and small patches of Mesozoic deposits are scattered a
short distance farther northeast. In the southwestern part of the map area, the Coastal
Plain cover is broken by a system of Mesozoic down-to-southwest basement normal
faults (Plates 1 and 3) (Thomas, 1988b).
Several major Appalachian thrust-belt structures are exposed along the edge of
Coastal Plain cover, including the Sequatchie anticline, Blue Creek fault, Jones Valley
fault, Helena fault, and frontal splay of the Helena fault (Plate 1). The major structures
are classified as either frontal structures or interior structures. Frontal structures, along
the leading edge of the Appalachian thrust belt, are adjacent to the Black Warrior basin.
Interior structures are the structures located between the frontal structures and the
Talladega thrust fault, which is the boundary between the sedimentary thrust sheets on
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the northwest and the metamorphic thrust sheets on the southeast. The subsurface
stratigraphy and structure are known through six deep wells and two seismic reflection
profiles. The two seismic reflection profiles were used as the basis for constructing cross
sections 19 and 20.
4.2 Frontal Structures
4.2.1 Near Edge of Coastal Plain
4.2.1.1 Sequatchie anticline
The frontal structure of the exposed Appalachian thrust belt is the Sequatchie
anticline (cross section 19). The Sequatchie anticline is a detachment anticline with a
gradual southwestward decrease of amplitude. This indicates a decrease in fault
displacement and a displacement transfer into the Appalachian thrust sheets farther
southeast. The Sequatchie anticline plunges southwestward and ends southwest of cross
section 19 (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). Southwest of the southwestern end of the
Sequatchie anticline, the structure blends into the southeastern part of the Black Warrior
foreland basin.
4.2.1.2 Blue Creek thrust fault and anticline and Coal Creek splay
The frontal, and most northwestern, exposed structure is the Blue Creek thrust
fault. Immediately southwest of cross section 19, the Blue Creek thrust fault plunges
southwestward and continues southwestward as a blind fault. The leading tip of the
thrust fault is marked at the surface by the Blue Creek anticline. The blind fault and
associated anticline have two southeast-stepping offsets marked by plunging folds at the
surface within unit 4, suggesting small lateral ramps. Approximately 3.66 mi (5.88 m)
northeast of cross section 20, a frontal splay of the Blue Creek thrust fault, the Coal
Creek fault, emerges along a frontal ramp. The Coal Creek thrust sheet is exposed along
the northeastern limit of the Coastal Plain strata, and is also imaged in the seismic
reflection profile used in the construction of cross section 20. The Coal Creek thrust
sheet is anticlinal in structure, and plunges to the northeast, where the Coal Creek fault
connects with the Blue Creek fault as a blind splay (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). To the
southwest beneath the Coastal Plain, the Coal Creek thrust sheet ends in an oblique ramp
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that merges with the Blue Creek thrust sheet. The Coal Creek thrust sheet is split by an
oblique fault at an oblique ramp southwest of cross section 20.
4.2.1.3 Jones Valley
Between cross sections 19 and 20, where the Blue Creek thrust fault is blind, the
frontal exposed thrust fault is the Jones Valley thrust fault. The Jones Valley thrust fault
has several frontal splays that define horses ranging from 0.27 to 4.46 mi (0.43 to 7.18
km) wide along strike, and 0.28 to 1.18 mi (0.45 to 1.90 km) long across strike. The
horses are bounded on the northwest by small thrust faults, and on the northeast and
southwest by oblique faults at lateral ramps. The Jones Valley thrust sheet dips southeast
at a large-scale frontal ramp along the northwestern margin of the Cahaba synclinorium
above the Birmingham basement graben. Beneath the northwestern part of the Jones
Valley thrust sheet is a thick accumulation of ductily deformed unit 1 (Bessemer
mushwad, Thomas, 2001; Thomas and Bayona, 2005). To the southeast, the mushwad
pinches out, and the Jones Valley thrust sheet is approximately horizontal over the
bottom of the Birmingham graben. Farther southeast, the Jones Valley thrust sheet dips
northwest over the horst block that bounds the southeastern side of the Birmingham
graben.
Southwest along strike, southeast of the Coal Creek and Blue Creek faults, the
trace of the Jones Valley thrust fault curves abruptly to the south, extends southward
approximately 4.03 mi (6.49 km), and curves to a southwesterly strike northeast of cross
section 20. Southwest of cross section 20, the Jones Valley thrust fault ends in a
displacement transfer to the Blue Creek thrust sheet between cross sections 20 and 21;
however, the exact location and nature of the transfer are unknown because a seismic
reflection profile located between cross sections 20 and 21 has no coherent reflectors for
resolution of structure between the Talladega thrust fault on the southeast and the Black
Warrior basin on the northwest.
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4.2.2 Subsurface Structures
4.2.2.1 Pickens-Sumter
The Pickens-Sumter anticline is in a frontal position similar to that of the
Sequatchie anticline. It was first described and named by Thomas and Bearce (1969) on
the basis of wells 770, 1040/A, 1087, and 1160 (Appendix A), located in Pickens,
Sumter, and Greene Counties, Alabama. Thomas and Bearce (1969) reported that
stratigraphic markers in well 1040/A are much shallower than wells to the north, east, and
south. Particularly notable is the abrupt decrease in depth to top of Fort Payne from well
1087 to well 1040/A, located approximately 3.5 mi (5.6 km) to the southwest. In well
1087, the top of Ft. Payne is at a depth of -9,991 ft (3,045 m). The same marker in
1040/A is at a depth of -3,734 ft (1,138 m). Thomas and Bearce (1969) preliminarily
interpreted the Pickens-Sumter anticline as the subsurface extension of either the
Sequatchie anticline, or the Birmingham anticlinorium.
The Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet is imaged in seismic reflection profiles (cross
sections 22 and 23 (Plate 2), and seismic reflection profiles A and B (Figure 4.1)), and is
penetrated by five wells beneath the Coastal Plain strata (1040, 3597, KM-7, NO-2, and
NO-4; Appendix A). The thrust sheet consists of a frontal ramp anticline (cross section
22 and 23) and a trailing flat. The northeastern end of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet is
approximately on strike with the Sequatchie anticline to the northeast, which ends along
strike to the southwest. A gap of approximately 64 mi (102 km) separates the two
leading structures along the southwest side of the Black Warrior basin. The PickensSumter ramp anticline extends southwest along strike from the northeastern end of the
thrust sheet to the northwest-striking Blue Creek thrust sheet, where the Pickens-Sumter
ramp anticline terminates. There is no direct evidence for the structure of the PickensSumter thrust sheet between seismic reflection profile A and the Blue Creek thrust sheet
(Plate 1). The footwall of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet for most of its extent is the
“shallow” basement overlain by a thin veneer of unit 1. At the southwestern termination
of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, however, where it is truncated by the northweststriking Blue Creek thrust sheet, the leading edge of the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet is
near the large down-to-southwest basement normal fault along the southwestern side of
the Black Warrior basin. The “deep” basement southwest of the large down-to-southwest
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basement normal fault is below the thick Carboniferous Ouachita flysch, which is the
footwall for both the northwest-striking Blue Creek thrust sheet and possibly the
northwesternmost Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet at its southwestern termination.
4.2.2.2 Blue Creek
The Blue Creek thrust fault can be traced to the west beneath the Coastal Plain
into Atalla County in central Mississippi, as shown on Plate 1. Between cross section 20
and cross section 21, the Blue Creek thrust fault can be traced in detail using data from
wells in and around the Moundville coalbed methane field in northern Hale County,
Alabama. These wells include two conventional petroleum wells (wells 7700 and 8339B; Appendix A) and 26 coalbed methane wells (Appendix B). Of the 26 methane wells,
16 drilled into the Carboniferous unit 4 in the Black Warrior basin beneath the Coastal
Plain, and nine drilled into the massive carbonates of unit 2 along the leading edge of the
Blue Creek thrust sheet beneath the Coastal Plain, closely constraining the subcrop fault
trace. The nine wells drilled through a relatively thin unit 2, through the Blue Creek
fault, and bottomed in Carboniferous clastic rocks of unit 4 in the Black Warrior basin at
total depth. Well 7700 (Appendix A), southeast of the fault trace, drilled massive
carbonates of unit 2 to total depth, and did not drill through the fault into the
Carboniferous clastic rocks of unit 4, constraining the minimum depth of the Blue Creek
fault. Well 8339-B (Appendix A), southeast of the fault trace, penetrated the massive
carbonates of unit 2 and 250 ft (76 m) of unit 1 to total depth in unit 1, indicating that the
Blue Creek fault cuts upsection from unit 1 to unit 2 at a frontal ramp. The depths of the
Blue Creek fault in the nine coalbed methane wells indicate that the dip of the leading
part of the thrust sheet is as little as 9° to the southeast. The minimum thicknesses of the
Blue Creek thrust sheet penetrated in the two conventional wells indicate a dip as great as
45° to the southeast between the leading edge and well 8339-B (Appendix A). To the
southwest along cross section 21 (Plates 1 and 2), the seismic reflection profile indicates
that the regional dip of the Blue Creek fault is approximately 17° to the southeast.
Southwest of the Moundville coalbed methane field, the Blue Creek thrust sheet
passes through cross section 21 (Plate 2) along regional strike. At cross section 21 (Plate
2), the seismic reflection profile shows that the leading part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet
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is a simple frontal thrust ramp. Between cross sections 21 and 22 (Plate 1), the Blue
Creek thrust fault apparently curves to the west, as suggested by several lines of
evidence. First, in cross sections 22, 22A, and 23 (Plate 2), the frontal ramp of the Blue
Creek thrust sheet is clearly shown, and has a southwesterly strike between cross section
22 and 23. Second, wells KM-2, KM-3, KM-4, and 1160 (Appendix A) show unit 4
down dip of the frontal Blue Creek thrust sheet. Well 1160 (Appendix A), down dip of
the frontal Blue Creek thrust sheet, penetrated units 4 to 2, and bottomed in unit 2,
indicating the dip of the Blue Creek thrust sheet, and controlling the trace of the Blue
Creek thrust fault between cross sections 21 and 22 (Plate 1). Third, cross sections 22,
22A, B, and A (Plate 1) show a northeast strike on the frontal Blue Creek thrust ramp.
The strike of the frontal Blue Creek ramp is northeast, but it is not aligned with the
frontal ramp in cross section 21 (Plate 2). If the frontal ramp in cross section 21 is the
same as that shown in cross sections 22, 22A, B, and A (Plate 2; Figure 4.1), then strike
must curve eastward between cross sections 21 and 22 (Plate 1). Well 1160 (Plate 1;
Appendix A), between cross sections 21 and 22, drilled units 4 to 2 in the frontal ramp,
and so controls the location of the trace of the frontal Blue Creek ramp in the subsurface.
The Blue Creek thrust sheet follows along the regional southwest strike to cross section A
(Plate 1; Figure 4.1).
Cross sections 22 through 25 (Plates 1 and 2) and seismic reflection profiles A
and B (Plate 1; Figure 4.1) indicate that the frontal ramp anticline structure of the Blue
Creek thrust sheet continues to the southwest and curves to the northwest past the bend in
strike to the interpreted northwestern termination of the thrust sheet.
Between seismic reflection profile B (Plate 1; Figure 4.1) and cross section 24
(Plates 1 and 2), strike of the Blue Creek thrust sheet apparently curves from northeast to
northwest strike. This orthogonal change in strike is indicated by cross sections B and 24
(Plates 1 and 2; Figure 4.1), and supported by six wells (LD-7, NS-1, NS-2, NS-3, NS-4,
NS-5; Appendix A; Plate 1). The frontal part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is shown
farther south on cross section B than on cross section 24 (Plates 1 and 2; Figure 4.1).
Additionally, well LD-7 (Appendix A; Plate 1), located between cross sections B and 24
(Plate 1), drilled through a very thin unit 4 beneath the Coastal Plain above the top of unit
3. This suggests that LD-7 is downdip, immediately to the south, from the subcrop of
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unit 3 beneath the Coastal Plain. Well LD-7 penetrated the complete thickness of the
Blue Creek thrust sheet, through the Blue Creek thrust fault, and into the Pennsylvanian
Pottsville Formation of unit 4 in the Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet, which is the footwall
for the leading edge of the Blue Creek thrust sheet at well LD-7.
In addition to a change in strike, the curve in the Blue Creek thrust sheet at cross
section B (Plate 1) marks a change in the footwall of the Blue Creek thrust sheet.
Northeast of the curve in strike, the footwall of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is a thin
veneer of unit 1 over “shallow” Precambrian crystalline basement (Cross sections 19-23,
Plate 2; Cross sections A and B, Figure 4.1). West of the curve to a northwest strike, the
footwall of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is the Carboniferous Ouachita synorogenic clastic
facies across the northeastern-most large down-to-southwest basement normal fault to the
west (Cross sections 23-26, Plate 2). The Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet is bounded on the
southeast by the Blue Creek thrust sheet where the footwall of the Blue Creek thrust sheet
is the shallow basement overlain by unit 1. The Pickens-Sumter thrust sheet is truncated
on the southwest by the northwest-striking Blue Creek thrust sheet where the footwall of
the Blue Creek thrust sheet is the Carboniferous Ouachita flysch succession.
A continuing northwesterly strike of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is suggested from
cross sections 24 and 25 (Plates 1 and 2) and wells NS-1, NS-2, NS-3, NS-4, and NS-5
(Appendix A; Plate 1). Wells NS-2, NS-3, and NS-4 drilled into unit 2 beneath the
Coastal Plain, and wells NS-1 and NS-5 drilled into the Carboniferous Ouachita flysch
succession beneath the Coastal Plain. Cross section 25 (Plate 2) shows the frontal ramp
of an Appalachian thrust sheet that contains the complete succession of units 1 to 4. A
northwesterly strike of the Blue Creek thrust fault traces between the unit 2 in wells NS2, NS-3, and NS-4, and the unit 4 in wells NS-1 and NS-5, and intersects cross section 25
(Plates 1 and 2; Appendix A). West of cross section 25, wells AT-3, AT-4, MD-1, and
MD-2 drilled into the Carboniferous Ouachita flysch succession beneath the Coastal
Plain (Thomas, 1972b). The Carboniferous Ouachita flysch succession along
northwesterly strike from the Blue Creek thrust sheet in cross section 25 (Plates 1 and 2)
indicates that the Blue Creek must end along strike to the northwest or curve to the westsouthwest. Southwest of the Blue Creek thrust sheet in cross section 25 is the west- to
northwest-striking Larkin thrust sheet, indicating that the Blue Creek thrust sheet does
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not trend southwest. Therefore, the Blue Creek thrust sheet has been interpreted to end
west of cross section 25, as shown on Plate 1 possibly at a lateral ramp.
The long trailing edge of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is overlain by the Bibb-Scott
thrust sheet between the northeastern subcrop limit of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet and the
northeastern limit of the Larkin thrust sheet. The trailing edge of the Blue Creek thrust
sheet is overlain by the Larkin thrust sheet from immediately northeast of cross section
22 to the western traceable limit of the Appalachian thrust belt.
4.3 Interior Structures
4.3.1 Near Edge of Coastal Plain
4.3.1.1 Helena fault and frontal splay of the Helena fault
In previous reports (Butts, 1940; Raymond, 1991), the name “Helena” was
applied to the thrust fault that bounds the southeast side of the Cahaba synclinorium
southwest to the Coastal Plain onlap. The name “Rock Spring School” was given to the
thrust fault and thrust sheet located between the “Helena” fault on the northwest and the
Talladega thrust fault on the southeast. In contrast, Thomas and Bayona (2005) noted
that the presently named frontal splay of the Helena thrust fault is truncated to the
northeast by the presently named Helena thrust fault between cross sections 17 and 18 of
their study (also between cross sections 19 and 20 of this study), and the presently named
Helena fault is continuous with the mapped Helena fault to the northeast (Szabo and
others, 1988). The naming convention of Thomas and Bayona (2005) is used in this
study, as it most accurately reflects the available data.
Northeast of the Coastal Plain onlap, the frontal splay of the Helena thrust fault
was mapped in outcrop by Butts (1940) as the main Helena thrust fault, and the trace of
the thrust fault was confirmed by Surles (unpublished map). Southwest of the Coastal
Plain onlap, the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet is known through one seismic
reflection profile (cross section 20) and one well, well 4583 (Appendix A), which drilled
into the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet below the main Helena thrust sheet at a
depth of -3,887 ft (-1,185 m).
The frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet is described by Thomas and Bayona
(2005) as a footwall imbricate of the Helena thrust sheet. The frontal splay of the Helena
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thrust sheet is thrust over the truncated trailing edges of the Jones Valley and Blue Creek
thrust sheets on the southeast, and bounds the southeastern side of the Cahaba
synclinorium in outcrop. The frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet ends on the
northeast in a lateral ramp, where it is truncated by the Helena thrust sheet southwest of
cross section 19. The frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet extends southwest to the
Bibb-Scott thrust fault.
In outcrop, the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet forms a shallow syncline
with unit 2 on the limbs and units 3 and 4 in the trough. The shallow dips of the synclinal
structure of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet produce an outcrop pattern
dominated by a wide expanse of unit 2. The southeast side of the exposure of unit 3 in
the core of the syncline is bounded by a small northwest-directed, northeast-southwest
striking thrust fault that ends southwestward in a displacement transfer into the
southeastern part of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet.
Southeast of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet and Jones Valley/Blue
Creek thrust sheet, the main Helena thrust sheet extends northeastward along the
Appalachian outcrops. The northeastern Helena thrust sheet continues to where it is
truncated by the Western Coosa thrust sheet (Thomas and Bayona, 2005). Along strike to
the southwest, the Helena thrust sheet terminates at the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet.
On the northeast, the Helena thrust sheet bounds the southeastern edge of the
Cahaba synclinorium in outcrop. Northeast of cross section 19, the Helena thrust fault
trends southwest along regional strike. Approximately 9.11 mi (14.67 km) northeast of
cross section 19, the strike of the Helena thrust fault curves abruptly to approximately
due south. This southerly trend continues 1.46 mi (2.35 km) southwest along strike from
cross section 19, where it curves to the regional southwestward strike. From
approximately 3.10 mi (4.99 km) along strike to the southwest in extreme northeastern
Bibb County, Alabama, to the southwest, the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet
bounds the southeastern edge of the Cahaba synclinorium. Along this location, the
Helena thrust sheet trends southwest along strike along the trailing cutoff of the frontal
splay of the Helena thrust fault.
Through a combination of shallow dip angles and duplication on small,
discontinuous thrust faults in the Helena thrust sheet, unit 1, and to a lesser extent, unit 2,
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appear tectonically thickened, both as wide outcrop areas in map view and as stacked
thrust imbricates in cross section view (cross section 19). Duplex splays in the Helena
thrust sheet appear in map view as four northwest-directed, northeast-striking thrust faults
that terminate along strike in both directions, possibly interconnected by displacement
transfers (cross sections 19, 20) (Thomas and Bayona, 2005, cross sections 17, 18).
Well 4530 (Appendix A), located near the southwestern extent of the Helena
thrust sheet, penetrated unit 1 in the Helena thrust sheet beneath the Coastal Plain at 79 ft
(24.08 m). At a depth of -2,386 ft (-727.25 m), well 4530 drilled into unit 2 in the trailing
part of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet. The well penetrated unit 4 in the
Jones Valley-Blue Creek thrust sheet at -3,891 ft (-1,185.98 m), unit 3 at -7,545 ft (2,299.72 m), and unit 2 at -9,104 ft (-2,774.90 m). Total depth is at -10,968 ft (-3,343.05
m) in unit 2, in the Jones Valley-Blue Creek thrust sheet.
4.3.2 Subsurface Structures
4.3.2.1 Larkin
From cross section 22 westward, the trailing edge of the Blue Creek thrust sheet is
bounded by the Larkin thrust fault. The Larkin thrust sheet is named for the Marrott No.
1 Larkin well (well 537; Appendix A) in Sumter County, Alabama, which is located near
the northeastern limit of the thrust sheet. The thrust sheet is imaged in five seismic
reflection profiles (cross sections 22, 22A, and 24, Plates 1 and 2; seismic reflection
profiles A and B, Figure 4.1), and is penetrated by one well in Alabama, and seven wells
in Mississippi.
In eastern Mississippi and western Alabama, the position of the Larkin fault is
well constrained by seismic reflection profiles and well data. West of the coverage
provided by the seismic reflection profiles, the location of the Larkin thrust sheet is
constrained by only seven wells: three in Lauderdale County, one each in Newton and
Neshoba Counties, and two in Leake County. These data indicate that the Larkin thrust
sheet extends southwest from cross section 22 into north-central Lauderdale County,
Mississippi, where the strike of the thrust sheet curves to the northwest.
The northeastern-most limit of the Larkin thrust sheet is indicated by cross
sections 22 and 22A (Plates 1 and 2) and well 537 (Appendix A; Plate 1). The position
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on each cross section (22 and 22A) of the leading edge of the Larkin thrust fault shows a
southeasterly strike on the Larkin thrust fault between the two cross sections. Well 537,
located approximately 1.0 mi (1.6 km) east of cross section 22 along strike, drilled into
unit 2 beneath the Coastal Plain, and reached total depth in unit 2. The presence of unit 2
in subcrop in well 537 along strike to the east/southeast of cross section 22 suggests that
the southeasterly strike of Larkin thrust fault shown by cross sections 22 and 22A
continues to the southeast. A continuation of the southeasterly strike on the Larkin thrust
sheet southeast of cross section 22 suggests a termination in subcrop of the Larkin thrust
sheet at the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet. The southeasterly strike at the northeastern
limit of the Larkin thrust fault is perpendicular to regional northeast-southwest strike, and
the subcrop pattern produced is consistent with a footwall lateral ramp, with the Blue
Creek thrust sheet in the footwall of the lateral ramp.
Southwest from the lateral ramp, the Larkin thrust sheet is a simple thrust ramp,
as indicated in seismic reflection profiles (cross section 22; seismic reflection profile B
from Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman, 1993). Between cross sections B and A (Hale-Ehrlich
and Coleman, 1993), the strike of the Larkin thrust sheet bends to a westerly strike.
Additionally, in the same approximate location as this bend in strike, the footwall of the
Larkin thrust sheet changes from the thin veneer of unit 1 over “shallow” Precambrian
crystalline basement to the northeast to the Carboniferous Ouachita synrift facies across
the northeastern-most large down-to-southwest basement normal fault to the west.
West of this bend in strike, where the Larkin thrust sheet is thrust over the
Carboniferous Ouachita flysch succession, the structure of the thrust sheet is known only
through one seismic reflection profile (cross section 24). West of the basement normal
fault and the change in footwall, cross section 24 shows that the Larkin thrust sheet
maintains the same thrust ramp structure that is characteristic of the northeast-striking
Larkin thrust sheet northeast of the curve in strike. There are no seismic reflection
profiles west of cross section 24, however, so it is not possible to positively know the
western extent of the thrust ramp structure. In Neshoba County, Mississippi, well NS-6
penetrated unit 3 beneath the Coastal Plain and reached total depth in unit 3. Because the
trace of the Blue Creek thrust fault, to the northeast of well NS-6, is well constrained by
cross sections 24 and 25 (Plates 1 and 2) and wells NS-1, NS-2, NS-3, and NS-4
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(Appendix A; Plate 1), the unit 3 present in well NS-6 is interpreted to be near the leading
edge of the Larkin fault. Westward, in Leake County, Mississippi, wells LK-1 and LK-2
(Appendix A; Plate 1) each drilled into unit 3 beneath the Coastal Plain, and reached total
depth in unit 3. The two wells are approximately 4.1 mi (6.6 km) apart, which suggests
the thrust sheet dips gently where the wells penetrated unit 3. These two wells are
approximately 31 mi (50 km) west-northwest of well NS-6, which drilled into unit 3
beneath the Coastal Plain in the frontal Larkin thrust sheet. Collectively, the positions of
wells LK-1, LK-2, and NS-6 suggest the strike of the Larkin thrust sheets bends
westward to the west of well NS-6. Wells LK-1 and LK-2 are the western-most available
data that constrain the trace of the Larkin thrust fault..
4.3.2.2 Bibb-Scott
The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, named for the counties at the eastern and western
extents of the thrust sheet, respectively, strikes east-west in Bibb County, Alabama, and
curves to northeast-southwest in Hale and Perry Counties, Alabama. In Green County,
Alabama, southwest of cross section 21, the Bibb-Scott thrust fault has a dextral curve to
an east-west strike, and another curve to the regional northeast-southwest strike northeast
of cross section 22. The northeast-southwest strike of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet
continues to the southwest into Lauderdale County, Mississippi, where strike curves to
northwest in the western part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet in Mississippi. The BibbScott thrust sheet is imaged in three seismic reflection profiles (cross sections 21, 22, and
C; Plate 2), and recorded in 18 wells in Mississippi. Three wells drilled into unit 3
beneath the Coastal Plain, and 15 wells drilled into unit 2 beneath the Coastal Plain. On
the northeast, the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet includes a folded anticline/syncline pair, (cross
section 21) and a frontal thrust ramp (cross section 22) that is broken by a small breakback splay (Bibb-Scott splay) and includes a train of folds in the southeastern trailing part
(Plate 2). In the western part of the thrust sheet in Mississippi, the subcrop of the BibbScott thrust sheet is a wide area of unit 2 that is broken by at least one thrust imbricate
indicated by unit 3 in subcrop.
The Helena thrust fault and frontal splay of the Helena thrust fault both merge
southwestward with the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, apparently at a lateral ramp. The
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intersection of the Helena and Bibb-Scott thrust sheets is shown in cross section C (Plate
2). Cross section C shows the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet at a footwall lateral ramp with the
Helena thrust sheet in the footwall. The seismic reflection profile indicates an
approximately 30° southwestward dip of the Bibb-Scott thrust fault in subcrop beneath
the Coastal Plain. The intersection of the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet and the
Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is not directly imaged, but is inferred from the along-strike cross
section C (Plate 2). Because of the similar structure and position in the thrust belt of the
Helena thrust sheet and frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet, and the proximity of the
frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet to the intersection of the Helena and Bibb-Scott
thrust sheets shown in cross section C, the frontal splay of the Helena thrust sheet is also
interpreted to terminate at the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet in a footwall lateral ramp.
There is no direct evidence of the structure of the leading edge of the Bibb-Scott
thrust sheet between the Helena thrust fault on the northeast and cross section 21 on the
southwest. In cross section 21 (Chapter 3), the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is detached
at the base of unit 3, and the hanging-wall cutoff of the contact between units 2 and 3 is
located approximately halfway between the leading edge of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet
and the trailing cutoff at the Talladega thrust fault. Unit 3 in the leading part of the BibbScott thrust sheet has been detached from unit 2 in the Blue Creek thrust sheet in the
footwall. Unit 2 and ductily deformed unit 1 in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet are in the
southeastern part of the thrust sheet shown along cross section 21. On the northeast, the
Bibb-Scott thrust sheet consists of the complete succession of units 1 to 4 in the footwall
lateral ramp at the southwestern cutoff of the Helena thrust sheet and its frontal splay.
The trace of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet cuts obliquely across strike of the Helena thrust
fault and its frontal splay, and curves to a regional southwest strike that continues along
strike beyond cross section 21.
From the northeastern limit of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, the lengths of units 1
and 2 in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet decrease southwestward along strike to cross section
21. The decrease in the lengths of units 1-2 in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet results from a
proportional increase in lengths of units 1-2 in the Blue Creek thrust sheet in the footwall.
Because of the upper-level detachment, the length of unit 3 and the overlying unit 4 in the
leading part of the Bibb-Scott hanging wall continues unchanged southwestward along
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strike where progressively more of units 3 and 4 are removed from the more extensive
units 1 and 2 in the trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet. This compensates for the
decreased lengths of units 3 and 4 in the Blue Creek thrust sheet. Between cross sections
21 and 22, the relationship is reversed. Specifically, the cutoff of the unit 2/unit 3 contact
shifts to the northwest along strike southwestward, and the length of units 1 and 2
decreases in the footwall (Blue Creek thrust sheet) and increases in the hanging wall
(Bibb-Scott thrust sheet). These relationships require a lateral ramp southwest of cross
section 21. A lateral ramp in this position is also indicated by the northwest-southeast
curve in strike of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet in Greene County, Alabama.
The trailing southeastern part of the northeast-striking Bibb-Scott thrust sheet
involves an anticline in units 1 to 4 (cross section 21, Chapter 3), in contrast to units 3
and 4 above the upper-level detachment in a syncline to the northwest. Cross section 21
shows that the single anticline shown in map view is composed of two ramp anticlines
folded above the same ramp and separated by a shallow syncline. These two anticlines
on the southeastern Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, along with the large-scale folds to the
southwest on cross section 22, are collectively named the Bibb-Scott trailing folds. The
southeastern anticline on cross section 21 is larger and broader than the smaller anticline
to the northwest, and is the anticline shown in the map view because erosion prior to the
deposition of the Coastal Plain breached unit 2. The smaller anticline is northwest of the
larger, mappable anticline, but unit 4 is preserved over the crest which is, therefore, not
evident in the map pattern. Northwest of the smaller anticline on the cross section is a
broad anticline in the Blue Creek thrust sheet in the footwall of the Bibb-Scott thrust
sheet. The southeastern limb of the anticline in the Blue Creek thrust sheet is beneath the
toe of unit 2 in the ramp anticlines in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, and may be responsible
for the buckling of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet that resulted in the formation of two
anticlines separated by a syncline.
The northeastern termination of the southeastern anticline in the Bibb-Scott thrust
sheet in subcrop is not directly documented in well data or seismic reflection profiles, and
must be inferred (Plate 1). The length of Bibb-Scott thrust sheet between cross section 21
and the northeastern lateral ramp that truncates the Helena thrust sheet appears to be
structurally similar to the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet imaged in the seismic reflection profile
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along cross section 21. Specifically, the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is bounded on the
southeast by the leading Talladega thrust fault, and on the northwest by the trailing Blue
Creek thrust sheet. This suggests that there may be no change in strike of the
southeasternmost anticline in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet. If there is no change in the
northeast strike of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, the southeasternmost anticline would likely
terminate in subcrop at the leading Talladega thrust fault along strike to the northeast.
Beneath the leading edge of the leading Talladega thrust sheet, the southeasternmost
anticline in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet may possibly continue northeast to its termination
at a lateral ramp with the Talladega slate belt, or with the Helena thrust sheet.
Between cross sections 21 and 22, the trace of the leading Bibb-Scott fault is
controlled by wells 3800 and B-324 (Appendix A). Cross section 22 (Plate 2) shows the
Larkin thrust sheet between the trailing edge of the Blue Creek thrust sheet and the BibbScott thrust fault. Cross section 21, northeast of wells 3800 and B-324 (Plate 1), shows
both the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet and trailing part of the Blue Creek thrust sheet
farther to the southeast than in cross section 22. Well B-324 drilled unit 2 beneath the
Coastal Plain at a depth of -2,230 ft (680 m), and reached total depth in unit 2 at -2,486
(758 m). Well 3800 penetrated the top of unit 4 beneath the Coastal Plain at -2,400 ft
(732 m), unit 3 at -4,673 ft (-1,424 m), unit 2 at -7,645 ft (-2,330 m), and unit 1 at -12,475
ft (-3,802 m). At -15,195 ft (-4,631 m), well 3800 encountered the Bibb-Scott fault, and
drilled into unit 2 in the Blue Creek thrust sheet beneath the Bibb-Scott fault. Well 3800
reached total depth at -15,325 ft (-4,671 m) in unit 2 in the Blue Creek thrust sheet
(Appendix 1). Units 2 and 3 in the footwall lateral ramp in the southwestern part of cross
section C are of similar thickness to units 2 and 3 in well 3800. Assuming the dip of the
Bibb-Scott thrust fault in subcrop east of well 3800 is similar to that of the southwestern
footwall lateral ramp in cross section C, the unit 3/unit 4 contact in the leading part of the
Bibb-Scott thrust fault at map level beneath the Coastal Plain is approximately 2,800 ft
(850 m) from well 3800. The location of wells 3800 and B-324, and the stratigraphy
contained in the wells, combined with the location of the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust fault
on cross sections 22 and 22A (Plate 2), suggests that between cross sections 21 and 22
(Plate 1), the leading Bibb-Scott thrust fault strikes northwest east of well B-324, and
southwest to the west of well B-324. A westerly strike of the Bibb-Scott thrust fault
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between cross sections 21 and 22 is consistent with a footwall oblique lateral ramp along
the northeastern side of the west-striking Bibb-Scott thrust fault. To simplify discussion,
the dextral curve in the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is called the Koch lateral ramp, after the
Arco No. 1 Koch well (well 3800).
The seismic reflection profile (cross section 22; Plate 2) that crosses the frontal
Bibb-Scott thrust sheet southwest of the Koch lateral ramp shows that the thrust sheet is
detached at the regional basal detachment in unit 1. The leading edge of the frontal BibbScott thrust sheet is a southeast-dipping thrust ramp. Southwest of the Koch lateral ramp,
a northeast-southwest strike is indicated for the leading Bibb-Scott thrust sheet by the two
seismic reflection profiles used in cross section 22. The absence of the frontal Bibb-Scott
thrust sheet in seismic reflection profiles A and B (Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman, 1993)
indicates that the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust sheet must be south of the southern end of the
seismic reflection profiles.
The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet southeast of the frontal ramp and southwest of the
Koch lateral ramp includes a train of folds and is broken by a small break-back thrust
fault. This small fault is aligned with the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust fault on cross section
21 northeast of the Koch lateral ramp. The fault is named here the “Bibb-Scott splay”. It
extends southwest from the curve at the Koch lateral ramp in the leading Bibb-Scott
thrust fault southwest of cross section 21 (Plate 1), and curves to a west-southwest strike
southwest of cross section 22, where displacement increases westward. Farther
southwest, the splay rejoins the main Bibb-Scott thrust fault in Lauderdale County,
Mississippi. The small Bibb-Scott splay is recorded in the seismic reflection profile
along cross section 22, and shown in the cross section. The footwall of the Bibb-Scott
splay is a northwest-dipping monocline with approximately 27° of dip, defining the
northwestern limb of an anticline. To the southeast, the leading part of the Blue Creek
splay thrust sheet includes the crest and southeastern limb of the anticline. In cross
section 22, the Bibb-Scott splay is in the leading anticline of a train of folds that includes
an anticline on each limb of a central syncline.
Southeast of the leading part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, seismic reflection
profiles along cross section 22 record a thickness of chaotic layered reflectors beneath the
Bibb-Scott thrust sheet (Plate 2). The chaotic layered reflectors have been interpreted as
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an accumulation of ductily deformed unit 1. The ductily deformed unit 1 pinches out to
the northwest, and generally thickens southeastward (Plate 2).
The southern limit of the Bibb-Scott splay is controlled by wells LD-2 and LD-3
(Appendix A) in Lauderdale County, Mississippi, which record unit 2 beneath the Coastal
Plain at depths of approximately -5,950 ft (1,814 m) and -5,361 ft (1,634 m),
respectively. This stratigraphy is not consistent with the structure of the frontal BibbScott thrust sheet recorded in the seismic reflection profiles along cross sections 22 and
22A (Plate 2). Cross section 22A terminates on the south in the frontal Bibb-Scott thrust
sheet, indicating the Bibb-Scott splay must be between wells LD-2 and LD-3 and the
southern end of the cross section. Therefore, the Bibb-Scott splay has been drawn to
separate unit 2 in the splay from unit 4 of the leading Bibb-Scott thrust sheet to the north.
The southwestward merging of the Bibb-Scott thrust fault and the splay is not directly
documented in either seismic reflection profiles or well data.
The trailing cutoff of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet along the northeast-striking part
of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet by the Talladega thrust fault is not recorded on the seismic
reflection profiles used in the construction of cross sections 21 and 22; however, well
1559, located approximately 5.68 mi (9.14 km) southeast of cross section 21, drilled into
the Talladega slate belt, providing constraint for the location of the Talladega thrust fault
by inferring its position along strike between its known position on cross section 20 and
well 1559.
The west- and northwest-striking part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet in Mississippi
is known only through 15 wells that penetrated unit 2 and three wells that penetrated unit
3 beneath the Coastal Plain. The Bibb-Scott thrust sheet extends west from Sumter,
Choctaw, and Marengo Counties, Alabama, at least as far west as Scott County,
Mississippi. Available well data indicate that the western Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is
composed almost entirely of unit 2 in subcrop from the Bibb-Scott thrust fault south and
southwest to the Talladega thrust fault. Unit 3 present in wells NW-3, NW-5, and NW10 suggests at least one thrust imbricate in the western part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet
that places unit 2 on unit 3. This imbricate is located in a northeast-concave recess of the
Talladega thrust fault in Jasper County, Mississippi. The northwest-southeast strike of
unit 3 in subcrop in this thrust recess, as indicated by wells NW-3, NW-5, and NW-10,
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suggests that unit 3 is truncated on the northeast and southwest by the Talladega thrust
fault on both limbs of the thrust recess. Other than wells NW-3, NW-5, and NW-10, the
limited data set does not indicate the presence of any unit other than unit 2 in subcrop in
the western part of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet, which makes it unclear if the wide belt of
unit 2 in the western Bibb-Scott thrust sheet is caused by a shallow, nearly horizontal dip
of the thrust sheet, or if the thrust sheet is composed of multiple imbricates of unit 2.
In Mississippi, the original subcrop of the Bibb-Scott thrust sheet and the
bounding Talladega thrust fault has been modified by a set of Mesozoic down-tosouthwest basement normal faults (Thomas, 1988b). This network of Mesozoic
basement faults continues to the northwest, and also offsets the western extents of the
Blue Creek and Larkin thrust faults.
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Figure 4.1: Seismic reflection profiles A and B. From Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman (1993).
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
5.1 Intersection of the Appalachian and Ouachita Thrust Belts
The geometry of the intersection of the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts is
controlled by the structural and stratigraphic differences between the two thrust belts, and
by the basement structure beneath the thrust belts. The stratigraphy and structure of the
Appalachian thrust belt is known from outcrop, well data, and seismic reflection profiles
on the northeast, and well data and seismic reflection profiles southwest of the Coastal
Plain onlap. The structure and stratigraphy of the Ouachita thrust belt beneath the
Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain strata is directly documented through well data and
seismic reflection profiles, and can be inferred from the exposed Ouachita thrust belt in
Arkansas and Oklahoma farther northwest. The basement structure beneath the
Appalachian and Ouachita thrust belts is known through seismic reflection profiles and
one well (well OK-5) that reached the Precambrian crystalline basement. These data
sources were utilized in the construction of a set of cross sections (cross sections 19-16)
and maps (Plates 1, 3, and 5) that have been previously discussed.
Cross sections 19-22 (Plate 2) and the basement structure map (Plate 5) indicate
that the basement rocks beneath the Appalachian thrust belt along the southeastern side of
the present Black Warrior basin represent an upper-plate setting along the Iapetan rifted
margin of southern Laurentia (Thomas, 1993). The Precambrian crystalline basement
beneath the thrust belt dips generally southeastward from 11,500 ft (3,505 m) in the
Black Warrior basin to more than 24,000 ft (7,315 m). Southeast of the southeastern
edge of the Black Warrior basin, the basement abruptly deepens into the Birmingham
graben and the late synrift deposits of the Conasauga Formation (unit 1) thicken into the
Birmingham graben, suggesting deepening of the Birmingham graben during deposition
of the Conasauga (Thomas et al., 2000). The post-rift, pre-orogenic succession deposited
over this deeper basement, and now in the Appalachian thrust sheets is similar
stratigraphically to that deposited in the Ouachita foreland to the northwest in the present
Black Warrior basin (Thomas, 1985, 1989, 1995). Thrust sheets are detached along a
regional décollement in unit 1, and the geometry of thrust sheets is controlled by the stiff
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passive-margin carbonates of unit 2. To the southwest, between cross section 22 and the
Alabama-Oklahoma transform fault, there is no direct evidence for the structure of the
basement. There is secondary evidence, however, which will be discussed later in the
chapter, that shows a southwestward deepening basement toward the southwest.
By comparison, southwest of the present southwestern margin of the Black
Warrior basin, the basement, which dips gently towards the southwest beneath the Black
Warrior basin, deepens more abruptly soutwestward. This abrupt deepening southwest of
the Black Warrior basin is associated with a network of Carboniferous down-tosouthwest normal faults. The downthrown basement along the southwestern margin of
the Black Warrior basin provided the accommodation space necessary for a thick
Carboniferous post-rift, synorogenic, deep-water, clastic-dominated flysch succession.
This thick accumulation of flysch deposits is shown in cross sections 23-26, and is
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. In the Ouachita thrust sheet, no regional stiff unit
controls the geometry of the thrust sheets in the manner that unit 2 supports the
Appalachian thrust sheets. Additionally, there is no common detachment surface for
thrust sheets in the Ouachita thrust belt. The frontal Ouachita thrust sheets are detached
at seemingly random levels in the flysch succession (cross sections 23, 24, 25, and 26).
This is similar to what is observed in outcrop in Arkansas and Oklahoma, where thrust
sheets are detached at levels throughout the Paleozoic succession (Viele, 1973; Viele and
Thomas, 1989).
Cross sections 23, 24, and 25 transect both the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust
belts. An additional seismic profile that crossed both thrust belts (seismic line B on Plate
1) was published in Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman (1993). These cross sections indicate that
the regional footwall of the Appalachian thrust belt changes abruptly southwestward
across the faulted southwestern edge of the present Black Warrior basin. On the
northeast, the Appalachian hanging wall is detached within unit 1 above the Precambrian
crystalline basement. At the regional décollment, the footwall of the Appalachian
allocthon is in unit 1. To the southwest, across the most northwesterly large down-tosouthwest basement fault, the Appalachian hanging wall is detached in unit 1 but is
translated over a footwall detachment in the thick Carboniferous unit 4 of the leading
Ouachita thrust sheets and the southwesternmost Black Warrior basin. The basal
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hanging-wall detachments in the north- and northeast-translated Appalachian thrust
sheets are at the base of unit 1, as they are to the northeast where the Appalachian thrust
belt is above the “shallow” basement southeast of the Black Warrior basin. On the
southwest, where the Ouachita thrust sheets form the footwall for the Appalachian thrust
belt, the western Appalachian thrust sheets contain the same complete passive-margin
succession as the Appalachian thrust sheets detached over the “shallow” basement to the
northeast. The northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama and west and
northwest-striking Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama and Mississippi differ only in the
footwall and the basement depth beneath the footwall.
Northeast of the network of down-to-southwest normal faults along the
southwestern Black Warrior basin, the thinner Carboniferous foreland-basin succession
was deposited over the passive-margin succession on “shallow” basement in the Black
Warrior basin, and also in the palinspastic location of the Appalachian thrust sheets,
southeast of the Black Warrior basin (Thomas, 1995). These structurally controlled
sedimentary accumulations directly influenced the deformational styles of each thrust belt
during Ouachita and Alleghenian orogenesis.
The stiff Cambrian-Ordovician carbonate of unit 2 results in the Appalachian
thrust sheets being internally coherent, and lacking in any significant internal
deformation. This is in stark contrast to the thick Ouachita thrust sheets on the southwest
side of the Alabama promontory that are composed entirely of the Ouachita
Carboniferous flysch succession, and are thrust along internal detachment surfaces in the
flysch, and most likely contain significant internal deformation, similar to that in exposed
flysch in the Ouachita Mountains to the northwest (Viele, 1973; Viele and Thomas,
1989). The Cambrian-Devonian passive-margin succession beneath the Ouachita thrust
belt in Mississippi is located on basement blocks displaced along down-to-southwest
basement normal faults, and is below the Ouachita detachments and not involved in
Ouachita thrusting (Lillie et al., 1983; Thomas, 1989).
5.2 Timing of Thrust-Belt Emplacement
Cross sections 24-25 show Appalachian thrust sheets thrust along detachments at
the base of unit 1 on Ouachita thrust sheets. This structural arrangement indicates that
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the Ouachita thrust sheets are older than the Appalachian thrust sheets, or, at the very
least, coeval with the Appalachian thrust sheets. The correct timing of emplacement of
the Appalachian and Ouachita thrust sheets is necessary to form an accurate palinspastic
model of the western Appalachian thrust sheets. The thrust loading of the Black Warrior
basin by the Ouachita and Appalachian thrust belts provides several lines of evidence
than can determine the timing of thrusting in the two thrust belts.
5.2.1 Stratigraphic Trends
The Mississippian Hartselle Sandstone is the upper part of the Pride MountainHartselle tongue that marks the northeasternmost extent of the Mississippian clastic rocks
between the Monteagle and Bangor Limestones. The Pride Mountain-Hartselle tongue is
composed of mudstone and, most importantly, rippled and crossbedded sandstones that
are distributed as linear, northwest-trending bodies (Thomas and Mack, 1982; Thomas,
1972). Thomas (1972) interpreted the Hartselle Sandstone interval as a barrier-island
complex that is part of a northeast-prograding clastic wedge which is in response to a
tectonic uplift at a converging continental margin southwest of the Black Warrior basin.
Thomas and Mack (1982) reinforced this interpretation in a more detailed study of 43
measured sections which provide ample paleocurrent and sediment thickness and
distribution data to support the barrier island and southwestern source introduced by
Thomas (1972).
5.2.2 Sediment Dispersal Patterns
Thomas (1974) described two distinct Mississippian clastic successions northeast
and southwest of the Mississippian carbonate facies in northern Alabama, which were
interpreted as two separate, prograding clastic wedges. The southwestern clastic wedge
(Floyd and Parkwood Formations) is a thick, northeastward prograding deltaic
succession, which continues upward into the overlying Pottsville Formation. The
northeastern clastic wedge consists of a southwestward prograding fine-grained lower
clastic unit that is equivalent to the upper Parkwood, and is overlain by and includes the
Pottsville Formation (Thomas, 1974). The southwestward prograding clastic wedge on
the northeast is the distal fringe of a clastic wedge located farther to the northeast, and
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does not share the same source as the northeast-prograding Mississippian clastic units in
Alabama, and as such, is largely irrelevant to this study (Thomas, 1974; Mack, 1982;
Mack et al., 1981, 1983).
5.2.3 Petrographic Studies
Mack (1982) and Mack and others (1981, 1983) conducted comprehensive
petrographic surveys of the clastic Carboniferous units, particularly the Parkwood and
Pottsville Formations exposed in the Appalachian thrust belt and in the Black Warrior
basin in Alabama. These petrographic studies supported the concept of two separate and
converging clastic wedges: the large, northeast prograding, southwest-derived clastic
wedge that is composed of the Floyd Shale, Pride Mountain Formation, Hartselle
Sandstone, Parkwood Formation, and Pottsville Formation (the southwestern clastic
wedge of Thomas (1974) in 2.1.2), and a southwest prograding clastic wedge that is
composed of the upper Parkwood equivalent, fine-grained Pennington Formation and
Pottsville Formation (the northeastern clastic wedge of Thomas (1974) in 2.1.2).
Concurrent with the deposition of the middle Pottsville Formation during the
Pennsylvanian, a source area to the east-southeast of the present Black Warrior basin
began contributing sediment to the basin (Horsey, 1981; Osborne, 1991). In the Cahaba
synclinorium in the Appalachian thrust belt in Alabama, this new source was proximal
enough to result in the deposition of coarse polymictic conglomerate beds in the
Pottsville Formation (Osborne, 1991).
5.2.4 Subsidence Rates
Subsidence rates in the Black Warrior basin resulting from thrust loading of the
margins of the basin were documented by Whiting and Thomas (1995). Using well data
along profiles oriented perpendicular to the Ouachita and Appalachian thrust belts, they
showed that both subsidence rates and total subsidence decreased away from the thrust
loads. In particular, they showed that from approximately 338 Ma until at least
approximately 315 Ma, the Ouachita thrust belt was the factor driving subsidence in the
Black Warrior basin. Between approximately 320 Ma to 315 Ma, it is unclear if
Appalachian thrusting influenced subsidence in the Black Warrior basin, but by
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approximately 313 Ma, Appalachian-influenced subsidence is strongly indicated by
increased subsidence along the southeastern margin of the Black Warrior basin (Whiting
and Thomas, 1995).
5.3 Structure of the Intersection of the Two Thrust Belts
Seismic reflection profiles (cross sections 24 and 25) provide evidence for the
structural relationship between the two thrust belts. These cross sections indicate that the
Appalachian thrust belt was emplaced over the Ouachita thrust belt, where Ouachita
structures are truncated beneath the frontal structures of the Appalachian thrust belt. The
Appalachian thrust belt continues west and northwest over the Ouachita stratigraphy and
Ouachita thrust sheets at least as far west as Madison County, Mississippi. This is the
western limit of the data available for the Appalachian thrust belt. The truncation of the
Ouachita structures by Appalachian thrust sheets is imaged in seismic reflection profiles
and supported by well data, and is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. Cross sections
24 and 25 and seismic profile B from Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman (1993) show four
distinct Appalachian thrust sheets, and suggest that the structure of the Appalachian
thrust belt is similar to that to the northeast over the “shallow” basement on the
southeastern side of the Alabama promontory. In particular, the “thin”, internally
coherent Appalachian thrust sheets are supported by the stiff unit 2 on the southwest part
of the Alabama promontory in the same manner as the thrust sheets on the Alabama
promontory, and are detached in unit 1. In the seismic reflection profiles, the only
notable difference between the Appalachian thrust belt on the Alabama promontory and
west of the promontory is the regional footwall. In the area of “shallow” basement along
the southeastern side of the present Black Warrior basin, the regional footwall of the
Appalachian thrust belt beneath unit 1 is the thin lower part of unit 1 as a veneer on the
Precambrian crystalline basement. To the southwest, in the Ouachita embayment, the
Ouachita thrust sheets that are composed of thick Carboniferous flysch are the footwall of
the Appalachian thrust belt.
Ouachita thrust faults can be traced southeast beneath the Appalachian thrust belt
into central Lauderdale County, Mississippi (cross section 24 and seismic reflection
profile B from Hale-Ehrlich and Coleman, 1993). South of the southernmost available
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seismic reflection profiles (cross section 24 and seismic reflection profile B from HaleEhrlich and Coleman, 1993), however, no additional data (i.e., seismic reflection profiles
or well data) are available to indicate the structure of the Ouachita thrust belt, or to
indicate the position of the frontal thrust fault in the Ouachita thrust belt. The available
wells south of the network of seismic profiles do not penetrate far below the Coastal
Plain, and most wells penetrate only a few feet into the Appalachian thrust sheet in
subcrop directly beneath the Coastal Plain (Thomas, 1972, 1973, 1988a).
5.4 Curve in Appalachian Strike
The curve in strike that separates the northeast-striking Appalachians in Alabama
and eastern Mississippi from the northwest- and west-striking western Appalachians in
Mississippi reflects the contrast in footwall strength at the time of thrusting. The
shallowest basement in the study area is located beneath the Black Warrior basin, which
is bounded on the southeast by the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt. The
locations of some of the large-scale frontal ramps in the Appalachian thrust belt along the
southeastern side of the Black Warrior basin are controlled by down-to-southeast
basement normal faults beneath the allochthon (cross sections 19-22) (Thomas and
Bayona, 2005). These down-to-southeast normal faults are rigid buttresses to the
northwest-directed thrusting along the southeastern side of the Black Warrior basin
(Wiltschko and Eastman, 1983, 1988; Thomas, 2001; Thomas and Bayona, 2005). The
location and geometry of the frontal structures along the northeast-striking Appalachian
thrust belt are directly related to these basement faults, such as the Coal Creek anticline
and Jones Valley fault (cross sections 19, 20, 21, 22) (Thomas and Bayona, 2005).
The “deep” basement along the southwestern side of the Black Warrior basin is
northwest of the palinspastic location of the western Appalachian thrust sheets. Seismic
reflection profiles in the Ouachita thrust belt in Arkansas show that the Cambrian-Lower
Mississippian carbonate passive-margin succession deposited on basement is broken by
down-to-south normal faults that cross both the basement and the passive-margin
succession, implying post-depositional faulting (Lillie et al., 1983). The seismic
reflection profiles used in the construction of cross sections 23-26 are too shallow and too
far east to image the deeper basement blocks and carbonate passive-margin cover;
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however, they do image the northeasternmost large down-to-southwest basement normal
fault, as well as several smaller down-to-southwest basement normal faults (shown on the
cross sections), all of which indicate that the normal faults were active after the
deposition of the passive-margin succession, and that the passive-margin succession rests
on the basement blocks below the bottom limit of the available seismic data.
The thick accumulation of Ouachita flysch sediment was thrust to the northeast,
and formed the southwestern side of the Black Warrior basin during the Ouachita
orogeny (Thomas, 1972b, 1976, 1985, 1989, 1991a, 1995; Viele, 1973, 1979, 1989; Viele
and Thomas, 1989). The thick flysch accumulation lacked the strength of the basement
in the Black Warrior basin, and did not present a rigid buttress to northwest-directed
thrusting as did the crystalline basement in the northeast-striking Appalachians in
Alabama. The structurally weaker Ouachita flysch succession provided decreased
resistance to Appalachian thrusting. The decreased resistance to thrust translation may
have allowed northwest-directed Alleghenian thrusting increased transport to the north
and west than was possible on the northeast-striking, basement buttressed, Appalachian
thrust belt in Alabama. The increased transport to the north and west of the western
Appalachian thrust sheets versus the northeast-striking Appalachians would have resulted
in the Appalachian thrust belt curving around the position where the resistance to
northwestward thrusting changes from high on the northeast to low on the southwest.
5.5 Basement Structure Beneath Palinspastic Western Appalachians
The northeast-striking Appalachian thrust sheets in Alabama and Mississippi
restore southeast of their position in the thrust belt (Plate 6). The palinspastic map of the
northeast-striking Appalachian thrust sheets in Alabama was constructed using the
restorations of cross sections 19-22 (Plate 2). The palinspastic map (Plate 6) shows the
pre-orogenic position of the frontal and lateral cutoffs of the contact between the top of
unit 1 and the base of unit 2, which also indicates the pre-orogenic position and
configuration of the thrust sheets.
The west- and northwest-striking Appalachian thrust sheets in Mississippi, as
interpreted in Plate 1, are continuous with the northeast-striking thrust sheets in Alabama
and Mississippi (Chapter 4). The continuity of the northeast- and west-/northwest-
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striking Appalachian thrust belts suggests a genetic relationship; specifically, that they
were deposited and detached from a structurally and stratigraphically similar palinspastic
location.
The strike of the Appalachian thrust belt curves roughly 90° at the approximate
position of the intersection of the frontal Appalachian thrust sheets with the frontal
Ouachita thrust sheet. Additionally, the location of the intersection of the Appalachian
and Ouachita thrust belts is above the approximate position of the largest northeasternmost, northwest-southeast striking, down-to-southwest basement normal fault (Chapter
3). The Appalachian thrust sheets in Mississippi west of the approximately 90° curve in
strike, hereafter termed western Appalachian thrust sheets, are composed of passivemargin stratigraphy and synorogenic units 1 to 4 similar to the stratigraphy of the
Appalachian thrust sheets in Alabama (Thomas, 1972, 1973, 1989). Southwest of the
Black Warrior basin and northeast of the Alabama-Oklahoma transform, seismic
reflection profiles indicate that the Cambrian-Lower Mississippian passive-margin
carbonate succession is below the thick Carboniferous flysch succession on downthrown
basement blocks (Cross sections 23, 24, 25, 26) (Lillie, et. al., 1983; Arbenz, 1989a).
The carbonate-dominated passive-margin stratigraphy in the western Appalachian thrust
belt represents shallow-water deposition. This implies that, in the palinspastic location of
the western Appalachian thrust sheets southeast of the present southeastern extent of the
Ouachita thrust belt, the northwest-striking, down-to-southwest basement normal faults
along the southwestern side of the Black Warrior basin were not active until after the
deposition of unit 3. If the down-to-southwest basement normal faults were earlier, the
deposition of the passive-margin stratigraphy would have been interrupted prior to the
deposition of the complete succession of units 1-3 that is preserved in the western
Appalachian thrust sheets.
Available data indicate the present location of the Ouachita thrust belt, southwest
of the Black Warrior basin, is not the palinspastic site of the western Appalachian thrust
sheets because the stratigraphy present in the footwall of the Appalachian thrust sheets is
younger than units 1-3 in the Appalachian thrust sheets. As mentioned above, seismic
reflection profiles indicate that the Cambrian-Lower Mississippian passive-margin
carbonate is beneath the thick Carboniferous Ouachita flysch sequence southwest of the
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Black Warrior basin and northeast of the Alabama-Oklahoma transform. It is unlikely
that these downthrown basement blocks were the palinspastic location for the western
Appalachian thrust sheet because 1) the mechanics necessary to translate the carbonate
passive-margin stratigraphy to its present location above the Ouachita thrust sheets; and
2) structurally deeper thrusting in the frontal Ouachita thrust belt. Depths of the basal
detachments below the Ouachita thrust sheets exceed 25,000 ft (7,620 m), below the
elevation of the deepest Appalachian detachment. These deep Ouachita detachments
resulted in thick thrust sheets composed of the thick Carboniferous flysch sequence,
detached and translated above the carbonate passive-margin succession on the faulted
basement blocks. The shallower depths of the basal detachments in the Appalachian
thrust belt, both above the “shallow” basement (cross sections 19-23) (Thomas and
Bayona, 2005), and above the Carboniferous flysch (cross sections 24-25) suggest that it
is unlikely that the western Appalachian thrust belt could be detached at an elevation
deep enough to incorporate the passive-margin cover sequence from the downthrown
basement blocks into the western Appalachian thrust sheets in Plate 1.
Pre-Alleghenian, down-to-southwest normal faulting in the basement beneath the
palinspastic location of the western Appalachian thrust sheets does not appear likely,
either; the presence of the passive-margin stratigraphy in the western Appalachian thrust
belt indicates that the western Appalachian thrust belt was detached at a similar structural
level as the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt. No direct evidence (seismic
reflection profiles, well data, or outcrop data) is available for the location of the
“shallow” basement necessary for the deposition and present structural level of the
western Appalachians. The western Appalachian thrust sheets lack enough information
to produce a well-constrained palinspastic reconstruction, similar to those constructed for
the northeastern-striking Appalachian thrust sheets in Alabama (cross sections 19-22).
The available seismic reflection profiles only image small parts of the western
Appalachian thrust sheets, and do not contain enough information to produce balanced or
palinspastically restored cross sections. Therefore, the palinspastic location of the
western Appalachian thrust sheets can only be determined using indirect evidence, such
as limits imposed by nearby structural features.
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The northwestern extent of the shallow platform required for the deposition and
preservation at a shallow level of the stratigraphy found in the western Appalachian
thrust sheets is restricted on the northwest by the southeastern extent of the northeasternmost down-to-southwest basement normal fault and the deep-rooted, approximately
parallel frontal Ouachita thrust fault. The minimum southeastern limits of both the
basement normal fault and leading Ouachita thrust fault are known solely through
available seismic reflection profiles, which indicate the two faults extend southeast at
least as far as central Lauderdale County, Mississippi, past the southern end of cross
section 24 (cross sections 24, 25, and 26). Farther southeast, no well or seismic reflection
profiles are available for the basement structure, so the structure of the basement can be
inferred only from the relationship to other regional structural features.
The cross sections along the northeast-striking Appalachians in Alabama (cross
sections 19, 20, 21, and 22; Thomas and Bayona, 2005) all have been palinspastically
restored to the southeast, perpendicular to strike, assuming northwest-directed translation
of the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt, as indicated by King (1950), Thomas
(1976, 1982, 1985, 1989, 1995), Bayona and others (2003), and Thomas and Bayona
(2005). Under the same assumption of northwest-directed translation of the northeaststriking Appalachian thrust belt, the northeastern limit for the palinspastic location of the
western Appalachian thrust belt would be east of cross section 23 where the strike of the
Appalachian thrust belt curves to the west/northwest, as indicated in seismic reflection
profiles and well data. These limits on the palinspastic location of the western
Appalachian thrust belt result in the model for the basement structure shown in Figure
5.1. The restoration suggests a basement high southwest of the known southwestern limit
of the northeast-striking Appalachians and southeast of the southeastern limit of the
Ouachita thrust belt and northeasternmost, down-to-southwest basement normal fault as
indicated in well data and seismic reflection profiles. Because the Ouachita thrust faults
are detached at a deeper structural level, but a much higher stratigraphic level, than the
Appalachian thrust faults to the northeast, the Ouachita thrust faults must have curved
into and/or around this basement corner. This geometry is similar to that described by
Jusczuk (2002), where the Ouachita thrust belt curves around the northwest-striking
basement fault blocks of the Arbuckle uplift (Figure 5.2).
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The basement high at the palinspastic location of the western Appalachian thrust
sheets (Figure 5.1) and the overlying passive-margin stratigraphy that forms the thrust
sheets must both have remained at a similar structural level to that of the passive-margin
stratigraphy that forms the northeast-striking Appalachian thrust belt along the
southeastern side of the Black Warrior basin, at least until Alleghenian thrusting was well
underway. The western Appalachian thrust sheets are at the same approximate elevation
as the eastern Appalachian thrust sheets which are detached and thrust over “shallow”
basement (cross sections 24 and 25; Plate 2). This configuration is more compatible with
a palinspastic location at a structural level similar to that of the northeast-striking
Appalachian thrust belt than a palinspastic location at the considerable depths associated
with the passive-margin succession on the basement blocks faulted by the down-tosouthwest basement normal faults.
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Figure 5.1: Model for configuration of basement beneath the Paleozoic strata. The
southwestward projection of shallow basement into the area of deeper basement is the
proposed palinspastic location of the Appalachian thrust sheets presently located in
Mississippi.
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Figure 5.2: Map showing Arbuckle basement uplift adjacent to the Ouachita thrust belt in
Oklahoma. The Arbuckle uplift is a basement high, similar in structure to the basement
high proposed as the palinspastic location of the Appalachian thrust sheets in Mississippi.
Additionally, the Ouachita thrust belt has been deflected around the Arbuckle uplift in a
manner similar to what is suggested for the deflection of the Ouachita thrust belt around
the proposed basement high in Mississippi. From Jusczuk (2002).
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APPENDIX A
Well Information Used in this Dissertation
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How to Read This Database:
Well ID or Permit #
Well Operator & Lease Name
Location (Township & Range)
Formation X
-xxxx
Formation Y
-xxxx
Formation Z
-xxxx FAULT
Formation M
TD: -xxxx
EL, ML, Cuttings

<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<--<---

Unit at surface/First unit in well
Elevation of formation X/Y contact
Second unit encountered
Elevation of formation Y/Z contact
Third unit encountered
Elevation of fault seperating Z/M
Fourth unit encountered
Total depth of well
Source of information:

All elevations are in feet.
Abbreviations:
CP = Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain
Pn = Pennsylvanian
Ms = Mississippian
Dv = Devonian
Sl = Silurian
Or = Ordovician
Cm = Cambrian
pC= Precambrian
Un = Undifferentiated
TD = Total Depth
EL = Electric Log
ML = Mud Log
Scout = Scout Ticket
Cuttings = Cuttings Description and Source of Description
GSA Cuttings = Cuttings by Geological Survey of Alabama
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Alabama Wells
Permit B-324
Johnston & Hawkins No. 1 Willis
11-20N-1E

Permit 177
Elliott No. 1 Perolio
29-18N-1E

CP

CP
-2230

-3465/-3443

Cm-Or Knox

Pn Pottsville
TD: -2486

TD: -3749

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Permit 537
Marrott No. 1 Larkin
34-20N-2W

Permit 770
Glasco No. 1 Norwood
17-23N-1W

CP

CP
-2870

-1651

Cm-Or Knox

Pn Pottsville
TD: -4381

TD: -5298

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Permit 809
Glasco No. 1 Williams Heirs
9-23N-1W

Permit 811
Glasco No. 1 Grantham
5-23N-1W

CP

CP
-1629

-1590

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
TD: -1659

TD: -1600

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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Permit 1040/1040-A
Sonat No. 1 Hagerman
Bernard-Hickox No. 1 Hagerman (A)
9-23N-3W
CP
-2215
Ms-Pn Parkwood
(Bangor -3449 - -3564)
-3734
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-3866
Dv Un
-5178
Sl Un
-5222
Or Un
-6163
Cm-Or Knox
-11472 FAULT
Or Un
-13315
Cm-Or Knox
-20395
Conasauga
TD: -21290
EL, ML, Cuttings by GSA, D. Surles

Permit 1087
Sonat No. 1 Lee
26-24N-3W
CP
-1896
Pn Pottsville
-7681
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-9386
Ms Floyd Shale
(Bangor -9633 - -9771)
-9991
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
TD: -10021
EL, GSA Cuttings

Permit 1113
Henderson No. 1 Strother Bros.
4-14N-6E

Permit 1160
Pan American No. 1 Hill
5-21N-2W

CP

CP
-3900

-2423

Slate

Pn Pottsville
TD: -3928

-2523

Cuttings by W. Thomas

Ms-Pn Parkwood
(Bangor? -5008 - -5108)
-5353
Ms Tuscumbia
-5393
Ms Fort Payne
-5503
Dv Un
-6368
Sl Un
-6563
Or Un
-7098
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -7535
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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Permit 1304
Geochemical No. 1 Strother Bros.
14-14N-6E
CP
-3828
Slate and metaquartzite
TD: -4296
Cuttings by W. Thomas, GSA

Permit 1541
Curry No. 1 Glass
1-14N-4E
CP
-4069
Phyllite
TD: -5814
Cuttings by W. Thomas

Permit 1559
Curry No. 1 Glass
29-17N-5E

Permit 1634
Shell No. 1 Robinson
14-20S-16W

CP

CP
-2853

? (Behind casing @ 297)

Metamorphic rock fragments
TD: -3791
GSA Cuttings

Pn Pottsville
-4871
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-5571
Ms Floyd Shale
-6003
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-6075
Dv Chattanooga
-6093
Dv Un
-6928
Sl Un
-6981
Or Un
-7528
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -10659
EL, GSA Cuttings
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Permit 1780
Shell No. 1 Holliman
13-20S-15W

Permit 1792
Shell No. 32-10 Turner
32-18S-13W

CP

CP
? (Behind casing @ -667)

? (Behind casing @ -409)

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-5039

-3889

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-6169

Ms-Pn Parkwood
(Millerella -4501 - -4659)

-6341

Ms Floyd Shale

-6489

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

Ms Floyd Shale

-4694

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

-4922

Dv Un

-5016
TD: -6769

Dv Chattanooga

EL

-5028
Dv-Sl Un
-5919
Or Un
-6591
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -7074
EL, GSA Cuttings

Permit 1800
Shell No. 5-11 Collins
5-22S-14W

Permit 1810
Shell No. 1 17-14 Sterling
17-23N-1E

CP

CP
~-794

-1392

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-5274

-6232

Ms-Pn Parkwood

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-6339

-6897

Ms Floyd Shale

Ms Floyd Shale
-6514

-8042

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-6659

-8157

Dv Chattanooga

Dv Chattanooga
-6669

-8177

Dv Un

Dv Un
TD: -6964

-9237

EL, GSA Cuttings

Sl Un
-9367
Or Un
-9897
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -12577
EL, GSA Cuttings
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Permit 2580
Southland Royalty No. 1 Wade
26-21S-15W

Permit 2583
Carless No. 9-13 Republic Steel
9-17S-10W

CP

CP
? (Behind casing @ -849)

? (Behind casing @ -97)

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-6023

-2367

Ms-Pn Parkwood

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-7258

-2987

Ms Floyd Shale
-7448

Ms Floyd Shale
(Bangor -3057 - -3127)

-7538

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

-7563

Dv Chattanooga

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

-3272

Dv Chattanooga

-3479

Dv Un

-3483
TD: -7868

Dv Un

EL

-3577
Sl Un
-4072
Or Un
TD: -5387
EL, GSA Cuttings

Permit 2617
Warrior Drilling No. 1-7 Cain
1-24N-5E

Permit 2827
Warrior Drilling No. 1 Kimberly-Clark
23-22S-4W
Pn Pottsville
-9849
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-10323
Ms Floyd Shale
-11154
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-11359
Dv Chattanooga
-11364
Dv-Sl Un
-11634
Or Un
TD: -11854
EL, GSA Cuttings

CP
-60
Pn Pottsville
-5632
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-7120
Ms Bangor
-7280
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-7420
Dv Chattanooga
-7515
Dv Un
-7820
Sl Un
-8540
Or Un
-9280
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -15057
EL, GSA Cuttings
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Permit 3006
Amoco No. 1 Weyerhaeuser
19-20S-15W

Permit 3179
Galaxy No. 1 Moss
12-14S-8W
Pn Pottsville

CP
? (Behind casing @ -983)

-1015

Pn Pottsville

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-5873

-1170

Ms-Pn Parkwood

Ms Floyd Shale/Bangor
TD: -6878

-1775

EL

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
TD: -1782
EL

Permit 3518
Arco No. 1 Anschutz
15-20S-1E
Ms-Pn Parkwood

Permit 3597
Emerald Petroleum No. 1 Sumter
Farm
33-23N-3W
CP
-2434
Pn Pottsville
-5834
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-6329 (?)
Ms Floyd Shale
-6964
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-7074
Dv Chattanooga
TD: -7099
EL

-220
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-376
Dv Chattanooga
-406
Or Un
-641
Cm-Or Knox
-4275 FAULT
Or Un
-4637
Cm-Or Knox
-8927
Cm Conasauga
-10127
Cm Rome
-12810
Cm Shady Dolomite (?)
-13418 FAULT
Cm Conasauga
TD: -16446
EL, Cuttings by Raymond (1991)
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Permit 3800
Arco No. 1 Koch
10-19N-2E

Permit 3939
Shell No. 1 Burke
29-21N-4E

CP

CP
-2400

-1421

Ms-Pn Parkwood

Pn Pottsville
-4085

-7181

Ms Floyd Shale

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-4673

-8131

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

Ms Floyd Shale
-4885

-8838

Dv Un

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-6045

-8941

Sl Un

Dv Chattanooga
-6255

-8946

Or Un

Dv Un
-7645

-10111

Cm-Or Knox

Sl Un
-12475

-10341

Cm Ketona

Or Un
-12875

-11286

Cm Conasauga

Cm-Or Knox
-15195 FAULT

TD: -11766
EL, Cuttings by Raymond (1991)

Cm-Or Knox
TD: -15325
EL, Cuttings by Raymond (1991)
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Permit 4506
Southland Royalty No. 1 Gulf States
1-19S-14W
CP
? (Behind casing @ -245)
Pn Pottsville
-4196
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-4958 (?)
Ms Bangor (?)
-5057
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-5176
Dv Un
TD: -5366
EL

Permit 4530
Arco No. 1 Goodson
9-22N-9E
CP
~ -74
Cm Rome
-2389 FAULT
Cm-Or Knox
-3887 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
-5708
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-7019
Ms Floyd Shale
-7548
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-7714
Dv Chattanooga
-7752
Dv Un
-7849
Sl Un
-8154
Or Un
-9107
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -10968
EL, Cuttings by Raymond (1991)

Permit 4896
Justiss No. 1 Pearson
18-20S-15W

Permit 6754
Meridian No. 1 Brown
8-22S-8W

CP

CP

? (Behind casing @ - 740)
Pn Pottsville
-5705
Ms-Pn Parkwood
TD: -6845
EL

? (Behind casing @ 391)
Pn Pottsville
-5250
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-5875
Ms Floyd Shale
-6740
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-6955
Dv Chattanooga
-7010
Dv Un
-7262
Sl Un
-7825
Or Un
-8720
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -10555
EL, Cuttings by D. Surles
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Permit 6876-C
Meridian No. 1 Wesley West
15-23N-5E

Permit 7700
Victory Resources No. 1 Chandler
34-23N-4E
CP
? (Behind casing @ -680)
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -4122
EL, ML

CP
? (Behind casing @ -295)
Cm-Or Knox
-2060 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
TD: -3350
EL

Permit 8339-B
Arco No. 1 Cypress
33-23N-4E

Permit 8864
Torch No 32-12-SWD Dorroh
32-21S-11W

CP

CP
-718

? (Behind casing @ -1486)
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-5236
Ms Floyd Shale
-6491
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-6711
Dv Chattanooga
-6749
Dv-Sl-Or Un
-8321
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -12026
EL, ML

Cm-Or Knox
-5972
Lower Cm Un
TD: -6170
EL, ML
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Permit 10010
Meridian #1 Weyerhaeuser
2-24N-2E

Permit 10082
Cabot No. 1 COGC-USX 24-16
24-20S-4W
Pn Pottsville
-3541
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-4724
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-4896
Dv Un
-5086
Sl Un
-5262
Or Un
-5676 (?)
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -6743
EL, ML

CP
? (Behind casing @ -1743)
Pn Pottsville
-6483
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-7463
Ms Bangor/Floyd Shale
-7698
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-7773
Dv Chattanooga
-7783
Dv Un
-8273
Sl Un
-9000
Or Un
-9693
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -11816
EL

Permit 10174
Meridian No. 1 Banks
20-24N-3E
Coastal Plain
? (Behind casing @ -1610)
Pn Pottsville
-6579
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-8207
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-8272
Dv Un
TD: -8952
EL

Permit 11319
Morrow No. 1 Marx Estate
30-18S-15W
CP
? (Behind casing @ -415)
Pn Pottsville
TD: -5685
EL
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Permit 11459
Jabsco No. 1 Gulf States
16-18S-14W

Permit 13389
Lavon Evans, Jr. No. 1 US Steel
21-19S-5W
Ms-Pn Parkwood-Pottsville
-3899
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-4152
Dv-Sl Un
-4614
Or Un
-5474
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -6974
EL, ML

CP
? (Behind casing @ -202)
Pn Pottsville
TD: -4567
EL

Lohman-Johnson No. 1 US Steel
Exploratory
10-18S-4W
Pn Pottsville
-2269
Ms-Pn Parkwoood
-2559
Ms Bangor
-2884
Hartselle
-2964
Pride Mountain
-3149
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-3259
Fort Payne
-3394
Dv Chattanooga
-3399
Dv Un
-3429
Sl Un
-3779
Or Un
-4737
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -5409
EL, GSA Cuttings

Reichhold Research Disposal
3-21S-9W
Pn Pottsville
-4230
Ms-Pn Parkwood
-4705
Ms Floyd Shale
-5470
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-5665
Dv Chattanooga
-5710
Dv Un
-5910
Sl Un
-6448
Or Un
-7312
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -7938
EL, GSA Cuttings
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Mississippi Wells
AT-1
Shell Oil No. 1 Wheeles
5-14N-9E

AT-2
Occidental No. 1 Burrell
28-13N-4E

CP

CP
-4994

Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -5709
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

-9735
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -10520
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

AT-3
Stanolind No. 1 Steed
4-13N-6E

AT-4
Continental No. 1 Sudduth
28-13N-6E

CP

CP
-6351

Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -6074
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

-6907
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -7676
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

AT-5
Hunt Oil Co. No. 1 Murphy
4-16N-6E

AT-6
Rudman Resources No. 1 Wigley
25-15N-5E

CP

CP
-5229

Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -5454
EL, ML

-5956
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -15326
EL, ML

CL-1
State Exploration No. 1 Coit
19-4N-14E

CL-2
Sun No. 1 Board of Supervisors
16-3N-15E

CP

CP
-8608

-10828

Cm-Or Knox

Slate

TD: -11998
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

TD: -10966
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

CL-3
Sun No. 1 Longbell
34-4N-16E

CL-4
Sun No. 1 Culpepper-Kirkland
29-3N-16E

CP

CP
-8744

-10159

Phyllite, Quartzite

Dolomite Marble
TD: -9134

TD: -10506
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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CL-5
Lewis Oil No. 1 Jones
10-4N-14E

CT-1
Pan Am Petr. No. 1 Tombigbee
24-16N-11E

CP

CP
-7766

-3607

Cm-Or Knox (?)

Pn Pottsville
TD: -8136

TD: -12724

EL

EL, Sidewall cores on EL

CT-2
Henson-Rife No. 1 Green
10-17N-9E

JA-1
Pan Am No. 1 Masonite
27-3N-13E

CP

CP
-3886

-11979

Pn Pottsville

Dolomite Marble
TD: -4128

TD: -12623
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, ML

JA-2
Harris & Assoc No. 1 Mitts
1-3N-11E

JA-3
Shell Oil. No. 1 Davis
35-4N-12E

CP

CP
-13309

-11648

Cm-Or Knox

Cm-Or Knox
TD: -13583

TD: -12661
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, ML

KM-1
Pure Oil Co. No. 1 Henry
15-12N-15E

KM-2
Lamb & Gault No. 1 Phillips
2-9N-17E

CP

CP
-3742

-4027

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville

TD: -13022
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, ML

TD: -4275

KM-3
LaRue No. 1 Edmonds-Longshore
32-11N-19E
CP
-3136
Pn Pottsville
TD: -3261
EL

KM-4
Fort Bend No. 1 Flintkote Forest
24-10N-18E
CP
-3412
Pn Pottsville
TD: -3832
EL
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KM-5
Amoco No. 1 Leggett
20-10N-16E

KM-6
Clements No. 1-A Flintkote
9-12N-17E

CP

CP
-4341

-3377

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-10061

TD: -13377

Ms Tuscumbia

EL, Scout
TD: -11834

EL, Scout

KM-7
Medallion No. 1 Weyerhaeuser
27-12N-17E

LD-1
Magnolia No. 1 Culpepper
4-8N-14E

CP

CP
-3240

-5637

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

Pn Pottsville
-3435

TD: -5830

Dv Chattanooga

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
-3450

Dv Un
TD: -5065
EL, Scout

LD-2
Damson & Bernos No. 1 Deemer
3-5N-18E

LD-3
Damson No. 1 Catlett
27-6N-18E

CP

CP
~ -5950

-5361

Cm-Or Knox

Cm-Or Knox

TD: -6810
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, ML

TD: -5734

LD-4
Shell No. 2 Masonite Gray
36-6N-14E

LD-5
Shell No. 1 Masonite-Gray
2-5N-14E

CP

CP
-7035

-8112

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville

TD: -7395
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

TD: -8230
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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LD-6
Shell No. 1 Flintkote
15-5N-14E

LD-7
Stack No. 1 Lucky
6-8N-16E

CP

CP
-9030

-4984

Pn Pottsville

Ms Un
TD: -9425

-5764

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-5844
Dv Chattanooga
-5874
Sl-Dv Un
-6404
Ord Un
-6834
Cm-Or Knox
-12492 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
TD: -13790
EL, ML, Scout

LD-8
Lewis No. 1 Flintkote
29-5N-15E

LK-1
Carter No. 1 Denkman
31-11N-7E

CP

CP
-7152

-8281

Or Un

Dv (?) Chert
TD: -7753

TD: -8961

EL, Scout

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

LK-2
Occidental No. 1 Reimers et al
23-10N-6E

LO-1
Socony Mobil No. 1 Hardy
3-17N-17E

CP

CP
-10083

-1442

Dv Un

Pn Pottsville
-10133

-6702

Sl Un

Ms-Pn Parkwood
TD: -10513

-8422

EL, ML

Ms Tuscumbia
-8472
Ms Fort Payne
-8632
Dv Un
-9152
Sil Un
-9272
Ord
TD: -10742
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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MD-1
Union Producing No. 1 Vanarsdale
30-12N-5E
CP
-10739
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -10879
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

MD-2
Amoco No. 1 Weyerhauser
22-12N-5E
CP
-8688
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -9842
EL, ML

MT-1
Gulf Refining No. 1 Parker
22-19N-7E
-4031
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -4903
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

MT-2
Henderson No. 1 Columbian Mutual
36-21N-5E
CP
-4115 (?)
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies or CP
TD: -4193
EL, Scout

MT-3
Billups Bros. No. 1 Townsend
20-19N-7E

NO-1
Harvey Schmidt No. 1 Pete Flora
12-13N-16E

CP

CP

CP

-4095 (?)
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies or CP
TD: -4114
EL

-2952
Pn Pottsville
TD: -3007
EL, ML

NO-2
Young et al No. 1 Smith Estate
28-13N-19E

NO-3
Shell No. 10-14 Patty
10-16N-19E

CP

CP
-2438

? (Behind casing @ -1538)
Pn Pottsville
-6653
Ms Un
-7818
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
TD: -8138
EL

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-3153
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-3283
Dv Chattanooga
-3293
Sl-Dv Un
-4218
Or Un
-5597
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -12020
EL, Scout
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NO-4
Medallion No. 1 Sparkman
20-13N-19E

NS-1
Continental No. 1 Fortenberry
13-12N-10E

CP

CP
-2430

-5277
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -5462
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-2710
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne/Dev Un/Sil
Un/Ord Un
-5415
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -8955
EL

NS-2
Plains No. 1 Breazeale
28-12N-10E

NS-3
Pure No. 1 Rae
36-11N-12E

CP

CP
-5422

-4983

Cm-Or Knox

Cm-Or Knox
TD: -5734

TD: -5115

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NS-4
Pure No. 1 Jones
19-11N-13E

NS-5
Elliot No. 1 Eakes
36-11N-13E

CP

CP
-4867

-4862
Ms-Pn Ouachita Clastic Facies
TD: -4927
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Cm-Or Knox
TD: -5117
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NS-6
Southern Natural Gas No. 1 Smith
1-9N-11E
CP
-5808
Or Chickamauga
TD: -6318
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NW-1
State No. 1 Johnson
21-6N-10E
CP
-11896
Talladega Slate Belt
TD: -12516
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NW-2
Texaco No. 1 Everett
17-6N-11E

NW-3
Sun No. 1 Wall
28-5N-13E

CP

CP
-8261

-8354

Cm-Or Knox

Or Chickamauga
TD: -8277

TD: -9709
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, ML
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NW-4
Sun No. 1 Citizens National Bank
23-5N-13E

NW-5
LL&E No. 1 Nicholson et al Unit
10-5N-11E

CP

CP
-7921

-9943

Cm-Or Knox

Or Chickamauga
TD: -7949

TD: -10178
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
NW-6
Wyatt No. 1 Horne
27-5N-12E

NW-7
Amoco No. 1 International Paper
29-7N-10E

CP

CP
-10121

-11313

Cm-Or Knox

Phyllite

TD: -10608
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

TD: -11598
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NW-8
Shell No. 1 Smith
26-6N-13E

NW-9
Southeastern Drilling Fund No. 1
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians
20-7N-10E
CP
-10699
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -11090
EL, ML

CP
-8528
Pn Pottsville
TD: -8603
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas

NW-10
Radzewicz et al No. 1 NicholasonMonroe
17-5N-11E
CP
-12285
Or Chickamauga
TD: -12321
EL, ML

OK-1
McAlester Fuel No. A-1 Sudduth
6-19N-15E
CP
-1790
Pn Pottsville
-9290
Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-9620
Dev Un
-9990
Sil Un
-10210
Ord Un
-10538
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -11020
EL, Scout
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OK-2
McAlester Fuel No. 1 Cole
7-19N-15E

OK-3
Shiarella No. 1 Murphy
28-17N-12E

CP

CP
-1734

-2873

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-7874

-3190 (?)

Ms Un

Ms-Pn Parkwood (?)

TD: -8909
EL, Scout, Cuttings by W. Thomas

Scout

TD: -3574

OK-4
Texaco No. 1 Sheely
28-19N-12E

OK-5
Exxon No. 1 Fulgham
33-19N-12E

CP

CP
-2618

-2640

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
-11608

-11312

Ms-Pn Parkwood

Ms-Pn Parkwood
-12368

-13507

Ms Floyd Shale

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne
-13068

-13714

Ms Tuscumbia-Fort Payne

Dv Un
-13308

-14169

Dv Un

Sil Un
-13988

-14227

Sl Un

Ord Un
-14058

-15777

Ord Un

Cm-Or Knox
-15314

-20834 (?)

Cm-Or Knox

Cm Conasauga (?)
TD: -16978

-20924

EL, Scout

pC Crystalline Basement
TD: -20948
EL, ML, Scout

OK-6
Shell No. 1 Mississippi State
University
5-17N-14E

SC-1
Southeastern Drilling No. 1 Eley
19-8N-8E
CP

CP

-9267

? (Behind casing @ -2442)
Pn Pottsville
TD:-10748
EL

Cm-Or Knox
TD: -9431
EL, Cuttings by W. Thomas
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SC-2
State Exploration No. 1 Worrell
25-8N-7E

SC-3
Pan American Petroleum No. 1 McGee
8-7N-7E
CP
-14503
Tallladega Slate Belt
TD: -14530
EL, ML

CP
-11575
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -11605
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

SC-4
Hamilton Bros & LL&E No. 1 Williams
23-7N-9E
CP
-9872
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -10555
EL, ML, Cuttings by W. Thomas

SC-5
Lewis Oil No. 1 Warren
6-7N-8E
CP
-8592
Cm-Or Knox
TD: -9550
EL, Scout
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APPENDIX B
Well Information from Moundville Degasification Field
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How to Read this Database:
Permit #
Well Operator & Lease Name
Location (Township & Range)
Formation X
-xxxx
Formation Y
-xxxx FAULT
Formation Z
(Utley -2375)
TD: -xxxx

<--<--<--<--<--<---

All elevations are in feet.
All information is from electric logs only.

Abbreviations:
CP = Mesozoic-Cenozoic Coastal Plain
Pn = Pennsylvanian
Or = Ordovician
Cm = Cambrian
TD = Total Depth
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Unit at surface/First unit in well
Elevation of formation X/Y contact
Second unit encountered
Elevation of fault seperating Y/Z
Third unit encountered
Coal Group and Elevantion (Pn only)
Total depth of well

Moundville Coal Degasification Wells
Permit 6876
Meridian #1 Wesley West
15-23N-5E

Permit 7494
Metfuel #28 Moss-Tidmore
10-23N-5E
Pn Pottsville
(Utley -945)
(Gwin -1590)
(Cobb -2065)
(Pratt -2554)
(Mary Lee -3527)
(R? -3985)
(Black Creek -4235)
TD: -4675

CP
-670
Cm-Or Knox
-2060 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
(Utley -2070)
(Pratt -2570
(Blue Creek -3270)
TD: -3312

Permit 7665
Metfuel Tubbs 9-16-75
9-23N-5E

Permit 7835
Metfuel No. 85 Taylor
21-23N-4E

CP

CP
-745

~-684

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Gwin -1553)
(Cobb -2053)
(Mary Lee -3278)
(Black Creek -4048)
TD: -4657

TD: -6395

Permit 7895
Metfuel No. 84 King
16-23N-5E
Pn Pottsville
(Gwin -1027)
(Cobb -1716)
(Pratt -2263)
(Mary Lee -3219)
(Black Creek -3906)
TD: -4504

Permit 7942
Metfuel Mitchell 16-10-104
16-23N-5E
CP
-603
Pn Pottsville
(Utley -791)
(Gwinn -1294)
(Cobb -1664)
(Pratt -2264)
(Mary Lee -3191)
(Black Creek -3895)
TD: -4427
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Permit 8229
Metfuel Davant 9-11-143
9-23N-5E

Permit 8231
Metfuel West 15-3-156
15-23N-5E

CP

CP
-477

~-450

Pn Pottsville

Cm-Or Knox
(Utley -647)
(Gwin -1257)
(Mary Lee -3227)
(Black Creek -3947)
TD: -4593

-1409 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
(Gwin -1434)
(Pratt -1459)
(Mary Lee -3359)
(Black Creek -4109)
TD: -4605

Permit 8260
Metfuel West 11-11-166
11-23N-5E

Permit 8262
Metfuel Thornton 30-1-174
30-23N-4E

CP

CP
~-765

~-712

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Utley -1118)
(Gwin -1599)
(Cobb -2093)
(Pratt -2615)
(Mary Lee -3332)
(Black Creek -4059)
TD: -4579

(Brookwood -1102)
(Utley -2007)
(Gwin -2547)
(Cobb -2982)
(Pratt -3557)
(Mary Lee -4501)
TD: -4941

Permit 8281
Metfuel Morrison 17-15-132
17-23N-5E

Permit 8369
Metfuel West 21-15-211
21-23N-4E

CP

CP
~-452

-591

Pn Pottsville

Cm-Or Knox
(Gwin -905)
(Cobb -1413)
(Pratt -1995)
(Mary Lee -2953)
TD: -3481

-990 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
(Utley -2606)
(Gwin -3226)
(Cobb -3686)
(Mary Lee -5136)
TD: -5521
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Permit 8390
Metfuel Thornton 28-3-192
28-23N-4E

Permit 8639
Metfuel Taylor 22-12-212
22-23N-4E

CP

CP
-1296

-1484

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Brookwood -1824)
(Utley -2748)
(Gwin -3303)
(Cobb -3748)
(Pratt -4320)
(Mary Lee -5244)
TD: -5522

(Brookwood -1834)
(Utley -2569)
(Gwin -3169)
(Cobb -3675)
(Mary Lee -5094)
TD: -5523

Permit 8756
Metfuel West 1-9-291
1-23N-5E

Permit 8758
Metfuel Findlay
22-16-317

CP

CP
-648

-1404

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Utley -542)
(Gwin -990)
(Cobb -1462)
(Pratt -2007)
(Mary Lee -2990)
(Black Creek -3747)
TD: -4316

(Gwin -2464)
(Pratt -3444)
(Mary Lee 4364)
TD: 4854

Permit 8815
Metfuel Findlay 22-9-254
22-23N-4E

Permit 8858
Metfuel Taylor 16-12-342
16-23N-4E

CP

CP
-1008

-787

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Utley -1645)
(Gwin -2441)
(Cobb -2908)
(Pratt -3438)
(Mary Lee -4357)
TD: -4763

(Utley -2541)
(Gwin -3141)
(Cobb -3631)
(Pratt -4121))
(Mary Lee -5001)
TD: -5475
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Permit 8906
Metfuel Findlay 23-12-319
23-23N-4E

Permit 9088
Metfuel Bedsole 23-8-257
23-23N-4E

CP

CP
-482

-553

Cm-Or Knox

Pn Pottsville
-1097 FAULT

(Utley -1363?)
(Gwin -1793)
(Cobb -2193)
(Pratt -2748)
(Mary Lee -3643)
TD: -4103

Pn Pottsville
(Gwin -2720)
(Cobb -3087)
(Pratt -3600)
(Mary Lee -4097)
TD: -5024

Permit 9089
Metfuel Harris 23-10-258
23-23N-4E

Permit 9090
Metfuel Harris 23-16-260
23-23N-4E

CP

CP
-533

-511

Cm-Or Knox

Cm-Or Knox
-1193 FAULT

-1423 FAULT

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Gwin -1487)
(Cobb -2020)
(Pratt -2568)
(Mary Lee -3505)
TD: -4985

(Gwin -1645)
(Cobb -2137)
(Pratt -2689)
(Mary Lee -3610)
TD: -4120

Permit 9136
Metfuel Harris 24-6-262
24-23N-4E

Permit 9137
Metfuel Harris 24-12-263
24-23N-4E

CP

CP
-482

-472

Cm-Or Knox

Cm-Or Knox
-592 FAULT

-1134 FAULT

Pn Pottsville

Pn Pottsville
(Utley -1344)
(Gwin -1984)
(Cobb -2458)
(Pratt -2988)
(Mary Lee -3780)
TD: -4404

(Gwin -1787)
(Cobb -2247)
(Pratt -2782)
(Mary Lee -3712)
TD: -4152
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Permit 9250
Metfuel Taylor 23-14-259
23-23N-4E
CP
-481
Cm-Or Knox
-1437 FAULT
Pn Pottsville
(Utley -2011)
(Gwin -2506)
(Cobb -2966)
(Pratt -3531)
TD: -4824
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